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Abstract 
This thesis details methods and procedures to compute prices and hedging strategies 
for derivative securities in financial mathematics using stochastic analytic, numerical 
and variance reduction techniques. 
Results are obtained on explicit hedge ratio representations for non-smooth payoff 
functionals and mult idimensional diffusion processes with stopping boundaries. These 
methods are used to determine hedge ratios for the maximum of several assets and look-
back options. A number of powerful variance reduction techniques are described. These 
include the use of measure transformations, discrete versions of importance sampling 
estimators, control variates based on Ito integral representations, stratified sampling 
and quasi Monte Carlo. For many of these techniques explicit formulas for the variance 
of the resulting estimators are obtained. 
Pricing and hedging procedures are developed for a class of foreign exchange barrier 
options under stochastic volatility. These procedures are applied to the calculation of 
down-and-out call options for the Heston model. A general methodology for pricing 
discount bonds and options on discount bonds for multifactor term structure models is 
established. This approach is used for both European and American style securities for 
a version of the two-factor Fong and Vasicek model, extended to include time depender:t 
parameters. For American pricing an exact representation of the early exercise premium 
is derived for a class of one-factor models. This enables both American option prices 
and the corresponding two-dimensional critical exercise boundary to be computed for 
the extended Fong and Vasicek model. 
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Preface 
Most financial assets evolve in an uncertain manner over time and, as a result, the gen-
eral theory of stochastic processes is viewed by many as providing the natural mathe-
matical framework for the analysis, valuation and management of these securities. This 
theory, both in its discrete and continuous time forms, provides a powerful and unifying 
set of analytic tools which forms the basis of a growing number of successful applica-
tions to financial markets. These applications have their origins in the seminal work 
of Black & Scholes (1973), Merton (1973), and the arbitrage-free pricing methodology 
developed by Harrison & Kreps (1979), Harrison & Pliska (1981) and Duffie (1988). 
The theory of stochastic processes when applied to derivative security valuations 
requires, in essence, three main problem areas to be addressed. Firstly, there is the 
challenge of finding suitable stochastic models that can represent the underlying secu-
rities. Secondly, there is the problem of parameter estimation and fitting the model 
to actual market data. This task is usually integrated with procedures for using the 
model and is sometimes referred to as model calibration. Finally, there is the problem 
of computing prices and hedging strategies based on the models. 
This thesis will focus on the third problem area - the development of pricing and 
hedging procedures for derivative securities with particular emphasis on the use of 
stochastic analytic, numerical and variance reduction techniques. The main aim is to 
show that these advanced mathematical tools can now be applied to solve a range of 
difficult and challenging valuation problems. For all of the applications described in this 
thesis, corresponding software systems have been built which deliver fast, reliable and 
accurate pricing and hedging of the corresponding security. The technology represents 
a significant improvement over existing methods and approaches. 
A number of new results are included in this thesis. Some of these refer to new 
pricing methods, formulas and perspectives, and others refer to extension of existing 
methods but applied to new classes of problems. Also, each of the applications covered 
includes new development of the underlying theory. The overall theoretical framework 
proposed, which has been driven by real world applications, should be both of inde-
pendent mathematical interest and of practical value as it can be successfully applied 
to a wide class of valuation and hedging problems. 
This thesis is divided into two parts and contains five chapters. Part I which 
concentrates more on theoretical issues, presents a number of general mathematical 
tools which can be used for the pricing and hedging of derivative securities. Part II 
deals with applications demonstrating how these tools can be applied to some key 
valuation and hedging problems. The contents of the chapters are as follows: Chapter 
1 describes a general valuation methodology for and a new approach to finding explicit 
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expressions for the integrands in Ito integral representations of contingent claim payoff 
structures. This result is established firstly for one-dimensional diffusion processes and 
is then extended for multidimensional diffusion processes with stopping boundaries. 
Using general results from the theory of measure and integration, conditions are found 
under which these results can be strengthened to include a wide class of non-smooth 
payoff functionals. These methods are applied by finding corresponding representations 
for one-dimensional absolutely continuous functionals , the maximum of several assets 
and lookback options. 
A number of variance reduction techniques based on stochastic analytic techniques 
are outlined in Chapter 2. These methods are mainly used to improve the performance 
of the raw Monte Carlo estimator by finding new ones having the same expectation but 
smaller variance. Some new variance reduction methods will be described as well as 
extensions to, and new perspectives on, some existing or classical ones. These include 
the use of general measure transformation procedures, discrete versions of importance 
sampling estimators, control variates based on Ito integral representations and new ap-
proaches to stratified sampling and quasi Monte Carlo. For a number of these methods, 
the variance of the resulting estimators is computed explicitly. This is of considerable 
practical value as it provides the basis for precise controls of the factors which contribute 
to the variance of an estimator. 
Pricing and hedging procedures for a class of foreign exchange barrier options under 
stochastic volatility are considered in Chapter 3. A general valuation methodology is 
developed using mean self-financing arguments and the minimal equivalent martingale 
measure. This methodology is then applied by computing the prices and hedge ratios 
of down-and-out calls for the Heston (1993) model. Fast and accurate valuations are 
obtained by using a combination of control and antithetic variates and stratified sam-
pling techniques, together with a derivative free weak approximation. It is shown that 
these methods can be adapted to suit the observation frequency or fixings of the barrier 
option. 
The pricing of discount bonds and European style contingent claims for multifactor 
term structure models is dealt with in Chapter 4. The approach is demonstrated by 
efficiently computing the prices of discount bonds and European call options on bonds 
for a version of the Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) model. This version is extended to in-
clude time dependent parameters in the drift term of the short rate for the model. It is 
shown that option prices and corresponding hedge ratios can be computed using repre-
sentations under the so-called forward measure together with appropriate combinations 
of stochastic and deterministic numerical methods. 
In Chapter 5 the analysis provided in the previous chapter is extended to include 
the valuation of American options. A methodology for pricing American puts for a 
class of two-factor term structure models using an integral representation of the early 
exercise premium is described. An exact form for this representation in the case of an 
extended version of the Vasicek (1977) model is derived. These results are then applied, 
III 
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together with appropriate stochastic and deterministic numerical methods, to compute 
the prices of American puts for the two-factor extended Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) 
model considered in Chapter 4. A number of simulation experiments are described 
which show that both American option prices and the corresponding two-dimensional 
critical exercise boundary can be efficiently estimated. 
Some of the main characteristics which distinguish the use of numerical methods in 
this thesis compared to some previous treatments of the subject include the following: 
Firstly, and most importantly, these techniques are based mainly on the application 
of stochastic analytic principles and the semimartingale calculus. This approach has 
enabled new theoretical insights to be gained and provides support and a rigorous 
mathematical framework for a wide class of valuation and hedging problems to be 
handled. In fact the successful application of these methods has only been achieved by 
using some of the most powerful and deepest results from stochastic analysis, supported 
by a range of other techniques from numerical analysis and general simulation. It has 
also meant that the detailed structure of specific models can be more easily exploited. 
Secondly, the systematic application of higher order numerical approximations is 
emphasized. For example, excellent results have been achieved with derivative free , 
predictor-corrector and extrapolated schemes, described in Kloeden & Platen (1992) 
and Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992). 
Thirdly, variance reduction, based on the combined use. of several procedures has 
been used. Previous researchers have applied usually one or two separate techniques, . 
typically antithetic and control variates from general simulation. However huge overall 
gains can be achieved by building systems which combine a number of complementary 
methods. For example, as will be explained in Chapter 2, finite-difference approxima-
tions can form the basis of control variate estimates in stochastic simulations and these 
can be combined with quasi Monte Carlo techniques. 
Finally the theory developed in this thesis has been specifically designed to cater for 
multidimensional pricing problems and models. This type of modelling is increasingly 
required for many types of path-dependent and global securities, groups of assets, and 
even single instruments, where either the drift or diffusion components are themselves 
stochastic. All of the applications covered in Chapter 3 to 5 are based on multidimen-
sional models. 
The numbering system used in this thesis is as follows: Equations are numbered 
by their section and number in the section in parentheses where the reference occurs 
within the same section or chapter. The chapter number appears as a prefix, with the 
full reference (again in parentheses) when the equation is referred to in other chapters. 
All figures , lemmas and theorems are numbered by their chapter, section and order of 
appearance within a section and do not appear in parentheses. Except for Section 1.4 
the use of lemmas, propositions and theorems is avoided. This is to provide a more 
descriptive and expository account and a style of presentation which encourages a more 








A Brief Survey of Numerical Methods in Finance 
Background 
There is now considerable interest both from academics and practitioners in the appli-
cation of stochastic modelling and other advanced mathematical methods to support 
the pricing and management of derivative securities in the finance area. A derivative se-
curity or contingent claim is one the value of which is dependent on, or is derived from, 
some other underlying asset or security such as a bond, stock or currency contract. 
Over the last decade the growth in the use of derivative securities has been enormous. 
Financial institutions are seeking new products, new ways of handling existing ones and 
better methods for managing the risks associated with trading in these instruments. 
In the past, because of the intractability of the underlying stochastic models, the 
development of accurate pricing methods has been extremely difficult. Analytic solu-
tions to valuation problems are possible only in a few specialized cases, for example 
the classical Black and Scholes model based on a single asset and geometric Brownian 
motion. Consequently, numerical techniques are required for many types of valuation 
problems. 
The use of discrete time methods including the application of stochastic numerical 
procedures, is in some sense fundamental and natural to an understanding and treat-
ment of financial markets because individual financial securites are in fact observed and 
traded at discrete points in time. The continuous time theory is however extremely 
useful in providing a more concise formalism, clarifying insights and asymptotic limits 
to valuation problems. 
The rapid development of new derivative securities and corresponding methods for 
pricing and managing them can be expected to continue in the future with particular 
emphasis on multidimensional modelling, complex payoff structures and the integration 
of risk management procedures over many instruments and even across divisions within 
financial institutions. For these type of challenges it is likely that both stochastic and 
deterministic numerical methods will play an increasingly important and crucial role. 
Numerical approximations are now widely used in the finance industry. Even in 
cases where so-called exact valuations exist, computations based on these valuations are 
often supported by an array of deterministic numerical procedures such as interpolation, 
equation solving, search techniques, differentiation and integration routines. These 
numerical methods have become more effective in recent years due to increases in the 
power of desktop workstations and computers, at reduced costs, and the widespread 
availability of comprehensive numerical software packages, both in the commercial and 
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public domains. 
Broadly speaking three main categories of numerical approximations have been 
used for the valuation of derivative securities. These are finite-difference methods, 
multinomial lattices and Monte Carlo simulation. In addition, a number of analytic 
approximations have been proposed and applied to valuation problems. 
Finite-Difference Approximations 
Finite difference approximations are used to solve numerically the Kolmogorov back-
ward or Feynman-Kac equation with associated boundary conditions. Subject to cer-
tain integrability and smoothness conditions, this partial differential equation must be 
satisfied by the valuation process viewed as a function of time and the state variables 
in the underlying model. In the case of American options, a free boundary problem 
arises which can also be expressed as a variational inequality. 
The method in its implicit form was first applied to option valuation problems by 
Schwartz (1977) and Brennan & Schwartz (1977) . The valuation of derivative securities 
using explicit finite-difference methods has been analysed by Hull & White (1990) 
and described in the monograph by Hull (1993). The relationship between option 
pricing and the Feynman-Kac formula has been explored by Duffie (1988) and in a 
wider context by Karatzas & Shreve (1988). The monograph by Wilmott, Dewynne 
& Howison (1993) provides a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the use of 
partial differentiation equation solution techniques in finance. Dempster (1994) and 
Dempster & Hutton (1994) present some recent and encouraging results on the use 
of finite-difference and related approximations for the valuation of a range of option 
securities. These results focus on the use of linear programming techniques combined 
with matrix factorization. 
Also of interest is the method of lines applied to general multidimensional free 
boundary problems by Meyer (1977) and used for American pricing by Carr & Faguett 
(1994) and Meyer & van der Hoek (1994). This technique, related to finite-difference 
methods, usually involves discrete time approximations of the underlying partial dif-
ferential equations by ordinary differential equations. In the case of multidimensional 
pricing, some discretization of one of the state space variables is needed and this results 
in a set of equations which must be solved or numerically evaluated at each time step. 
For the Black and Scholes model these resulting ordinary differential equations can be 
solved explicitly and the approach is then referred to as the analytic method of lines. 
Finite-element methods can also be used to approximate the solutions of a wide 
class of partial differential equations. Because of the relative ease with which boundary 
conditions can be handled, they are better suited to free boundary problems and there-
fore to the pricing of certain types of American options. A description of these methods 
can be found in most books on numerical analysis, for example Burden & Faires (1993) 
and Hoffmann (1992) . In addition Wilmott, Dewynne & Howison (1993) provide in-
~-
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formation on the formulation of the finite-element method for American pricing. 
Lattice Methods 
Binomial and multinomial lattice techniques constitute a popular and widely used 
numerical procedure for pricing a range of derivative securities. The basic binomial 
method values a derivative security by approximating the underlying diffusion with 
binomial trees for each process component where at each time step model components 
can move to at most two new values. The method was introduced for option pricing 
by Cox, Ross & Rubinstein (1979). Usually the technique is applied backwards in time 
and when used to price American options represents an application of the Bellman 
principle of dynamic programming. A faster version of the method has been developed 
by Breen (1991) . 
Approximation of the underlying diffusion by multinomial trees, where model com-
ponents can move to a finite number of new states or values, leads to corresponding 
multinomial lattices. Trinomial and multinomial lattices have been analysed by Boyle 
(1988), Omberg (1988) and Boyle, Evnine & Gibbs (1989) . 
The application of binomial lattice methods to option valuations with transaction 
costs has been examined by Boyle & Vorst (1992) and more recently by Mercurio & 
Vorst (1995a,b) , who apply Schweizer's (1988, 1991, 1993) principle of risk-minimization 
for incomplete markets. Boyle & Lau (1994), and Cheuk & Vorst (1994b) apply bi-
nomialla:ttices to the valuation and hedging of barrier options. Hull & White (1993) 
use an implicit two state variable binomial model to price lookback options. Their 
approach is simplified by Cheuk & Vorst (1994a). 
Monte Carlo Simulations 
The application of Monte Carlo methods to option pricing was first described by Boyle 
(1977) . According to the arbitrage-free pricing theory the price of many types of 
contingent claims can be expressed as the discounted expected value of its terminal 
future payoff under an appropriately changed probability measure. A standard Monte 
Carlo procedure would estimate this price by simulating many trajectories for the 
underlying stochastic model using this measure. The Monte Carlo estimate is then the 
discounted sample mean of the terminal payoffs for these simulated trajectories. 
Monte Carlo simulations are used by both academics and practitioners to provide 
comparative results for other methods and 'rough' estimates when no other valuation 
procedure is available. Since the pioneering work of Boyle, several authors have applied 
the technique to a variety of valuation problems. These include Hull & White (1987, 
1988) , Johnson & Shanno (1987) and Scott (1987) on stochastic volatility, Schwartz 
& Torous (1989) on mortgage-backed securities and Kemna & Vorst (1990) on the 
valuation of Asian options. Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) , Duffie (1992) and 
i 
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Duffie & Glynn (1992) have also applied Monte Carlo methods for derivative security 
valuation problems. 
For a number of valuation problems the pricing functional can be expressed as an 
integral involving the densities of the underlying model components. If these densities 
have an explicit form, the general methods of quasi Monte Carlo can be applied. These 
methods are described in the monographs by Ripley (1983) and more recently Nieder-
reiter (1992) . Their applicability to financial modelling problems have been examined 
by Joy, Boyle & Tan (1995). Quasi Monte Carlo in its standard form involves replacing 
pseudo-random numbers with so-called low discrepancy point sets such as Sobol (1967) 
or Halton (1960) sequences. These low discrepancy sequences exhibit less deviations 
from uniformity compared to pseudo random numbers. Quasi Monte Carlo, in cases 
where densities of the model components can be determined, seem to be well-suited 
to higher dimensional problems. A version of quasi Monte Carlo involving the use of 
multipoint" random variables is considered in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
Recently Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992), using measure transformation tech-
niques, and Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 1994), using discrete versions of a martingale 
control variate, have introduced powerful variance reduction methods which signifi-
cantly improve the performance of the raw Monte Carlo estimator. The paper by 
Hofmann, Platen and Schweizer is particularly significant as it represents the first 
. successful attempt to formulate and use variance reduction techniques for financial 
modelling problems based on stochastic analytic methods. 
The application of Monte Carlo methods in general simulation has been described 
by several authors. Some excellent references include Hammersley & Handscomb (1964) 
Ripley (1983) , Bratley, Fox & Schrage (1987), Ross (1991) and Law & Kelton (1991). 
All of these sources provide information on variance reduction techniques. It is some-
what surprising that, since the work of Boyle (1977) , these classical methods have only 
recently been used systematically in the finance area. 
Analytic Approximations and Related Methods 
Analytic approximations have been used for both European and American option val-
uations. Some examples of these in the case of American options include the quadratic 
approximation method developed by MacMillan (1986) and Barone-Adesi & Whaley 
(1987) , the compound option approach used by Geske & Johnson (1984) and refined 
by Bunch & Johnson (1992) . McKean (1965), Kim (1990), Jacka (1991), Carr, Jarrow 
& Myneni (1992) and Chesney, Elliott & Gibson (1991) price American options as the 
sum of the corresponding European price together with an integral representation of 
the early exercise premium. This representation is exact but requires a backward nu-
merical technique to determine the optimal exercise boundary and from this the price 
of the option. Examples of analytic approximations using Taylor series expansions and 
applied to European style contingent claims are given by Dothan (1987) and Hull & 
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White (1988). 
Laplace transform methods have been used to value Asian options by Geman & Yor 
(1992) and Eydeland & Geman (1995) and Parisian options by Chesney, Jeanblanc-
Picque & Yor (1995). Inversion of the Laplace transform for Parision options requires 
some delicate numerical problems to be solved. These problems together with methods 
for handling them are presented by Cornwall et al. (1995). The fast Fourier transform 
is used by Carverhill & Clewlow (1990) to evaluate Asian options. 
Performance Criteria 
The performance of a numerical method is measured in terms of its speed, accuracy, 
flexibility, robustness and ease of implementation. The attribute of speed is related 
to the rate of convergence of the numerical method to a continuous time limit and 
is clearly of considerable importance to financial institutions. This is because these 
institutions often have large books of securities which must be frequently revalued and 
hedged. Also, sensitivity analysis studies, model calibration procedures and calculation 
of implied parameters often require numerically intensive computations. 
The requirements for fast valuations must be balanced with the competing de-
mands of aceuracy which, for financial modelling problems; usually varies considerably, 
depending on the application. For example, if hedge ratios are being computed using 
finite difference approximations, the underlying valuation procedures may need to be 
very accurate. On the other hand, sensitivity analysis work may require less accuracy 
with more emphasis being placed on providing rapid feedback to risk managers. Also 
the requirements for accuracy need to be worked out for the entire valuation problem 
not just for a particular component. Clearly if the parameter estimation and mod-
elling errors associated with a product are say, of the order of 5 per cent, which may 
easily arise for new products and certain types of exotics, it is of limited value having 
valuation software that is accurate to say 0.1 per cent. 
The flexibility of a numerical method refers to how easily the method can be adapted 
to new problems and situations. This attribute is particularly important to institutions 
at the cutting-edge of research and development. 
Robustness is measured in terms of the stability of the corresponding method. A 
numerical method is stable if small changes in input parameters lead to small changes 
in output results. Some algorithms are stable in certain regions and not in others. 
The differences in the modes of convergence and dynamics of stochastic processes lead 
to different stability criteria for stochastic systems, see for example Kloeden & Platen 
(1992) . An important part of the work required to build valuation procedures based on 
stochastic numerical methods is therefore a detailed and systematic study of stability 
issues relating to the dynamics of the underlying stochastic system. 
Finally, we can measure the ease with which a numerical method can be formulated 
and implemented within a subroutine library or separate application. This is related to 
I 
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the complexity of the method and its capacity to be modularized and broken down into 
components. This is also an important attribute as software development expenditure 
can be considerable with time and cost overruns common. 
If the various classes of numerical methods are compared and evaluated in terms of 
their performance, it is found that in general the fully numerical techniques are more 
flexible but slower and less accurate compared to analytic approximations. Stability 
problems depend on the specific application being considered but are more likely to be 
an issue for fully numerical techniques compared to analytic approximations. There 
are considerable differences between the methods in terms of their ease of implemen-
tation. For example quadratic approximations for American options can usually be 
implemented in a straightforward manner, whereas the integral representation of the 
early exercise premium seems to require more delicate numerical problems to be solved. 
As observed by Brennan & Schwartz (1978), multinomial lattice approaches can be 
regarded as versions of explicit finite-difference methods. The methods are therefore 
roughly similiar in terms of their performance capabilities. However Geske & Shastri 
(1985) compare the two approaches and note some differences in efficiences for different 
types of applications. The main disadvantage of finite-difference and lattice approaches 
is that memory requirements explode exponentially with increases in the dimensionality 
of the model and the number of branch points used. The speed of convergence to a 
continuous time limit can also be extremely slow, particularly for certain classes of path 
dependent options. Cheuk & Vorst (1994a,b) report very slow convergence of binomial 
pricing methods for barrier and lookback options. Their research in the case of look back 
options also indicates the sensitivity of valuations to the observation frequency of the 
option. 
Monte Carlo techniques are generally considered to be flexible and in their basic 
form simple to implement although somewhat inefficient. Compared to lattice and 
finite-difference methods they seem to be better suited to higher dimensional problems. 
A common view, see for example Hull (1993) and Reider (1994) is that they are not as 
effective for American pricing. However Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 1994) and Grant, 
Vora & Weeks (1993) have applied Monte Carlo techniques to American valuations. 
As will be demonstrated in this thesis , a two-factor American problem is handled using 
techniques related to Monte Carlo simulation. An excellent comparison and evaluation 
of various approximation methods for American options together with a description of a 





Calculation of Hedge Ratios 
for Non-Smooth Payoff Functionals 
The calculation of hedge ratios is fundamental to both the arbitrage free valuation of 
derivative securi t ies and also the risk management procedures needed to replicate these 
instruments. In this chapter we consider the problem of finding explicit Ito integral 
representations of the payoff structure of a derivative security. If such a representation 
can be found in an explicit form, the corresponding hedge ratio can usually be easily 
identified and calculated. 
In Section 1.1 , following from the work of Bensoussan (1984) , Karatzas & Shreve 
(1988), and Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) , we propose a general framework 
which expresses the price dynamics of a derivative security as the conditional expecta-
tion, under a suitable measure, of the payoff structure of the security. This framework 
will be used through?ut this thesis. 
In Section 1.2 and 1.3 we apply the Markov property and the Kolmogorov back-
ward equation to obtain explicit Ito integral representations for a class of smooth payoff 
functionals , firstly for one-dimensional diffusion processes and, secondly, for multidi-
mensional diffusion processes with stopping boundaries. The extension to include stop-
ping boundaries is needed to support the pricing and hedging of American options. 
These representations are related to the formula of Clark (1970) and results obtained 
by Haussmann (1979) , Ocone (1984), Elliott & Kohlmann (1988) and Colwell, Elliott 
& Kopp (1991) . 
Applying general arguments from the theory of measure and integration, we then 
extend these results in Section 1.4 to include a wide class of non-smooth payoff func-
tionals which can be expressed as the pointwise limit of smooth functionals that satisfy 
a uniform linear growth bound. In Section 1.5 we use these results together with certain 
smoothing operators to obtain explicit Ito integral representations for one-dimensional 
absolutely continuous functionals whose derivative is continuous except at a finite num-
ber of points. In the last two sections of this chapter we extend these results to include 
representations of the maximum of several assets and lookback options. The represen-
tation of the maximum of several assets provides an important tool for the computation 
of hedge ratios in the funds management area. In the case of lookback options we pro-
vide an example of how these methods can be adapted to the case of path-dependent 
options. 
, 
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1.1 Contingent Claim Pricing Fundamentals 
Let W = (WI , . .. , wm) be an m-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the proba-
bility space (0, F, P). We assume that the filtration F = (Fk~to is the P-augmentation 
of the natural filtration of W. These conditions ensure, see Karatzas & Shreve (1988), 
Proposition 2.7.7, that F satisfies the usual conditions. 
Let Xto ,:E. = {XiO ,:E. = (X;,to,:E., ... , x:,to ,:E.) , to ::; t ::; T} be a d-dimensional diffusion 
process whose components satisfy the stochastic differential equation 
m 
dX;,to ,:E. = ai(t, Xto,:E.) dt + L bi,j (t, Xto,:E.) dW! (1.1) 
j=1 
for to ::; t ::; T , i E {I , ... , d} , where Xto,:E. starts at time to with initial value J!. = 
(J!.I' ... ,bt) E ~d, and ~d is the set of d-dimensional reals. We assume that appropriate 
growth and Lipschitz conditions apply for the drift ai and diffusion bi,j coefficients so 
that (1.1) admits a unique solution and is Markov, see for example Kloeden & Platen 
(1992). 
In order to model the time value of money and stochastic interest rates we take 
the first component Xl,to ,~ = r = {rt, to ::; t ::; T} to represent some instantaneous 
interest rate process and the second component X2 , to ,~ = f3 = {f3t , to ::; t ::; T} 
to model the price movements of a riskless savings account. We assu~e this savings 
account f3 evolves according to the stochastic differential equation 
df3t = rt f3t dt (1.2) 
for to ::; t ::; T , where f3 starts at time to with initial value f3to = 1. Note that (1.2) can 
be solved explicitly yielding 
(1.3) 
for to::; t ::; T . The vector process xto ,~ could include several risky assets and other 
securities as well as components to provide for additional specifications or features of 
the model such as stochastic volatility or averages of risky assets for Asian options. 
In order to build a framework that will support in particular American, and certain 
classes of exotic option valuations and hedging, we consider a stopping time formulation 
as follows: 
Let ro c [to , T] X ~d be some region with ro n (to, T] x ~d an open set and define 
a stopping time T : 0 --7 ~ by 
T = inf{t > to: (t, X:o ,~) rf. ro}. (1.4) 
Using the stopping time T we define the region 
• 
~-
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r I contains all points of the boundary of rOW hich can be reached by the diffusion 
X to ,!!<. We now consider contingent claims with payoff structures of the form 
where h : r 1 -+ !R is some payoff function. 
Using terminology that is applied mainly for American option pricing, we call the 
set ro the continuation region and r 1 the exercise boundary, which forms part of the 
stopping region. For a diffusion process X to ,!. with continuous sample paths, an option 
is considered 'alive' at time 8, to ~ 8 ~ T , if (8 , X ;o,!.) E roo On the other hand it is 
'exercised' or 'stopped' at the first time 8 , to ~ 8 ~ T , that (8 , X;o ,!.) touches rl. It is 
assumed that (to ,;f) E r 0 since otherwise the derivative security would be immediately 
'exercised' . 
For example if we take ro = [to , T) X !Rd which implies T = T and payoff structures 
of the form h(T, X~ '!.) this formulation reduces to the case of a multidimensional 
European style contingent claim. 
Applying the Markov property, the option pricing or valuation function u : ro u 
r l -+ !R corresponding to the payoff structure h(T, X;o ,!.) is given by 
(1.5) 
for (t , x ) E ro u r l , where E denotes expectation under an appropriately defined proba- · 
bility measure P. We will not discuss here how this measure P, which is usually the risk 
neutral measure, should be determined. A good choice, the so called minimal equiva-
lent martingale measure, which can be used both for complete and incomplete markets 
is described in Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992); see also Foellmer & Schweizer 
(1991) and Schweizer (1991). 
Define the discounted functions h : r 1 -+ !R and u : r 0 UrI -+ !R by 
h(8,y) 1 - h(8, y) 
Y2 
(1.6) 
for (8 , y) E r l , (t , x ) E fo U fl with Y = (YI , '. " Yd) E !Rd, where we recall that x 2,to ,!. 
represents the price movements of the riskless savings account {J. 
Let zto ,to = {Zio,to, to ~ t ~ T} be the solution of the stochastic differential 
equation 
(1. 7) 
for to ~ t ~ T , starting at time to with initial value to . We can write the solution to 
(1 .7) in the form 
zio ,to = t 1\ T , (1.8) 
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for to::; t ::; T. This expression together with the uniqueness of the solutions of (1.1) 




for to ::; t ::; T. Using these equalities, (1.5), the Markov property, equation (1.3) and 
the assignment (3T = x;,to,~ with ;f2 = I , we have 
Ut = u(tI\T,xi~:;) 
E (exp (- l:T r s dS) h (z;/\T,z:~~o , x;/\T,x:t~) ) 
E (exp ( - l:T r s dS) h ( Z;/\T,z:~~o , x;/\T'x:~~~) I Ft) 
{3t/\T E (;T h (T, X;o,~) ) 
{3t/\T E (h (T, X;o ,~)) 
for (t 1\ T , X:~:;) E roo 
Define the martingale M = {Mt : to::; t ::; T} by 
Mt = E (h(T, X;O'~) 1Ft), 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
for to::; t ::; T. We assume that an appropriate growth condition applies for h so that 
the conditional expectation in (1.12) is well-defined. Applying once again equation 
(1.9), the Markov property and the definitions of hand u we have 
Mt = E (h (T' x;/\T'x:~~~) 1 Ft) 
E (h (T' x;/\T'x:~;) ) 
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for to ~ t ~ T. 
= U (t /\ T xtO '~) 
, t /\T 
Consequently the ,B-discounted valuation process 
U = {Ut = U (t /\ T , X:~~) , to ~ t ~ T} 
5 
(1.13) 
is a martingale. Also, from (1.11) we can determine values for the random variable Ut if 
corresponding values for ,BtM and Ut are known. Usually it is much more convenient to 
compute prices via the function U rather than u. This is mainly because the martingale 
property associated with U enables us to apply a number of powerful results from 
stochastic analysis. In particular, subject to certain integrability conditions, the price 
process corresponding to u will admit an Ito integral representation, and from this 
hedging parameters can be determined either in an implicit or explicit form. 
We will not discuss here how these hedging strategies for general valuations can be 
formulated. Instead we refer the reader to the papers by Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer 
(1992) and Karatzas (1989) for a more complete coverage; see also Bensoussan (1984) 
and Karatzas & Shreve (1988) . Some specific examples of hedging strategies are how-
ever considered in Part II of this thesis dealing with applications. 
The above-analysis leading in particular to equations (1.11) and (1.13) demonstrates 
that the valuation of contingent claims as given by (1.5) can be reduced to the case of 
valuations of the form ' 
(1.14) 
for some payoff function Ii : r 1 -+!R. Consequently in the remaining part of this 
chapter and the next we will assume this type of structure for our pricing and hedging 
problems. 
In the special case where T = T and the payoff structure takes the form h(X:; '~) 
we will refer to the corresponding equations for (1.5) and (1.11)-(1.14) as the time-
independent formulations. 
1.2 Explicit Hedge Ratios for 
One-Dimensional Diffusions 
In this section, to allow for an easier and simpler exposition of the underlying ideas, we 
suppose W = {Wt, t ~ to} is a one-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the prob-
ability space (fl , F , P) . Consider the one-dimensional stochastic differential equation 
dXt = a(t , Xd dt + b(t , X t ) dWt (2.1) 
for to ~ t ~ T. Here a, b: [to, T] x !R -+ !R are measurable functions which have linear 
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and are Lipschitz continuous in x. We denote by X to ,;£ = {X;O,;£ , to ~ s ~ T} the 
solution of (2.1) starting at J< E R at time to, to ~ t ~ T. 
In this section we consider a European style contingent claim with a payoff structure 
of the form 
for J< E R and terminal time T. 
Subject to certain growth bounds applying for the function h these conditions for 
the coefficients a and b ensure, see Kloeden & Platen (1992) , that E((h(X~ ';£))2) < 00 
and the process M = {Mt, to ~ t ~ T} defined by 
(2.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T , is a square integrable martingale and therefore admits a (Kunita & 
Watanabe (1967)) representation of the form 
M t = Mo + rt ~s dWs , ito 
where ~ is an F-predictable process with 
The process ~ is unique in the sense that if Mt 
F-predictable process ~, then 
(2.3) 
Mo + Jt~ ~s dWs for some other 
A more general statement of this uniqueness property can be found in Karatzas & 
Shreve (1988) , Exercise 3.4.22. 
Finding explicit expressions for the integrand ~ is of considerable practical value as 
it is closely related to the computation of hedge ratios in the theory of option pricing. 
Here we seek explicit characterizations based on an application of the Kolmogorov 
backward equation. 
Define the scalar function u: [to , T] x R -+ R by 
u(t , x) = E(h(X~X)) , (2.4) 
for (t , x ) E [to,T] x R. We assume that the function u is of class C 1,3 , that is, con-
tinuously differentiable with respect to t and three times continuously differentiable in 
x. Expanding u(T, X~ ,;£) = h(X~ ';£) by the Ito rule and applying the Kolmogorov 
backward equation yields 
-..... 
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for to :S t :S T. Using the time-independent formulations of (1.12), (1.13) with T = T, 
h = Ii and u = ii, and (2.5) we have 
(2.6) 
for to :S t :S T. This result can also be obtained by applying Ito's formula to 
u(T, X~'~) = h(X~'~) , taking the conditional expectation of both sides of the resulting 
equation, and using the relations (2.2) and (2.5). Consequently Mto = u(to,~) and 
~s = ~ (s, X;o,~) b(s, X;O '~). We now have a representation of the form (2.3). How-
ever this expression for the integrand ~ requires the solution of the valuation equation 
(2.4) to be known. Typically, in practical applications, one uses finite differences to 
approximate the partial derivative ~ (s, X;O'~) and from these ~s . 
We will now find an alternate characterization of the integrand ~ which does not 
depend directly on the solution to (2.4). Let LO and Ix LO be the operators 
(2.7) 
where the operator Ix LO is obtained by computing the partial derivative of LO with 
respect to x. The Kolmogorov backward equation can now be written in the form 
for (s, x) E (to, T) x ~ with terminal condition 
u(T, x) = h(x) (2.8) 
for x E ~, so that 
(2 .9) 
for (s, x) E (to, T) x ~. 
Consider the linearized stochastic differential equation 
(2.10) 
for to :S t:S T. Let Zs,~ = {Z:'~, s :S t:S T} be the solution of (2. 10) starting at ~ E ~ 
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Introducing the scalar function v: [to, T} x ~2 -+ ~ defined by 
OU 
v(t,x,z) = ox(t,x)z (2.11) 
for (t, x, z) E [to , T} X ~2 , and applying the multidimensional version of Ito's formula 
to v(T , X~~, Z~~) we have 
v(t x z) + iT J}v(s xt,~ zt,~ ) ds , _,_ , s , s 
t 
+ iT Llv(s xt,~ zt,~ ) dW , s , s s t (2.12) 
for to::; t ::; T , where 
o 0 oa 0 to = - +a-+ - z-
os ox ox oz 
and 
-1 0 ob 0 
L = b ox + z ox oz· 




for (s , x, z) E (to, T ) X ~2. 
We now assume that E(lv(T,X~~, Z~1)1) < 00 for all (t,;f) E [to ,T} x R Subject 
to certain growth bounds applying for the derivative ~ this condition will be verified 
in Section 1.4 of this chapter. 
Consequently, taking expectations of both sides of (2.12) and using (2.8) we have 
OU 
O;f (t,;f) 
for (t,;f) E (to, T ) x R 
v(t,;f, 1) 
E (v (T, X~~, Z~1) ) 
E (~~ (T, X~~) Z~1) 
E (~~ (X~~) Z~1) (2.14) 
-
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Substituting this result into (2.5) we obtain 
(2.15) 
Applying the Markov property of X (see the remarks following (1.1) ), and (1.9) with 
T = T, this representation becomes 
(2.16) 
Using the relations u(T, X~ '~) = h(X:; '~) and u(to , ~) = E(h(X:; '~)) , the latter fol-
lowing by taking expectations of both sides of (2.15) , we can express (2.16) equivalently 
in the form 
Thus we have obtained an explicit characterization of the integrand ~ appearing 
in (2.3). We see from (2.14) that the variate ~(X~X ) Z~l is an unbiassed estimator 
of ~(t , x) , unlike finite difference approximations. Note also that if Monte Carlo or 
related sampling methods are used to estimate the price functional u at the point 
(8 , X!o ,~), to:S t :S T , the same simulation trajectories for xto ,~ can be used, together 
with new ones for zs ,l , to approximate ~ at (8, X;o '~). This procedure is usually 
more accurate since it is unbiassed , and more efficient , since only one simulation run is 
required , compared to at least two separate simulation runs which are needed for finite 
difference estimates. 
Representations of the type (2.15) - (2.17) , under different conditions , have been 
obtained by Elliott & Kohlmann (1988) and Colwell, Elliott & Kopp (1991) who use 
the Markov property and the differentiability of solutions of Ito stochastic differential 
equations with respect to the initial conditions. Broadie & Glasserman (1993) and 
Carr (1993) also derive explicit representations of hedge ratios in the case where the 
payoff structure is a standard European call and the diffusion process xto ,~ follows a 
one-dimensional geometric Brownian motion. Our result relies on certain smoothness 
conditions and an application of the Kolmogrov backward equation. It has the advan-
tage of being very simple and straightforward, and can also be extended to include 
stopping time boundaries and multidimensional diffusions as will be seen in the next 
section. 
As noted by Colwell, Elliott & Kopp (1991) similar results can be obtained as 
an application of the Haussmann (1978) integral representation theorem. In fact , the 
Haussmann's integral representation theorem can be used for certain classes of path 
dependent securities, where the payoff function h depends on whole trajectories of the 
diffusion process xto,~ . A proof of Haussmann's theorem which is related to the formula 
of Clark (1970) using Malliavin calculus techniques is given by Ocone (1984), see also 
Davis (1980) and Haussmann (1979). 
l 
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However use of the Haussmann's integral representation theorem has the disadvan-
tage of being less direct and the conditions of the theorem more difficult to establish. 
In fact the results presented in this section are sufficient for many types of practical 
valuation and hedging problems that arise in financial mathematics and can also be 
extended to a wide class of path dependent options. These include many which are not 
FrecMt differentiable as is required for an application of the Haussmann's theorem. 
1.3 Explicit Hedge Ratios for Multidimensional Diffusions 
In practice one is often confronted with the problem of computing hedge ratios for 
derivative securities associated with multicomponent portfolios. To derive explicit ex-
pressions for the hedge ratios in these cases will force us, in this section, to use more 
complex notations and formulations. However we can still successfully apply the basic 
ideas of the previous section. 
Let W = (WI, ... , wm) be an m-dimensional Brownian motion and xto,~ = 
{X:o ,~ = (X:,to,~, ... , X:,to ,~), to :::; t :::; T} a d-dimensional diffusion process which 
satisfies equation (1.1). 
Using the results obtained in Section 1.1 we let T be a stopping time given by 
(1.4), and corresponding to the continuation region ro and exercise boundary r l , with 
(to,~) E roo By taking h = h, U = ii and P = P in (1.6) we assume there is a payoff 
function h: r l -+ ~ and valuation function u: ro UrI -+ ~ with 
(3.1) 
for (t,~) E rourl . We will say that the function f: ro -+ ~ is of class Cl,e, for integers 
e 2: 1, if f is continuously differentiable with respect to t and i-times continuously 
differentiable with respect to the spatial variables Xl, ... ,Xd on the domain roo In this 
section we also assume that the valuation function u given by (3.1) is of class C l ,3 for 
the domain r o. 
As in the case for one-dimensional diffusion processes, see equation (2.5), we can 
apply multidimensional versions of the Ito formula for semimartingales and the Kol-
mogorov backward equation to obtain 
d m ltM f) 
u (t 1\ T , X:~:;) = u(to ,~) + L L ~ U (8, X!o,~) bi ,j (8 xto,~) dW j 
i=l j=l to uX t '5 5 
(3.2) 
for to:::; t :::; T. 
Applying (1.12) and (1.13), with h = hand u = ii, we also have 
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u (t "T, X:~:;) (3.3) 
so that U{T, X;o,~) = h{T, X;O ,;£). 
Define the operators L 0 and Ix; L 0 , P E {I, ... , d}, by 
o ~ . 0 1 ~ ~ .. k . 02 
- + Lat - + - L L bt')b ') ---, 
OS i=l aXi 2 i,k= l j=l OXi OXk 
where the operators 8~ LO, P E {I, ... , d} are obtained by calculating the partial 
p 
derivatives of the operator L O with respect to xp. 
The Kolmogorov backward equation now takes the form 
LOu{t,x) = 0 
for (t,x) E ro with boundary condition U{T,X) = h{T,X) for (t,x) E rl. From this 
equation we also have 
(3.4) 
for (t ,x) E ro, p E {I, ... , d}. 
Let ZS,! = {zt,£ = (Ztl,l,s,£, ... , Z1,d,s,! ), to :s: s :s: t :s: T} be the solution of the 
d2-dimensionallinearized stochastic differential equation 
. d oak . d m obk,j . . dZk ,t = '"' _ zp,t,S,£ dt + '"' '"' __ zp,t,S,£ dWJ 
t Lox t L~ ox t t 
p=l P p=l J=l P 
(3.5) 
for to :s: s :s: t :s: T, k, i E {I, ... ,d}. We assume Zs ,£ starts at time s, to :s: s :s: T with 
initial value ~ = (~l,l' ... , ~,d) E Wd2 . 
For i E {I, ... , d} we introduce the scalar functions Vi: ro UrI x Wd2 -+ W defined 
by 
d au 
Vi{t, x, z) = L {h""(t, x) Zp,i 
p=l P 
(3.6) 
for (t,x,z) E ro x Wd2 with x = (Xl, ... ,Xd) E Wd, Z = (Zl,l, . .. ,Zd,d) E Wd2 . 
Let i, with i E {I, ... , d} be fixed. Applying the Ito formula for semimartingales to 
Vi at time T and t "T, to:S: t :s: T , using the system of processes X = (Xl, ... X d ) 
and Zi = (Zl ,i, ... ,Zd,i) and noting that ~Vi{t,x,Z) = 0 for p, q E {I, ... ,d} 
aZp ,i a Zq,i 
and (t,~,~) E r 0 x Wd 2 yields 
\ 
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m' l7" 
+ '" v v ·(s xt,~ zt,!.) dWj ~ t 1. , S , S S1 j=1 tA7" (3.7) 
where 
-0 a d e a d (d aak ) a 
Li = -+ I:a -+ I: I:-Zp,i -
as £=1 aXl k=1 p=l axp aZk,i 
. dad (d abk,j ) Ii = I: be,j - + I: I: - Zp,i 
[=1 aXe k=1 p=1 axp 
for (t,~,~) E ro x Rd2 • 
Computing the partial derivatives of Vi from (3.6) , and using (3.4) we have 
d a2 d e d a2 
L? Vi(S,X,Z) = I: ax asu(s ,X)zp,i +I:a I: ax ax u(s ,X) Zp,i 
p=1 p e=1 p=1 e p 
t (a: L O u(s , X)) Zp,i 
p=l P 
o 
for (s, X, z) E r 0 x Rd2 • 
Consequently if we take the initial value ~ = (~1 , 1 ' ... , ~,d) E Rd2 , where ~p ,i is the 
Kronecker delta given by 
J _ {I : p=i 
-p,i - 0 : p::j:. i ' (3.8) 
for p, i E {I , . .. , d} , then taking expectation of both sides of (3.7) yields 
a 
aX.i u( t, x.) 
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E (t :: (T,X;'~) Z~'i, t ,~) 
p= 1 P 
(3 .9) 
for (t,~) E ro and i E {1 , . . . , d}. 
We assume E (I Vi ( T , X ;,~ , Z;'~)I) < 00 for i E {I , . . . , d} so that the expectation in 
(3.9) is well-defined. As in the one-dimensional case and subject to certain growth 
bounds applying for the partial derivatives IA, ... , ~, this condition will be verified 
in Section 1.4 of this chapter. 
This expression for t u(t,~) can be substituted into (3.2) yielding 
(3 .10) 
where 
,../ = E (t ~ (T XS/\T,x:~;,) ZP' i' S'~) 
S P=1 8xp ' T T' 
Using equation (1.9) and the Markov property we can write 
Combining this with the representation (3.10) we obtain 
(3.11) 
where 
,~ = E (t :: (T, X;o ,~) Z~,i ,s ,~ I :Fs) . 
p=1 p 
Taking expectations of both sides of (3.11) and using the boundary condition U(T, X;O,~) = 
h(T, X;o ,~) we can infer that u(to ,~) = E(h(T, X;o ,~)). Consequently this representation 
becomes 
d miT h (T, X;O '~) = E (h (T,X;O '~)) + LL , ! bi,j (s , x;o,~) dwl , 
i=1 j =1 to 
(3.12) 
where ,! is as given in (3.10) or (3.11). The equations (3.11) and (3.12) should be 
compared to (2.16) and (2.17) for one-dimensional diffusion processes. 
We remark that the formulas (3.11) and (3.12) can be expressed using matrix no-
tation and appear in this form under stronger assumption in Colwell, Elliott & Kopp 
(1991) and Ocone (1984). We have used the component form because these components 
are involved explicitly in our proof of the result and because, for practical applications, 
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1.4 Hedge Ratios for Non-Smooth Payoffs 
In this section we consider the important problem, both theoretically and practically, 
of extending the representation results obtained in the previous section to non-smooth 
payoff functions. This extension, for example, is required even for standard derivative 
securities such as the well-known European call option. In most of the known or 
available literature this problem is overlooked or just neglected. 
As in the previous section we let W = (WI, ... , wm) be an m-dimensional Brow-
nian motion and Xto.:E = {Xio.:E = (X; ·to.:E, ... , xt·to.:E) , to ~ t ~ T} ad-dimensional 
diffusion process which satisfies (1.1). 
We assume that the drift and diffusion coefficients of (1.1) have linear growth and 
are Lipschitz continuous so that in particular, see for example Kloeden & Platen (1992), 
Exercise 4.5.5 and Section 4.8, 
E CO~~~T Ilx!o·:E11 2) < KI < 00 (4.1) 
for some constant KI E lR+, where lR+ = {r E lR: r > O}. 
We also assume that the drift and diffusion coefficients of (3.5) have linear growth 
and are Lipschitz continuous so that using the same result in Kloeden & Platen (1992) 
there is a constant K4(S) E lR+ which may depend on s with 
E (sup IZf·i,S·§f) < K2(S) < 00 
s~r~T 
(4.2) 
for 1 ~ p, i ~ d. 
Let T be a stopping time given by (1.4) with continuation region ro and exercise 
boundary r l. Consider a valuation function u: ro UrI -7 lR of the form (3.1) with 
payoff function h: r I -7 lR. The following conditions will be used in the statement 
of the main theorem appearing in this section. Here IN denotes the set {1, 2, .. . } of 
natural numbers. 
Al There exists a sequence of functions hn : r l -7 lR, n E IN of class C I •e, e ~ 3 
such that 
(a) for each (t, x) E r l 
J~~ hn(t, x) = h(t , x), 
(b) and for each (t, x) E r l , i E {1, ... ,d} 
lim aahn (t, x) = 9i(t, x) 
n-too Xi 
for some set of functions 9i: r I -7 lR. 
A2 (a) The functions hn satisfy a uniform linear growth bound of the form 
Ihn(t, x)12 ~ Kj (1 + Ilx112) 
for all x E lRd and n E IN, where IIxll2 = 2:1=1 Xl and K3 < 00, 
-
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(b) and the functions 9£t, i E {I, .. . , d} satisfy a uniform linear growth bound 
of the form 
for all x E ~d, n E IN, where IIxll is as given in A2(a) above and K4 < 00. 
Theorem 1.4.1 Suppose the valuation function u : [to, T] x Rd ~ ~ is defined 
according to (3.1) , conditions Al and A2 hold for the payoff function h, and the random 
variables hn(X~ 'iE.) , n E IN, can be represented in the form 
d m T hn (T, X;O,iE.) = E (hn (T, X;O ,iE.) ) + L L 1 'Y~,s bi, j (s , X;O ,iE.) dwl , (4.3) 
i=l j =l to 
where 
'Yi = E (t 8hn (xto,iE.) Zp,i , s ,~ I :F ) 
n ,s p=l 8xp T T s· 
Then for (to , ~) E r 0 , u admits the Ito integral representation 
- d m . 
U (T,X;O ,iE.) = u(to ,x) + LL iT 'Y~ bi,j (s,X!O ,iE.) dwl 
i=lj=l to (4.4) 
or equivalently using Al(b) , 
(4.5) 
where 
and Z?,i, s ,~ is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation (3.5) with initial 
value Q at time s , to ~ s ~ T , as given by (3.8) . 
The above theorem has considerable practical and theoretical value as it allows, under 
general conditions, for the payoff structure of a contingent claim to be expressed as a 
stochastic integral. Furthermore, it provides explicit functionals for the corresponding 
hedge ratios which is extremely valuable because it enables these hedge ratios as well 
as prices to be accurately computed. 
We will establish this result using two lemmas and some general results from the 
theory of measure and integration including use of the Dominated Convergence Theo-
rem. 
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Lemma 1.4.2 Suppose the payoff function h satisfies conditions Al and A2 and the 
random variables hn(T, X;O ';£), n E lN, can be represented in the form 
hn (T, X;o,;£) = E (hn (T, X;o,;£)) + t, 1: ~~,s dwl , (4.6) 
where ~n = (~; , ... ,~:-) is a vector of F-predictable processes for each n E IN. Then 
where 11·112 = JETrl2) denotes the norm in the Banach space L2(0., FT, P). 
Proof Applying the uniform linear growth bound A2(a) we see that 
(4.7) 
for all n E IN. This shows that the random variable Ihn(T,X;O';£)1 2 is dominated by the 
variate K§ (1 + IIX;O';£1I 2) for all n E IN . Now from the growth bound (4.1) we have 
(4.8) 
The pointwise convergence of hn given by condition Al(a) means that 
lim Ih (7 xto,;£) - h (T xto,;£) 12 = 0 n--+oo n , 7" , 7" P-a.s. (4.9) 
In fact the convergence here holds for all wE 0. although we do not require this stronger 
result. Combining (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) we can apply a version of the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem applicable to V spaces, p > 0, see for example the Corollary to 
Theorem 2.6.3 in Shiryayev (1984) , to obtain 
which can be expressed using the 11·112 norm of L2(0., FT, P) as 
lim Ilh (T Xto ,;£) - h (T xto,;£) II = 0 n--+oo n , 7" , 7" 2 . 
Furthermore, 
IE (hn (T,X;O ,;£)) - E (h (T,X;O ,;£)) I ~ E (Ihn (T,X;O,;£) - h (T,X;O,;£)I) 
= Ilhn (7,X;O ,;£) - h (T,X;O,;£) 111 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
for all n E lN, where 11·111 = E(I·I) denotes the norm in the Banach space Ll(n, FT , P) . 
Since by Holder 's inequality 111111 ~ 111112 for any 1 E L2(0. , FT, P) then from (4.10) 
and (4.11) we can infer that 
(4.12) 
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Using (4.10) and (4.12) together with the representation of hn(X;O '~) stated in the hy-
pothesis of the lemma gives the required result. 0 
Lemma 1.4.3 Let (~~ = {~~ ,s , to ~ s ~ T})nElN for each j E {I , .. . , m} be a se-
quence of stochastic processes, adapted to the filtration :F and satisfying the conditions: 
(a) The sequence of random variables (2:;'1 It: ~~, s dWl)nElN , is well-defined and 
forms a Cauchy sequence in L2(n, :FT , P). 
(b) For each j E {I , ... , m} , there is a stochastic process ~j = {~~, to ~ s ~ T} with 
limn -+oo I~~,s - ~t I = 0 P-a.s. for all s, to ~ s ~ T . 
Then the random variable 2:;'1 It: do dwl is well-defined and 
n~IlJo Ilf iT ~L dwl - f iT ~t dW111 = o. 
j=l to j=l to 2 
Proof In this proof we will use some general arguments from the theory of measure 
and integration using the Banach space L2,* = L2([to, T] x n, [. ® :FT , UL X P) where [. 
is the a-algebra of Lebesgue subsets of ~ and UL is the Lebesgue measure. We assume 
this Banach space is equipped with the norm 
Ilfll; = r Ifl2duL x P 
i[to ,Tl x n 
for any f E L2,* . 
Let us introduce the process F = {I; = 1 {S:::;T} , to ~ s ~ T} . Note that F is 
:F-adapted since T is a stopping time. Also IT is right continuous and hence applying 
for example Proposition 1.13 in Karatzas & Shreve (1988) is measurable with respect 
to the product a-algebra [. ® :FT. 
In what follows we will consider the processes ~~ , j E {I , ... m}, n E IN as func-
tions defined on [to , T] xn. By hypothesis the Ito integrals It: ~L dwl = It~ 1; ~L dwl, 
for j E {I , ... , m} , n E IN are well-defined. Consequently by definition of the Ito in-
tegral as the L2,* limit of appropriately defined step functions the integrands 1 T ~~, 
j E {I, ... , m}, n E IN, are also [. ® :FT-measurable. Using this result and FUbini 's 
Theorem we have 
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= jjf iT ~~l 'S dwl- f iT ~~2 ' S dW1jj 
i=1 ~ i=1 ~ 2 
(4.13) 
for any integers nl , n2 E IN and j E {l, ... , m} , where II· 112 is the L2 (D.,:FT,P) 
norm previously defined in the statement of Lemma 1.4.2. By hypothesis the random 
variables (2=~1 It: ~L dW1)nElN form a Cauchy sequence in L 2 (D., :FT , P) and there-
fore from (4.13) the functions (F~~)nElN ' for fixed j , j E {I , ... , m} form a Cauchy 
sequence in L 2,*. 
This means that there is a function (i : [to , T] x D. ~ !R, (i E L 2,*, for each 
j E {l , ... ,m}, with 
lim 111 T~i - (ill* = o. 
n-too n 2 (4.14) 
Let D = {(s ,w) E [to,T] x D.: 1;(w) = I} so that D E L ® :FT, since F is measurable 
with respect to the product a-algebra L ® :FT. Using the definition of the II . 112 norm 
we have for j E {I , ... , m}. 
so that from (4.14) 
(4.15) 
Consequently the L2,* limit of F~~, n E IN , j E {I , ... , m} as n ~ 00, can be written 
in the form 1 T(i . 
We know from the theory of measure and integration, see for example Widom 
(1969) , that any Cauchy sequence in an L2 Banach space will have a subsequence 
converging almost everywhere and this limit is the L2-limit . For a proof of this result 
in a probabilistic setting see Shiryayev (1984), Theorems 2.10.2 and 2.10.5. Applying 
this result and Fubini 's Theorem we see that for each j E {I , .. . , m} 
(4.16) 
for some subsequence ni, i E IN of positive integers, for all sEA, where A ~ [to , T] 
is some Lebesgue measurable set with uL([to, T]\A) = 0, and [to, T]\A = {s E [to , T] : 
s rt. A}. 
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Equation (4.16) shows that for fixed integer j E {I, . .. , m} , and SEA, (~~ . 8)iEIN 
is a Cauchy sequence in L2(rl, :FT , P). This means there is a subsequence of (~i ) iEIN 
say (nik(S)h EDV , which may depend on s, with 
P-a.s. (4.17) 
for all sEA. Therefore from condition (b) in the statement of Lemma 1.4.3 we see 
that for each j E {I , . .. , m} 
for all sEA. 
Applying this result , Fubini's Theorem and recalling that II . 112 denotes the norm 
of L2 (rl, :FT , P) we have for any integers j E {I , . .. , m} and n E IN the relation 
E (L 1; (~L - d)2 dS) 
E (1: (~L - d)2 dS) 




Combining (4.15) and (4.18) which hold for each j E {I , ... , m} we can infer that 
D. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4.1 We will now show that the conditions required for an 
application of Lemmas 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 can be satisfied for suitable choices of processes 
~n, n E IN , and ~ under the assumptions Al and A2. 
For integers j E {I, ... ,m}, n E IN and s E?R, to ~ s ~ T define 
d 
,, 'Vi bi,j (s xto,~) ~ In,s 's , (4.19) 
i=l 
d 
~~ = L '"Y!bi,j (s,X!o,~), (4.20) 
i=l 
where '"Y~ , s and '"Y! , i E {I, ... ,d}, n E IN are as given in the representations (4.3) and 
(4.5), respectively. 
Substituting (4.19) into (4.6) we obtain the representation (4.3) which is assumed 
to be true by the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4.1. Also, as given in the statement 
of Theorem 1.4.1 we assume that the payoff function h satisfies conditions Al and 
A2. Consequently applying the results of Lemma 1.4.2 we see that the random vari-
ables L~l Jt~ ~L dwl, n E IN, are well-defined and form a Cauchy sequence in 
12(0, FT, P). This verifies condition (a) in the statement of Lemma 1.4.3. 
To establish condition (b) of the lemma we will use the uniform linear growth bound 
A2(b) and the pointwise limit Al(b). Let p, i E {I, ... ,d} and s E ?R, to ~ s ~ T be 
fixed . For n E IN define 
'lj; . = 8hn (T xto,~) Zp,i,s ,Q. 
n,p,t,S 8xp 'T T 
so that from condition A2(b) we have the inequality 
I'lj;n ,p,i,sl ~ Kl (1 + Ilx;o'~r) IZ~ ,i , S,Q.1 
~ K4 (1 + IIX;o '~11) IZ~,i,s ,Q.1 
(4.21) 
for to ~ s ::; T. If we let Wp,i ,s = K4 (1 + IIX;O '~II) IZ~ ,i , s,Q.1, then using Holder's and 
Minkowski 's inequalities, and the bounds (4.1) and (4.2) we have 
E(Wp,i,S) ::; IIK4 (1 + IIX;o'~II) 112I1Z~,i,s,Q.1I2 
::; K4 (1 + IIX;o';£1I2) IIZ~,i,s,Q.1I2 
< 00 (4.22) 
for to ::; s ~ T. Also the pointwise limit condition Al(b) shows that 
lim I 8hn (xto,~) - 9 (xto ,~) IlzP'i'S,Q.1 = 0 P-a.s. 
n-too 8xp T P T T (4.23) 
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for to ~ s ~ T. These results show that the random variable 1/;n ,p ,i,8 is dominated by 
Wp ,i,s which has finite expectation by (4.22) and has an almost sure limit as given by 
(4.23). 
We can now apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem for conditional expecta-
tions, see for example Shiryayev (1984) Theorem 2.7.2, yielding 
lim E ((8hn (X to ,;£) - 9 (xto ,;£)) ZP,i,s'§.1 F) = 0 
n-+oo 8xp T p T T S P-a.s. (4.24) 
for to ~ s ~ T and p , i E {I, ... , d}. From the definition of ~~ , s and ~t given by (4.19) 
and (4.20) , respectively, and applying (4.24) we can infer that 
lim Id - dl = 0 n-+ex> ~n,s ":. 5 P-a.s. (4.25) 
for each j E {I , ... , m} and to ~ s ~ T. This establishes condition (b) in the statement 
of Lemma 1.4.3. 
Finally we note that since the random variables 'Y~,s, i E {I, ... , d} , n E IN are 
expressed as conditional expectations with respect to Fs, as can be seen from (4.3) , they 
are Fs-measurable. Also bi, j (s , x!o,;£) , i E {I , . .. , d} , j E {I, ... ,m} is Fs-measurable 
since X!o ,;£ is F s-measurable, and therefore ~~ , j E {I , . . . ,m} , n E IN , as given by 
(4.19) will be adapted to the filtration :F. 
Consequently the conditions required for an application of Lemma 1.4.3 are satisfied 
with ~~ and ~j given by (4.19) , (4.20), respectively. Combining the results of Lemmas 
1.4.2 and 1.4.3 yields 
or equivalently 
P-a.s. 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.1. o. 
We remark that the smoothness condition, where we assume that hn is of class C1 ,e, f ~ 
3 as stated in Al has not been explicitly used in the proof of Theorem 1.4.1. In practice 
such a smoothness condition is required for the results of Section 2 and 3 to be applied so 
that the representation (4.3) , used in the statement of Theorem 1.4.1, can be obtained. 
A method for constructing these approximating functions for one-dimensional diffusion 
processes and a class of absolutely continuous payoff functions will be considered in 
the next section. Finally we note that the condition E(I:~=l -Px; (7, X;,;£) Z~,i, s ,§.) < 00 
for to ~ t ~ T required in the proof of (2.14) and (3 .9) can also be obtained from the 
inequality (4.22) which depends on the conditions (4.1) , (4.2) and A2(b). 
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1.5 Absolutely Continuous Payoff Functions 
In this and the two following sections we will provide examples of applications of The-
orem 1.4.1. These examples demonstrate the wide applicability of the theorem but are 
not needed in the remaining parts of the thesis. The reader who is more interested in 
practically oriented results could therefore omit these sections and proceed directly to 
Chapter 2. 
Here we will show that conditions Al and A2 required for an application of Theorem 
1.4.1 are satisfied for a class of one-dimensional absolutely continuous functions. This 
result , together with Theorem 1.4.1, will then be applied to show that these functions 
admit an Ito integral representation of the form (2.16) or (2.17) for a wide class of 
one-dimensional diffusion processes xto,~. 
For a one-dimensional payoff function h with T = T and h of the form h(x) 
h(T, x), for x E ~ these conditions can be simplified as follows: 
Al * There exists a sequence of functions hn : ~ -t ~, n E IN, of class Cf for some 
integer e ~ 3 such that 
(a) for each x E ~ 
n11~ hn(x) = h(x) , 
(b) and there is a function 9 : ~ -t ~ such that for each x E ~ 
J1~ h~(x) = g(x). 
A2* The functions hn and h~ satisfy uniform linear growth bounds of the form 
(a) 
(b) 
Jhn(xW ::; I<l (1 + JxJ2) 
Jh~(xW ::; I<l (1 + JxJ2) 
for all x E ~ and n E IN with I<3, I<4 < 00. 
Let h be an absolutely continuous function of the form 
h(x) = h(O) + foX g(s) ds 
for x E ~, where both hand 9 satisfy linear growth bounds of the form 
Jh(X)J2 ::; AD (1 + JxJ2), 
Jg(x)J2 ::; Bo (1 + JxJ2) 




We assume that 9 is continuous except possibly at a finite number of points Xl, ... , x N 
with Xl < X2 < " . < XN and that the right hand limits are well-defined and satisfy 
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for each i E {I, ... , N}. These conditions and (5.1) show that h'(x) = g(x) for all 
x E ~\ {Xl, ... , X N }. Note that standard payoff functions such as European calls or 
puts, where h(x) = (x-K)+ or h(x) = (K -x)+, respectively, are absolutely continuous 
functions of the form (5.1). 
For a continuous function f : ~ -+ ~ define the function In,m(J) : ~ -+ ~, for 
integers n ~ 1, m ~ 0 iteratively as follows 
In,o(J)(x) f(x) 
In,m+l (J) (x) = n lX+* In,m(J)(s) ds (5.4) 
for X E ~, where In ,m can be interpreted as a smoothing operator defined on the set of 
real-valued continuous functions with domain ~. 
We will show that h satisfies conditions AI- and A2- using the approximating 
function In,m(h) , n E IN for any integer m ~ 3. 
The Lebesgue integral in (5.4) is used to ensure that the functions In,m+I(J)' n E IN 
are of class C m +l if In,m(J) is of class Cm for integers m ~ O. In fact computing the 
derivative of In,m(J) using (5.4) we see that 
(In ,m+l(J))'(x) = n (In,m(J) (x + ~) - In ,m(J) (x) ) (5.5) 
for all x E ~. In particular, since the function h is absolutely continuous, then In ,m{h) 
will be of class Cm for all integers n ~ 1, m ~ l. 
We will now show that 
(5.6) 
for all x E ~, and integers n ~ 1, m ~ 0 where Am < 00 is some constant which 
depends on m. 
Applying the inequality (a + ~)2 ~ 2{a2 +;b-) ~ 2 (a2 + 1), for a E~, n E IN and 
assuming (5.6) holds for some fixed integer m ~ 0, for all integers n ~ 1, we have 
X+l. 
IIn ,m+l(h){x)1 ~ n 1 n IIn ,m{h){s)1 ds 
x+l. 
~ nl n Am~ds 
~ Am 1 + (Ix I +~) 2 
~ Am/3 + 21xl 2 
~ Am+lFxP, (5.7) 
I 
I 
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where Am+l = v'3 Am. Since In ,o(h) = h, condition (5.2) shows that (5.6) holds for 
m = 0. Consequently, by an induction argument using (5.7), we see that (5.6) is valid 
for all integers n 2: 1, m 2: 0. This shows that for any integer m 2: 0, the functions 
In,m(h), n E IN satisfy A2*(a). 
Since In ,m(h), for integers n 2: 1, m 2: 1 is of class Cm , as previously noted, and 
In ,o(h) = h is continuous, the function In,m(h) is continuous for all integers n 2: 1, 
m 2: 0. From definition (5.4) and the Mean Value Theorem we can show that for any 
x E R and integers n 2: 1, m 2: ° 
for some 17 E [x, x + ~l. Applying this result to the functions In,m(h) , ... ,In,l (h) we 
can infer that 
for some 171 E [x,x + ~l. Taking the limit as n -+ 00 yields 
(Q.8) 
for any integer m 2: 1 and x E R Consequently for any integer m 2: 1 condition A1*(a) 
is satisfied with the approximating functions In ,m(h) , n E IN. 
To verify condition A2* (b) we will show that 
(5.9) 
for all x E R, and integers n 2: 1, m 2: 0, where Bm < 00 is a constant which depends 
onm. 
By (5.5) we can write 
(In ,m+l(h))'(x) 
l x+l. = n x n (In ,m(h))'(s) ds , (5.10) 
for all x E R and integers n 2: 1, m 2: 1. Since In ,o(h) = h we also have from (5.5) and 
(5.1) the relation 
(In,l(h))'(x) 
x+l. 
n 1 n 9(S) ds . (5.11) 
If we assume that (5.9) holds for some integer m 2: 1 and all n E IN then using the 
inequality (a + ~)2 ~ 2 (a2 + 1) , we have from (5.10) and (5.11) the inequalities 
.... 
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::; BmJl+(lxl+~r 
::; Bm )3 + 21xl2 
::; Bm+l~ (5.12) 
for all x E R and integers n ~ 1, where Bm+l = v'3 Bm. If we use equation (5.11) and 
apply the inequality (5.3) a similar proof shows that 
where BI = v'3 Bo· This means that (5.9) is valid for m = 1 and hence by an induction 
argument using (5.12) we see that (5 .9) holds for all integers m ~ O. This means that 
the sequence of functions In ,m(h) , n E IN, satisfy conditions A2*(b) for any integer 
m~O. 
To find the pointwise limits of (In ,m(h))" as n --+ 00 for a fixed integer m ~ 0 
suppose x rt. {Xl, .. . ,XN} . Let a = minl~i~N {Ix - Xii}· Then for all integers n > ![1, 
9 is continuous on the interval [x , x +~] and (In ,m(h))', for integers m ~ 1, is of class 
em-I , as prevjously noted and hence is continuous on R. F)'om this fact , (5.10) and 
using the Mean Value Theorem we have for any integers n ~ 1, m ~ 1 the relation 
(In ,m+l(h))'(x) = (In ,m(h)),('T}) 
for some 'T} E [x , x + ~]. A similar argument and (5.11) shows that 
for some 'T}l E [x, x+~]. Applying these results to the functions (In ,m(h))' , ... , (In ,l (h))' 
we can infer that for any integer n ~ 1, m ~ 1, 
for some 'T}2 E [x, x + ~]. This shows that 
J~~(In,m(h))'(x) = g(x) (5.13) 
for all integers m ~ 1. If x E {Xl , ... , XN} then for all integers n > r;, where 
f3 = minl~i~N- I {Ixi+l - Xii} , 9 is continuous on the interval [x , x + ~] and as noted 
above (In ,m(h))" m ~ 1 is continuous on R and therefore the limit (5.13) also applies. 
It follows that the approximating functions In ,m(h) , n E IN , for any integer m ~ 0 
satisfies condition Al * (b). 
Summarizing these results, we have shown that the conditions Al * and A2* hold 
for h using the approximating functions In ,m(h) , n E IN , for any integer m ~ 3. 
Let X to ,;£ be a one-dimensional diffusion process satisfying (2.1) with drift a and 
diffusion b coefficients of class cm,m, m ~ 1, with uniformly bounded derivatives. From 
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Theorem 4.8.6 in Kloeden & Platen (1992), due to Mikulevicius (1983), we know that 
the valuation function un,m: [to, T] x ~ -7 ~ given by 
(5.14) 
for (t, x) E [to , T] x ~ and n E IN is of class cl,m for all even integers m ~ 2. In 
particular for m ~ 4, un,m will be of class Cl ,4 and hence, using the results in Section 
1.2 will admit an Ito integral representation of the form (2.16) or (2.17). If (4.1) holds 
for the diffusion process xto,~, and the linearized process zs ,l, to ::; s ::; T, given by 
(2.10) satisfies (4.2) then applying Theorem 1.4.1, we see that the valuation function 
u: [to, T] x ~ -7 ~ given by (2.4) will also admit a representation of the form (2.16) 
or (2.17). Thus we have found an Ito integral representation of the random variable 
u(T, x;'~) = h(X; '~) with explicit expressions for the integrand even in the case where 
the derivative of h is discontinuous at a finite number of points. 
This result, which includes a wide class of non-smooth payoff functions, justifies the 
effort that was needed to deal with the technical difficulties encountered in the previous 
section. 
1.6 Maximum of Several Assets 
In this section we will apply Theorem 1.4.1 again to obtain explicit representations for 
non-smooth functionals of the maximum of several assets as for example are used in 
basket options. This is a challenging problem and will lead to some complex notations 
and formulations . However the representation that will be derived is of considerable 
practical value and again illustrates the power and scope of Theorem 1.4.1. 
Let h : ~ -7 ~ be a payoff function which satisfies conditions Al * and A2* given 
in Section 1.5. We assume In ,4(h) , for n E IN are the approximating functions of class 
C l ,4 as given by (5.4). We now consider payoff structures of the form 
(6.1) 
where xto,~ = {XiO '~, to ::; t ::; T} is the solution of the d-dimensional stochastic 
differential equation (1.1) starting at time to with initial value ~ = (~l"" ,~) E ~d 
and Xl,to,~ , . .. ,Xd,to,~ are the components of xto,~. 
In this section we assume the corresponding valuation function u: [to, T] X ~d -7 ~ 
is given by the time-independent version of (1.6) with T = T , u = iL, h = h and P = p 
so that 
u(t, Xl, . .. ,Xd) = E ( h (max (X~,t,x, ... , X:,t,x))) 
for X = (Xl,. " ,Xd) E ~d and to::; t ::; T . 
Our aim will be to find an explicit representation of u of the form (4.4) or (4.5) using 
Theorem 1.4.1. We do this by constructing an appropriate sequence of approximating 
functions for the payoff functional h 0 max: ~d -7 ~ corresponding to u given by 
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Let n E IN and define In: 1Rd -t 1R by 
'n(X)=(5n)4dllll max(x-o(n)-t y(k» )dy(l) ... dy(4 ) (6.2) 
en en en en k==l 
for x E 1Rd where o(n) = (~,~, ... ,~) E 1Rd and en is the d-dimensional cube of length 
in given by 
If we take T = T we can remove the time parameter t from the formulation of conditions 
Al and A2 given in Section 1.4. For example condition Al(a) becomes 
AI- (a) For each x E 1Rd 
We refer to this representation of conditions Al and A2 as the time-independent formu-
lation with T = T. Note that o(n) E 1Rd has components o~n) = * for i E {I, ... , d}. We 
will show that the time-independent formulation of conditions Al and A2 with T = T 
hold for the payoff function h 0 max using the approximating functions hn = In ,4 (h) 0 In , 
n E IN given by In,4(h) 0 In(x) = In,4(h) (fn(x)) for x E ~d. 
From the definition of the functions In , given by (6.2) we see that 
Iln(x)1 ~ (5n)4d'1111 Imax (x - o(n) - t y(k») I dy(l) ... dy(4) 
en en en en k==l 
~ (5 n)4d 1111 (I max(x) 1 + d + 1) dy(l ) ... dy(4 ) 
en en en en n 
~ I/xl/ + d + 1 
n (6.3) 
for all x E 1Rd and n E IN. Consequently from the linear growth bound that applies for 
In,4(h) given by condition A2-(a) and the inequality (a + b)2 ~ 2(a2 + b2) we have 
IIn,4(h) oln(x)f IIn,4(h)(fn (x)W 
~ K; (1 + /fn(X)12) 
~ K; (1 + (I/xl/ + d: 1/) 
~ K; (1 + 2 (d: 1) 2 + 2 I/ Xl/2) 
~ 2K; (1 + (d+ 1/) (1 + I/xl/2) 
~ Kl (1 + I/xl/ 2) (6.4) 
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for all x E iRd , and n E IN, where Kg = 2 Kj (1 + (d + 1)2) and K3 = A4 as given by 
(5.6). This result shows that condition A2(a) holds in the time-independent case with 
T = T for the approximating functions hn = In ,4(h) 0 in, n E IN. 
From the Mean Value Theorem and the definition of in given by (6.2) we know that 
for any x E iRd and n E IN 
for some j3(n) E Cn . This shows that 
nl~in(X) = max(x) (6.5) 
for all x E iRd . By condition Al *(a) (see (5.8)) this means that 
h(max(x)) 
h 0 max(x) (6.6) 
for all x E iRd • This validates condition Al(a) in the time-independent case with T = T 
for the payoff function h 0 max using the approximating functions hn = In,4(h) 0 i n. 
From definition (6.2) it is a straightforward but tedious calculation to show that 
the functions in , n E IN are of class C4. To calculate pointwise limits of the partial 
derivatives of in as n -t 00 we define 1r ; iRd -t {I , ... , d} by the equation 
1r(x) = min {i ; Xi = max(x)} . 
l:::; i:::; d 
(6.7) 
In addition, for ( > 0 and i E {I , ... , d} define (i) = (di ), ... , di ») E iRd by the rule 
di ) = 0 for i t= k and di ) = ( for i = k. 
Let i E {I , ... , d} ) n E IN and x E iRd be fixed with y(1 ), ... ) y(4 ) E Cn . If i t= 1r(x) 
then either Xi < max(x) or there is an integer j, j < i with Xj = Xi = max(x). 
If Xi < max(x) we choose some integer j with Xj = max(x) and Xi < Xj' Then for 
0< r < Xi-Xi and n > 2(d+l) so that d+l < Xj-Xi we can show 
- '> - 2 Xj-Xi ' n 2' 
or 
4 4 
X. + r _ a(n) _ ~ y~k) < x . _ a(n) _ ~ y~k) 
l '> l ~ t-J J ~J 
k=l k=l 
for all y(l), .. . , y(4) E Cn . This means that for 0 S ( S Xj;Xi and n > :(jd~;} we have 
the relation 
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for all y(l) , .. . ,y(4) E en. 
If Xj = Xi = max(x) , j < i, then for 0 < ( ::; tt and using the identity a~n) _ajn) = 
~ we can show 
4 




X· + r _ a(n) _ ~ y (k) < X . _ a(n) _ ~ y(k) 
t,> t ~ t - J J ~J 
k=l k=l 
for all y(l), ... , y(4) E en and n E IN. Again this means that (6.8) holds for all 
o < ( ::; tt and y(1) , . .. , y(4 ) E en. 
Combining these two results and the definition of In given by (6.2) we have, in the 
case where i =P 7r(x), and for sufficiently large n and sufficiently small (, the identity 
In(x + ((i») - In(x) = O. Letting ( -+ 0 we therefore obtain 
1. 8In ( ) 1m -8 X =0. 
n-too Xi (6.9) 
If i = 7r(x) then Xi = max(x) and Xj < Xi for j < i, j E {I , . .. ,d}. Thus for j < i and 
n> minj:l;i-xj!' so that ~ < minj<i IXi - xjl we have the inequality 
for all y (l), ... , y (4) E en . 
If . > . . E {I d} and n > . d+l then a(n) _ a(n) = i=i < _1 and J t, J , . .. , mmj<i !Xi-Xj!' t J n - n 
therefore we can infer that 
4 
X · + (a~n) _ a(n») + ~ (y (k) _ y(k») < X · < x . J t J ~ t J - J _ t, 
k=l 
for all y(1), . .. , y(4) E en. 
These inequalities show that if i = 7r(x) and j =P i, j E {I , ... , d} , then for suffi-
ciently large n 
4 4 
X . _ a(n) _ ~ y(k) < X. _ a~n) _ ~ y (k) 
J J ~ J - t t ~ t 
k=l k=l 
or 
for all y(1 ), . .. , y(4) E en and hence for ( > 0 and sufficiently large n 
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Consequently if i = 1T(X), then from the definition of in given by (6.2) we see that for 
sufficiently large n, in(x + ((i l) - in(x) = (. Taking the limit as n ~ 00 we therefore 
obtain 
1. a in ( ) 1m -;:;-- x = 1. 
n-too VXi 
For i E {I , ... , d} define qi, Qi: ~d ~ ~ by 
and 
qi(X) = {I : i = 1T(X) 
0: ii=1T(X) 
Qi(X) = g(max(x)) qi (X) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
for x E ~d, where limn-too(In,4(h))'(y) = g(y), y E ~ as given by condition A1*(b) (see 
(5.13)) . 
Using this definition, (6.9) and (6.10) we have 
lim ~in (x) = qi(X) 
n-too vXi 
for all x E ~d. Thus by the chain rule, condition A1*(b) and (6.5) we see that 
n~~ a:
i 
In,4(h)(fn(x)) nli..~(In,4(h))'(fn(X)) ~~: (x) 
g(max(x)) qi (X) 
(6.12) 
for all x E ~d and i E {I , . .. , d}. This proves that condition A1(b) holds in the time-
dependent case with T = T for the approximating functions -k (In ,4(h) 0 in), n E IN , 
i E {I , ... , d} with pointwise limit functions Qi. 
A straightforward calculation using the definition of in, shows that for any integers 
n E IN , i E {I, ... , d}, x E ~d and ( > 0 we have the inequality 
and hence 
1 ~~: (x)1 ~ l. 
Consequently applying condition A2*(b) (see (5.9)) that holds for (In ,4(h))', (6.3) 
and similar arguments used in the derivation of (6.4) we can infer that 
1 a:
i 
In ,4(h)(fn (x)) 12 ~ 1 (In ,4(h))' (fn(X)) 12 
~ Ki (1 + lin(x)1 2) 
~ Ki (1 + (lixil + d: 1) 2) 
~ Kl (1 + IIxII2) 
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for all x E Rand i E {I , .. . , d} , where Kl = 2 Kl (1 + (d + 1)2) . This verifies that 
condition A2(b) holds in the time-independent case with T = T for the approximating 
functions Ix: (In ,4(h) 0 in) , n E IN. 
We will now assume that the valuation function Un: [to , T] X Rd -+ R given by 
(6.13) 
for x = (Xl " " , Xd) E Rd, to ::; t ::; T is of class C1 ,3. For example, using Theorem 4.8.6 
in Kloeden & Platen (1992) we see that if the drift ai and diffusion bi,j coefficients have 
uniformly bounded derivatives and are of class C4,4 then Un will be of class C 1,4. Thus 
applying the results of Section 3, the payoff function In,4(h) 0 in (X~,to ,~ , .. . , x;, to ,~ ) 
will admit an Ito integral representation of the form (4.3). Since the payoff function 
h 0 max: Rd -+ R with approximating functions hn = In ,4(h) 0 in , n E IN, satisfies 
conditions Al and A2 in Section 1.4 in the time-independent case with T = T we can 
apply Theorem 1.4.1 with T = T to the functional h 0 max and the diffusion process 
x:; '~ yielding 
where 
~: = E (t Qp ( X;" ) zf:i.,.! 17', ) 
for i E {I , . . . d} and Z?,i,s,Q is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation 
(3 .5) with initial value at time s , s E [to , T] of Q as given by (3.8) . 
Thus we have found an explicit representation of the payoff structure (6.1). This 
is the case when h is an absolutely continuous function of the form (5.1 ) and the 
approximating valuation functions Un , n E IN, are sufficiently smooth. 
1. 7 Explicit Hedge Ratios for Lookback Options 
In this section another important application of Theorem 1.4.1 related to look back 
options will be discussed. 
Let xto ,~ = {X:o ,~, to ::; t ::; T} be the solution of the one-dimensional stochastic 
differential equation (2.1) starting at time to with initial value {f E R. We assume 
h : R -+ R is a payoff function for which conditions AI· and A2· given in Section 1.5 
hold. We now consider so called lookback options with payoff structures of the form 
(7.1) 
To ensure that option prices for this payoff structure are well-defined we also assume 
that the mean square bound (4.1) holds. Our aim will be to find an explicit represen-
tation for the payoff structure (7.1 ) of the form (4.5). 
I 
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For integers m E IN and i E {I, ... , dm }, where dm = 2m , let (t)~m be an 
equispaced time discretization of the interval [to, TJ of the form to < tl < ... < 
td.n = T with step size Llm = (T - to)/dm . We also denote by xto,~ = {X:o ,~ = 
(Xtl,to,~, .. . , x~ ,to ,~) , to ~ t ~ T} the unique solution of the dm-dimensional stocha-
stic differential equation with components 
(7.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T, i E {I, ... ,dm }, starting at time to with initial value ~ = (~, ... ,~) E 
~d.n. For simplicity we will use the symbol ~ for both, the initial value of the vector 
diffusion xto ,~ at time to, and the initial value of the I-dimensional diffusion xto,~ at 
time to. 
For each integer i E {I, ... ,dm }, the evolution of the component process Xi,to ,~ is 
stopped at time ti and we can write 
for to ~ t ~ T. For the discretization grid with step size Llm define 
and 




Let hn = In ,4(h), n E IN be the sequence of approximating functions for h as given by 
(5.4) and consider the payoff structure 
(7.5) 
for n E IN. As in Section 1.6 we assume that the valuation function un,m given by 
for x = (Xl' . .. ' Xdm ) E ~d.n and to ~ t ~ T is of class CI,3 and hence equation (6.14), 
will admit a representation of the form 
dm iT h (Mm,to,~) = E (h (Mm,to ,~)) + ~ 'Vi 1 b (t xto,~) dW 




E (~Qp (X~ , ) Zf,i"" 1 F,) 
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for n, m E IN, with the functions Qp and qp , p E {I , ... , lim} , defined by (6.I2) and 
{6.ll}, respectively, and zs ,Q. is the unique solution of the d~-dimensional stochastic 
differential equation (3.5) with initial value ~ given by {3.8} at time s, to ::; s ::; T . 
Note that an indicator function is included as part of the integrand in {7.6} because it 
forms part of the diffusion coefficient appearing in (7.2). Also, as this representation 
depends on an application of Theorem 1.4.1 we assume the growth bound {4.2} holds 
for the process zs ,( 
Using the specific structure that applies for the underlying vector diffusion xto ,:!; 
given by {7.2} the stochastic differential equation for the component Zp,i,s,Q. , p , i E 
{I, . .. , dm } , can be simplified and expressed in the form 
dZp ,i,s,Q. - 1 Zp,i,s,Q. (aa (t xp,to,:!;) dt + ab (t xp,to,:!;) d~) 
t - {t<tp} t ax' t ax' t t (7.7) 
for to ::; s ::; t ::; T. The solution to (7.7) for each p, i E {I, . .. , dm } , has an exponential 
form and therefore applying the initial condition ~p,i = 0, for p :f; i given by (3.8), we 
obtain 
Zf ,i,s,Q. = ° P-a.s. {7.8} 
for to < s ::; t ::; T . If we let zs ,l = {Zt ,l ; s ::; t ::; T} be the solution of the one-
dimensional linearized stochastic differential equation {2.IO} then from (7.7) and the 
initial condition ~p,i = 1 for p = i we can write 
Z i,i,s,Q. _ Zs ,l t - tALi' (7.9) 
for to::; t ::; T , i E {I, ... , dm }. By (7.8) the representation given by {7.6} can also be 
simplified and expressed as 
hn (M:;,to,:!;) = E (hn (M:;,to,:!;)) 
+ ~ 1: E (h~ (M:;,to,:!;) qi (x~ ,:!;) z~i,s ,Q.IFs ) 
= E (hn (M:;,to,:!;)) 
+ 1: ~ E (h~ (M:;,to,:!;) qi (x~ ,:!;) z~i,s,Q.l{ s<t;} IFs) 
(7.10) 
for n, mE IN. For each m E IN and discretization grid (t)t.
m 
let 7rm = 7r(X~ ':!; ), where 
7r: Rdm -t {I , . . . , dm } is given by (6.7). Using this function we define Tm: n -t R by 
(7.11) 
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The variable Tm is a random time which is FT-measurable but t 1\ Tm may not be 
Ft-measurable and consequently Tm will not in general be a stopping time. 
From the definition of the random time Tm and qi , i E {1, ... , dm } together with 
(7.9) and (7.10) we see that 
hn (M;'to ,;£) = E (hn (M;,to,;£)) 
+ iT E (h~ (M;,to,;£) z~~ l{S<Tm } 1 Fs) b (s , x;o,;£) dWs' to 
(7.12) 
By continuity of the sample paths of Xto,;£ we know that for a fixed integer n E IN 
P-a.s. , (7.13) 
where M;"to,;£ is given in (7.4). Also, the linear growth of hn, given by condition 
A2*(a), means that 
(7.14) 
Note that this bound applies uniformly for both integer variables nand m. In addition 
from the mean square bound (4.1) we see that 
E (Ki (1 + to~~~T Ix~';£12) ) < 00. 
This result together with (7.13) and (7.14) means that we can apply a version of the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem applicable for V spaces, p > 0, see for example the 
Corollary to Theorem 2.6.3 in Shiryayev (1984), to obtain 
for all integers n E IN. Furthermore by Holder's inequality 
so that from (7.15) 
:s E (Ihn (M;,to,;£) - hn (M;"to,;£) I) 
IIhn (M;,to,;£) - hn (M;"to,;£) III 
:s Ilhn (M;,to ,~) - hn (M;"to ,~) 112 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
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for all n E IN. 
Since dm = 2m for mE IN any discretization point ti, i E {I, ... , dm }, belonging to 
the grid (t) ~m will be an element of the set of discretization points for any grid (t) ~ml 
with m ' E IN and m ' ~ m. This means that (Tm)mEJN, is a non-decreasing sequence of 
random times and thus l.irnm-too Tm(W) exists for each wEn. Let 
(7.17) 
for some random time Too: n -+ ~ and let s E [to , T] be fixed. If wEn and s < Too(W), 
then by (7.17) there is an M > 0 such that for m > M we have s < Tm{W). If s ~ Too{W) 
then clearly s ~ T m (w) for all m E IN. T hus 
P-a.s. (7.18) 
Combining this result, (7.13) and by continuity of the function h~ and the sample paths 
of zs .l we can infer that 
lim h' (Mm.to.:f.) zS.ll = h' (Moo.to.:f.) ZS.l 1 
m-too n T Tm {S<Tm} n T Too {S<Too} P-a.s. (7.19) 
for any n E IN. 
Applying the linear growth bound A2* (b) , we know that for integers n, m E IN and 
to ~ s ~ T 
Ih' (Mm.to.:f.) zS.ll I n T Tm {S <Tm } 
Also, applying the mean square bounds (4.1) and (4.2) together with Holder's inequality 
we have 
< 00 (7.21) 
for to ~ t ~ T . This inequality combined with (7.19) and (7.20) means that we 
can apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem for conditional expectations, see for 
example Shiryayev (1984), Theorem 2.7.2 to obtain 
= E (h~ (M; ·tO.:f.) Z;~ l{s<Too} I Fs) P-a.s. (7.22) 
for all n E IN and to ~ s ~ T. 
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Now define the process ~m , m E IN, and ~CX) by 
Equation (7.22) shows that 
lim ~m = ~CX) P-a.s. 
m-tcx) 
and therefore with these choices for ~m, m E IN and ~CX) , condition (b) is satisfied in 
the statement of Lemma 1.4.3. 
In addition, the limits (7.15) and (7.16) combined with the representation (7.12) 
show that the Ito integral in (7.12) form a Cauchy sequence in L2(n, FT, P) for m = 
1, 2, ... and fixed n E IN. Moreover using similar arguments to those given in Section 
1.4, see the commentary following equation (4.24), it can be shown that the integrand 
in the Ito integral of (7.12) is F-adapted with continuous sample paths. 
Consequently condition (a) is satisfied in the statement of Lemma 1.4.3. These 
results mean that Lemma 1.4.3 can be applied which together with (7.15) and (7.16) 
shows that 
hn (M;,to,~) = E (hn (M;,to,~)) 
+ r
T 
E (h~ (M;,to ,~) z~~ l{s<1'oo} J Fs) b (s , X!o,~) dWs' lto 
(7.23) 
We have thus found an explicit representation for a lookback option for the smooth 
payoff function hn, n E IN. Fortunately these methods also extend to the non-smooth 
payoff function h. In fact using conditions Al *, A2* (a) and similar arguments to those 
given for the proof of (7.15), (7.16), (7.19) and (7.20) we can show 
J1~ JJhn (M;,to ,~) - h (M;,to '~)JJ2 = 0, 
n~IIJo IE (hn (M;,to,~)) - E (h (M;,to,~)) J = 0, 
li hI (~,rCX) , to,X) Zs 1 1 (~,rCX),to,x) zs 1 1 n-tIIJo n 1V1T - 1':'" {s<1'oo} = 9 1V1 T - 1':'" {s <1'oo} ' 
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The first two equations in (7.24) and relation (7.23) show that the Ito integral in (7.23) 
is a Cauchy sequence in L2(n, :FT, P) for n = 1,2, ... . Also from (7.25) we see that 
= E (9 (Moo •tO .!!2) ZS.l 1 I:F ) b (s Xto .!!:.) T Too {S<Too} S 's P-a.s. (7.26) 
Furthermore, the random variables on both sides of the above equation are clearly :F
s
-
measurable and consequently by an application of Lemma 1.4.3 and using again the 
first two equations in (7.23) we can infer that 
h(M;·to.!!:.) = E (h (M;·tO.!!:.)) 
+ r
T 
E (9 (M;·to.!!:.) Z;,:: l{s<Too} l:Fs ) b (s ,X;o .!!:.) dWs ' ito 
(7.27) 
Thus we have found a representation of the payoff structure (7.1) of the form (4.5), 
with the non-smooth payoff function h which satisfies conditions AI'" and A2'" given in 
Section 1.5. 
We remark that finding an explicit Ito integral representation of the payoff structure 
for a lookback option is generally considered as one of the more difficult problems 
concerning the computation of hedge ratios for path-dependent options. For example 
Foellmer (1991) using methods employed by M. Schweizer applies Clark's formula to 
obtain an explicit representation in the simple case, where xto .!!:. is a geometric Brownian 
motion and h is the identity function. 
Other path-dependent options such as Asian options can be also be handled using 
the methods developed in this section. In fact , the analysis is often simpler because 
the state space may only need to be increased by a single extra variable. 
Our methods can also be adapted to the case, where the underlying model is 
continuous but trading activities or observations are restricted to certain times say 
to < tl < ... < tdm = T with dm = 2m. 
The payoff structure (7.5) with h replacing hn , n E IN, becomes 
h (max x i •to .!!:.) = h (Mm •tO .!!2) . 
l $i$dm T T 
Applying similar arguments to those used to obtain the representation (7.27), with 
M:;·to,!!:. replacing M;·to,!!:., and Tm replacing Too , we can show that 
E (h (M:;,to.!!:.)) 
+ r
T 
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In this case we have therefore found an explicit Ito integral representation of the payoff 
structure of a lookback option with discrete observations or fixings. We do not require 
the limiting arguments needed in the derivation of (7.13), (7.15)-(7.19) and (7.22). 
Although most sections of this chapter appear rather technical, they provide pow-
erful and constructive methods which enables a wide class of payoff structures to be 
represented in the form of stochastic integrals with explict expressions for the inte-
grands. Using these stochastic integrals we can find corresponding explicit formulas to 













Variance Reduction Techniques 
Naive Monte Carlo estimates of the expectation appearing in (1.1.5) , and from which 
derivative security prices can be computed, can be very expensive in terms of computer 
resource usage. In this chapter we investigate the important problem of finding efficient 
variance reduced est imators for the expectation of functionals of Ito diffusion processes. 
A number of unbiassed variance reduced estimators are considered, the first of 
which is based on a measure transformation procedure which is related to the classi-
cal variance reduction technique of importance sampling. The application of measure 
transformations to reduce the variance of functionals of Ito diffusion processes was first 
proposed by Milstein (1988) and has been subsequently developed and used for finan-
cial modelling problems by Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) and Fournie, Lasry 
& Touzi (1995). We extend this method so that it can be applied to a wide class of 
diffusion processes and payoff structures and find explicit expressions for the variance 
of the resulting estimators. These calculations are important because they provide pre-
cise information on what factors contribute to the variance and what fadors need to 
be controlled in any practical implementation of the method. 
In Section 3 we use discrete time numerical methods to approximate the continuous 
time estimators previously obtained and to compute the variance of the resulting dis-
crete time estimators. We also find discrete approximations for the integrands appear-
ing in the Ito integral representations of the discounted price processes of derivative 
securities. These methods are of interest theoretically because they use only simple 
properties of stochastic processes and are of practical value because of their close asso-
ciation with the actual implementation that is likely on a digital computer. 
Following this, we consider the application of control variate methods and introduce 
a class of Ito integral control variates which extend and provide an elegant continuous 
time formulation of the martingale variates proposed by Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 
1994). We show how the variance of linear combinations of these control variates can 
be minimized using least-squares analysis and orthogonalization techniques. In the last 
section of this chapter we provide some new perspectives and insights on how classical 
variance reduction methods such as conditioning, stratified sampling, use of antithetic 
variates and quasi Monte Carlo can be adapted and applied for derivative security 
valuation problems. 
We describe three alternative approaches to quasi Monte Carlo and recommend 
one which is based on the use of multipoint approximations of Wiener increments and 
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2.1 Measure Transformations 
In this section we apply a measure transformation method and the Ito formula to build 
variance reduced estimators that can be used for a wide class of derivative security 
valuation problems. The construction of these estimators requires only very weak 
integrability conditions to hold for the underlying payoff structure and in this sense 
significantly extends the results of Milstein (1988), Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) 
and Fournie, Lasry & Touzi (1995). 
As in Chapter 1 we let W = (WI, ... , wm) be an m-dimensional Wiener pro-
cess defined on the probability space (0.,F,p), where F = (Ft)to9~T denotes the 
P-augmentation of the natural filtration of W. Let M = {Mt, to ~ t ~ T} be a 
square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration F and measure P with the 
K unita-Watanabe representation 
m t 
M t = Mto + L 1 ~~ dwl , 
j=I to 
(1.1) 
where ~ = (e , ... , ~m) is a vector of F-predictable processes with 
(1.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T. 
Let (0., F , F) be another probability space with the same sample space 0. and fil-
tration F but a different probability measure F. 
We will say that an adapted process G = {G t , to ~ t ~ T} is an unbiassed estimator 
under F for E(MT) = Mto at time t if 
E(Gt} = E(MT) , 
where E denotes expectation with respect to the measure F. Ideally we seek unbiassed 
estimators of E(MT) since in these cases we only need to deal with the process G in 
order to approximate E(MT). H in addition, the inequality 
holds, where Var (Gt ) denotes the variance of G t under P we will say that G is a 
variance reduced unbiassed estimator under F for E(MT) at time t , to ~ t ~ T. For 
many practical valuation problems we require variance reduced estimators of E(MT) 
because the statistical error associated with simulation estimates of E(G t ), to ~ t ~ T, 
depends on the variance under P of G t . This error will be manageable if this variance 
is small. Clearly these definitions extend to the case where we replace t with some 
stopping time T. 
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Also, let Pt, to ~ t ~ T denote the restriction of the measure P to the a-algebra Ft . 
Using the Girsanov transformation we know there is a corresponding measure Ft such 
that the process W = (WI, ... , wm) given by 
wi = wi -it d~ ds 
to 
(1.4) 
for to ~ t ~ T, j E {I , . . . ,m} is an m-dimensional Wiener process under Ft , where Ft 
is defined using the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dFt { 1 rt m it } dP. = Bt = exp -2 io lids 112 ds + L d~ dwl 
t 0 J=l to 
and B = {Bt , to ~ t ~ T} is a process which is the solution of the integral equation 
(1.5) 
for to ~ t ~ T , and j E {I, ... , m}. 
From (1.3) it can be shown that B is a square integrable martingale under the 
measure Pt with E(Bd = 1, to ~ t ~ T. This result was shown by Novikov (1972). 
Since the process B is a martingale, and PT = P , then for any event A EFt we have 
This means that Ft is actually the restriction of Pr to the a-algebra Ft. 
Let M = {Mt, 0 ~ t ~ T} be a square integrable martingale with respect to the 
filtration F and the measure P, with representation 
(1.6) 
where ~ = (~l, ... ,~m) is an F-predictable process with 
(1.7) 
For the moment we will regard the process ~ as being unspecified except for the 
requirement that ~ be F-predictable and that the mean square integrability condition 
(1.7) holds. We assume that 
E(MT) = E(MT)' (1.8) 
This condition will be verified later on for a wide class of contingent claims. 
Equation (1.8) together with (1.1) and (1.6) imply the relations 
(1.9) 
for to ~ t::; T . 
'-
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Since the restrictions of the measures P = IT and P = Pr to Ft are Pt and Pt 
respectively, we have, using the Radon-Nikodym derivative Ot = ~, the relations 





for to ~ t ~ -T. Combining (1.9) and (1.10) we see that the process M 0 = {Mt Ot, 0 ~ 
t ~ T} is an unbiassed estimator under P for E(MT) at time t, to ~ t ~ T. 
We will now compute the variance of the estimator M 0 under the measure P. To 
do this we first express the martingale M as a semimartingale using the Wiener process 
W rather than W. 
Applying (1.4) and (1:6) we have 
Mt = Mto - L r d~ ~~ ds + L ~~ dwl · m t mit j=lJ~ j=l ~ (1.11) 
Expanding the estimator M 0 by the Ito rule together with (1.5) and (1.11), the 
integral equation for Mt Ot becomes 
(1.12) 
for to ~ t ~ T. 
This shows that M 0 is an (F, P)-martingale. From this formula we can also verify 
the fact , previously noted, that the process M 0 is an unbiassed estimator under P for 
E(Mt ) at time t , to ~ t ~ T. The variance of the product Mt Ot under P, denoted by 
Var(Mt Ot), can now be computed using the equations 
for to ~ t ~ T . 
Vax(Mt Otl = E ( (~J~ O,(~~ + d~ M,) dWj )') 
= I.: E (0; ~ (~~ +d~M,)2) ds (1.13) 
Consequently if the inequality Mt > 0 holds P-a.s. for to ~ t ~ T and we choose 
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variable Mt Ot under P is reduced to zero for any t , to :S t :S T. Of course in this form 
we have assumed that the integrand process ~ and the martingale M can somehow be 
determined. In practice this condition is difficult to satisfy. Even in the case where an 
explicit form exists for the process ~ they usually cannot be easily computed. 
An alternative is to find approximations ~ = (~l, . . . , ~m) and M for the processes 
~ and M, respectively, with Mt > 0 PT a.s. , for all to :S t :S T and set 
(1.14) 
for to :S t :S T and j E {I, . . . , m} , so that from (1.13) 
( 
m ( - )2) t 2 - . ~ . Ms 
= 1 E Os L ~~ - ~~ -;:- ds . 
to j=l Ms 
(1.15) 
This formula for the variance of Mt Ot under P is an important practical result as it tells 
us exactly what factors need to be controlled to reduce the variance of the estimator 
MO . In particular it shows that the process 02 also contributes to the variance of Mt Ot. 
H 02 is allowed to explode, then Var(Mt Ot) may become unacceptably large. Stability 
problems can also easily arise if Mt Ot is being approximated using stochastic numerical 
methods and 0 is not constrained. 
To see how these problems can be controlled suppose the process M is bounded 
from below by the value 0:' > 0, that is 
(1.16) 
for all (t ,w) E [to ,T] x n and the approximation ~ satisfies a mean square inte-
grability bound of the form (1.7). Then for a suitably large choice of 0:' , the pro-
cess d = (d l , .. . , (["1- ), given by (1.14) will be small, in a mean square sense, since 
Id{1 = 1~{jMtl :S * I~tl for to :S t :S T and j E {I , . . . , m}. This will ensure that the 
exponential Ot = ~, to :S t ~ T does not become unbounded but remains close to 1. 
Unfortunately for most derivative security valuation problems a lower bound con-
dition of this type will usually not hold. However if we apply the above analysis to the 
processes MOt , MOt and ~j, Ot given by 
(1.17) 
for to ~ t ~ T , j E {I , . . . , m} then using the assignment d{ = -~t,Q / Mf for to ~ 
t ~ T , j E {I , ... , m} and the above arguments we can generally ensure that the 
- .-
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corresponding process 0 will be close to 1. Consequently Var(Mt Ot) will be small for 
the approximations i1a and tj,Q:, j E {I, . . . , m} and a sufficiently large. 
We remark that, in the above construction, we could define Ot and Mt directly by 
equations (1.5) and (1.11). This would enable us to build estimators of the form (1.12) 
without a measure transformation. However we also need to verify condition (1.8) and 
have a means for building the process M, so that the estimator M t Ot based on (1.12) 
can be computed. In practice, for most types of financial valuation problems, this is 
achieved via a measure transformation. Also the machinery developed in this section 
is needed in the next section when we construct other variance reduced estimators. 
Note that the above variance reduction procedure can be applied iteratively because 
the estimator M 0 is a martingale under P with an Ito integral representation of the 
form (1.12). We assume of course that the integrands in (1.12) satisfies a mean square 
integrability condition of the form (1.7). 
Thus if we let M(1) = M 0, then we can apply the above procedure to M(1) rather 
than the original M. The new estimator will be of the form M(2) = M(1) 0(1) for a 
suitably chosen process 0(1) . In a similar fashion, additional estimators M(3), .. . , M(k) 
for some positive integer k can also be built. 
For a large class of valuation problems in financial mathematics we can find good 
analytic approximations for the valuation process M and integrands tj , j E {I, . .. , m}. 
Using these we can construct the estimator M(I) . To construct M(2) we require approx-
imations of the integrands O(~j +dj ·M(I)), j E {I, ... , m} appearing in (1.12). Analytic 
approximations are usually more difficult to find for this type of integrand. An effective 
alternative is to use discrete time methods as explained in Section 2.3 below. 
2.2 An Alternative Variance Reduced Estimator 
In this section we will compute the variance of the estimator M 0-1 under the measure 
P. From the relation Ot 1 = ~ we have 
r 1-in MtOt dPT 
(2.1) 
for to ~ t ~ T. This expression can be compared to (1.10) for the estimator MO. Since 
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estimator under the measure P = FT for E(MT) at time t, to ~ t ~ T. This result 
does not use the (F, F)-martingale !VI and in particular does not require condition (1.8) 
to be verified . 
We now express the random variables Mt and (It as semimartingales using the 
Wiener process W rather than W . Using (1.1) , (1.4) and (1.5) we have 
m r m ft 
Mt = Mto + L: it. ~~ d~ ds + L: it. ~~ dwj, 
)=1 to j=l to 
(2.2) 
(2 .3) 
Applying the above expressions and Ito's formula, the integral equation for Mt Ot 1 
becomes 
m ft 
Mt Ot1 = Mto + L: it. 0-;1 (~~ - d~ Ms) dW{ (2.4 ) 
j=l to 
Consequently M 0-1 is an (F, F)-martingale. We can also verify the result , previously 
noted, that the process M 0-1 is an unbiassed estimator under F for E(MT) at time t, 
to ~ t ~ T. If we denote by V ar( M t Of: 1) the variance of the estimator Mt Of: 1 under 
P, then 
E ( (~! 0;' ((~ _ d~M,)' dW!) ') 
~ ! E (0;' ~ ((i -<p'M.)') <is. (2.5) 
This should be compared to the variance of !VIt Ot under P given by (1.13). If the 
inequality M t > 0 holds F a.s. for all to ~ t ~ T and we choose dl = d / M t for each 
j E {1 , .. . , m} , then the variance of Mt Ot 1 under F is reduced to zero. As previously 
noted the estimator M 0- 1 is a martingale under F. Consequently, if the integrands 
in (2.4) satisfy a mean square integrability condition of the form (1.7) , then we can 
repeat the above procedure to find a new measure p(l ) and a new exponential process 
0(1) such that M 0-1 (0(1»)-1 is an unbiassed variance reduced estimator under p(l ) 
for E(MTO;y.1) = E(MT). As in the previous section this methodology can be applied 
iteratively to build more refined estimators. 
Note that compared to the estimators !VI O, !VI1 01 , ... obtained under P we do not 
need to deal with successive iterates ofthe martingale process!VI, !VI I , ... , as the original 
martingale M remains the same. However we may need to construct a new measure at 
each iteration step. 
For most derivative security pricing problems we are given a random variable H : 
n -+ ~ and a valuation (martingale) process of the form 
I 
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This provides a very general framework for modelling many types of asset dynamics, 
contingent claims and sources of uncertainty. Because our variance reduction procedure 
obtained under P requires only M to be square integrable and they can therefore be 
applied to a wide class of valuation problems. 
We will now consider a more explicit form for the martingale process M given 
by (1.1). Our task will be to verify condition (1.8) and find another expression for 
Var (Mt Bd as given by (1.13). Let xto.~ = {X:o .~, to ~ t ~ T} be ad-dimensional 
diffusion process which satisfies the system of stochastic differential equations (1.1.1) 
starting at time to with initial value ;f E ~d . As in Section 1.1 we assume appropriate 
growth and smoothness conditions apply for the drift and diffusion coefficients so that 
the solution to (1.1.1) is unique and is a Markov process. 
We also take the valuation function u: ro UrI -t ~ as given by (1.1.6) with u = U 
for some suitable choice of payoff functional h: r 1 -t ~ with h = h. The regions 
ro and r1 and stopping time T are as given in Section 1.1. Our task is therefore to 
construct variance reduced estimators for the martingale M given by 
(2.6) 
for to ~ t ~ T (see (1.1.13)). We assume appropriate growth bounds apply for h so 
that M is square integrable under P . 
Suppose that the process d = (d1 , .. . , d"') has the form 
(2.7) 
for some suitable choice of real-valued functions dj : [to, T] x ~d -t ~ for to ~ t ~ T , 
j E {1, ... ,m}. 
Following Kloeden & Platen (1992) we let xto.~ = {X:o ,~, to ~ t ~ T} be a d-
dimensional diffusion process starting at time to with initial value ;f E ~d and integral 
representation 
(2.8) 
We can now express xto,~ as a semimartingale using W rather than W. Thus from 
(1.4) and (2.8) we have 
(2.9) 
Define the stopping time T: n -t ~ by 
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the martingale process M by 
(2.10) 
and the region I'l by 
I'l = {(T(W), X~(~(w)) E [to, T] X !Rd : WEn} 
for to:::; t :::; T. As is the case for the martingale M we assume that M is square 
integrable with respect to P and that f\ ~ r 1 so that the random variable h(i,Xto ,~) 
is well defined by continuity of the sample paths of xto,~. 
Using equations (1.1.1) and (2.8) we see that xto ,~ and xto,~ are weak solutions 
of the same system of stochastic differential equations. Consequently from (2.6) and 
(2.10) we see that 
E(MT) = E (h (i , X~o,~)) = E (h (T, X;O '~)) = E(MT) (2.11) 
which verifies condition (1.8). 
Let it: ro UrI -+ !R be some approximation to u with 
it(T,X~o,~) =u(i,X~o,~). (2.12) 
We assume that the functions u and it are of class C1,2j that is these functions have 
continuous first order time, and second order spatial partial derivatives. 
To simplify the notation in' what follows we will use the operators LO, LO and [) , 
j E {I , ... , m} defined by 
L o __ a ~ i a 1 ~ ~ bi j bk j a 2 - + L..t a - + - L..t L..t ' ,---
at i=l axi 2 i,k=l j=l axi axk ' 
LO a ~ ( . ~ .. .) a 1 ~ ~ .. k ' a 2 
- + L..t at - L..t bt,J dJ - + - L..t L..t bt,J b ,J --. -k' 
at i=l j=l aXi 2 i,k=l j=l axt ax 
The Kolmogorov backward equation applied to u in the region r o can be expressed in 
the form 
and 
LO u(s, X;O,~) = 0 
for (s, X!o,~) E ro and (s, X!o,~) E r o, respectively. 
(2.13) 
If we expand u(t /\ T, X:~'f) using Ito's formula for semi martingales and (2.8), we 
have from (2.13) the relation 
l 
......... 
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Writing this as an integral equation using the Wiener process W rather than W we 
obtain from (1.4) the expression 
(t - X- to ,x ) u 1\ r, tAf 
(2.15) 
In a similar manner we can determine u( t 1\ f, X:~'.f) using Ito's formula for semimartin-
gales and (2.8) to obtain 
u(tl\f,X:~'.f) 
(2.16) 
which, from (1.4) , can be written in the form 
- (t 1\ - X- to,;£) u r , tAf u(to,~)+ l:Af (LOU (s,X;o,;£) 
-L: f dj(s ,X;o ';£)Lju(s,X;o,;£) ds m tAf ) 
j=l lto 
m ltAf + L: Lj u (s ,X;o,;£) dwl· 
j=l to 
(2.17) 
Applying, once again, Ito's formula for semimartingales using (2.15) , (2.17) and (1.5) 
we have the relations 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
for (t, X t ) E ro and (t, Xt ) E ro, respectively. These equations can also be obtained 
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Combining (2.10), (2.14) and the equality h(f, X~o ,,,,) = u(f, X~o,,,,) we see that 
NIt = E(h(f, X~ '''') 1Ft) 
E(U(f, X~O'''') 1 F t) 
- (t 1\ - x- to ,,,,) 
- U T , tAf . (2.20) 
This relations can also be derived using more general arguments as given in Section 
1.1 , see in particular (1.1.13). 
If we expand U(T, X;O '''') using Ito's formula for semimartingales, (2.13) and (1.1.1) , 
then we have 
Consequently from (2.20) and taking the expectation, under P , of both sides of this 
relation we see that 
E(Mr) =E(U(T,X;O,,,,)) =u(to , ~). (2.21 ) 
Applying this result and (2.18) we can infer that 
E(u(tl\f , X:~'f) OtM) =u(to,~) = E(Mr). (2.22) 
This expression shows that the process {u( t 1\ f, x~'f) OtM , to :s; t :s; T} is an unbiassed -
estimator under P for E(Mr) at time t 1\ f. 
F\.rrthermore, using (2.12) and (2.22) with t = T we have 
so that the random variable u(f , X~O'''') Of is an unbiassed estimator for E(Mr) at time 
f. 
If we assume that u( t, x) > 0 for all (t , x) E r 0 and we choose the function d = 
(d l , .. . , dm ) by 
dj(t , x) = -Lj u(t, x)/u(t , x) (2.23) 
for (t , x) E r 0 and j E {I , ... , m} , then using this choice for d, together with equation 
(2.19) , we can compute the variance of u(f, X~O '''') Of under P by the relation 
Using (2.13), this formula can also be written in the form 
(2.24) 
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which is a more convenient expression of the variance for some applications. This should 
be compared with the variance obtained from (2.18) which is given by the equation 
- E ~ r e Lj U (8 xto ,~) - Lj U (8 xto,~) ,S dWj 
(( 
m 7- [ U (8 xtO'~)l )2) 
- ~ it. S 'S 'S _ ( x-to,~) S j=l to U 8, S 
(2.25) 
This relation can also be obtained by substituting (2.23) into (1.13). Thus for a suitable 
choice of the function d we can make the random variable U(T , X~O '~)e7- an unbiassed 
variance reduced estimator for E(MT) at time T . 
These methods provide the basis for powerful variance reduction and error min-
imization procedures. The explicit formulas for the variance of estimators given by 
(1.13), (2.5) , (2.24) and (2.25) mean that exact controls of the variance can be built as 
well as being of theoretical interest. 
We emphasize that the smoothness conditions used in the derivation of (2.24) and 
(2.25) are not required in the more general formulations leading to (1.13) and (2.5). 
Also, condition (1.8) , required for the estimator .tV! e, can often be easily verified in 
practice for reasonable choices of .tV!. The approximating function u: r 0 UrI --t iR can 
be any choice which satisfies the terminal payoff condition (2.12) and is C 1,2 smooth. 
This approximating function may be constructed iteratively using some combination of 
analytic solutions, numerical methods and/or appropriate interpolation routines. For 
example, it may correspond to the pricing function for a similar model, where analytic 
or more accurate pricing can be made. 
2.3 Discrete Time Variance Reduced Estimators 
In this section we consider the application of discrete-time numerical methods that 
can be used to either approximate a given continuous time estimator or to build new 
(discrete) variance reduced estimators. 
To illustrate the principles involved we will first consider the problem of discretiz-
ing the product estimator .tV! e for E(MT) considered in Section 2.1 , where M is a 
given square integrable (F, P)-martingale with representation (1.1) and satisfying the 
integrability condition (1.2). We take .tV! to be an (F, P)-martingale expressible in the 
form (1.6) and satisfying (1.7) , where e is the Radon-Nikodym derivative given by (1.5) . 
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and which is used to construct () to reduce the variance. Note that the definitions of 
unbiassed and variance reduced unbiassed estimators can be formulated for discrete 
processes in a similar fashion to that described in Section 2.1. 
Let (t)6 be an equi-spaced time discretization of the interval [to, T] of the form 
with step size 
to < tl < ... < tN = T 
~ = (T - to) 
N ' N = 1, 2, .. .. 
(3.1) 
Let M6 = {Mf k E {O, ... , N -I}}, iff and ()t, represent Euler (weak) approxima-
tions of the processes M, if and () given by (1.1), (1.11) and (1.5), respectively, of the 
form 
m 
Mf + L~~~w1, (3.2) 
j=l 
m m 
iff - Ld{~~~+ L~~~w1 , (3.3) 
j=l j=l 
m 
()t+l = ()t+ Ld{()t~w1 , (3.4) 
j=l 
for k E {O, ... , N - I} with initial values Mf = Mo, iff = Mo and ()f = 1. We 
will take the increments ~Wk = (~Wi, ... , ~Wk), k E {O, . .. , N -I}, to be either a 
collection of independent Gaussian random variables with expectation ° and variance 
~ under P or a collection of multipoint random variables again with expectation ° 
and variance ~ under P . We require values for only the first and second moments of 
these increments in what follows . For example we could take a set of two point random 
variables with 
(3.5) 
for k E {O, ... ,N - I} and j E {I , ... ,m}, see for example Kloeden & Platen (1992) 
and Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992). 
Multiplying (3.3) by (3.4) the product iff+l ()t+l can be expressed in the form 
m m 
iff+l ()t+l = iff()t - Ld{~~()t~ + L~~()t ~w1 
j=l j=l 
(3.6) 
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We can write 
m 




and ~onsequently using the fact that E((~Wi)2) = ~ and E(~Wi ~wf) = ° for j,f. E 
{1, .. . ,m}, k E {O, ... , N - 1} and j =1= e, the latter following from the independence 
property of the increments ~ wi , we have the relation 
From this result , again the independence property of the increments ~ wi , and taking 
expectations of both sides of (3.6) and the initial value e~ = 1 we have 
(3.8) 
for k E {O, ... ,N -1}. This means that Me:. ee:. is an unbiassed estimator for E(MN) = 
Mo at time tk, k E {O, ... , N -1}. 
Applying once again the independence property of the increments ~ wi we see that 
for all k ,e E {O, ... ,N -1} , jl,h E {1 , ... ,m} with e < k the random variables ~Wi! 
and ~ Wi! ~ Wi2 will both be independent of any Borel measurable functions of the 
variates d{t, ~tl , e~ , Mt, d~2 , ~i2, ef' , Mf\ ~ wIl , ~t In particular (~Wi!)2 - ~ will 
be independent of d{l ~il e~ d~2 ~i2 ef'[(~w12 )2 - ~l. 
Therefore if we denote by Ck ,e the covariance 
then from (3.6) , (3.7), (3.8) and the independence properties stated above and for 
integers e < k, we have, after simplification, the equations 
= f E (dtl~tle~ d~2 ~i2 ef' [(~Wil)2 -~] [(~wI2)2 -~]) 
j.J2=1 
I: E (d{l ~tl e~ d~2 ~~2 ef' [(~W12)2 - ~]) E ([(~Wi!)2 - ~]) 
j,iz=l 
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Also, for any k E {O, ... ,N - I} and using the initial value 00 = 1 we can write 
so that applying (3 .9), the variance of Mf Of', k E {I, .. . ,N} can be computed from 
the formula 
k-l 
Var (Mfof') = ~ E ((Mf+l Oi+l - Mf Of')2). (3.10) 
For small values of .6. we can ignore all terms in the product (Mf+lOi+l - Mf Of')2, 
e E {I , ... , k - I} obtained from (3.6) whose expectation under P is 0 or of order tl q 
for q 2 ~. This means that all terms on the right hand side of (3.6) except 
m m L ~~ of' .6. wt and L M fc4 of'tlW1 
j=l j=l 
can be ignored, and using the property E((tlW1)2) 
variance of Jl,ff of' , k E {I, ... , N} by 
tl we can approximate the 
(3.11) 
As in · Section 2.1 we let te = (ti , ... , te) and Mf be approximations for ~e = 
(~i,··· ,te) and Ml:' , e E {O, ... ,N - I}, respectively. If the inequality Mf > 0 holds 
P-a.s. for all e E {O, ... ,N - I} we can choose d~ = --}fr. Substituting this value into 
l (3.11) we obtain 
(3.12) 
for k E {I, ... ,N}. 
The variance formulas (3.11) and (3.12) for the estimator Me:, Oe:, should be com-
pared to the variance of the continuous time version of the estimator given by (1.13) 
and (1.15), respectively. Note that with the above formulation we have used only very 
basic properties of discrete time stochastic processes. In the case where the increments 
.6. W1 are two-point random variables with probabilities given by (3.5) these calcula-
tions can be further simplified since in this case (tl W1)2 = tl for j E {I , . . . , m}, 
k E {O, ... N - I}. Similar expressions for the variance given by (3.11) and (3.12) 
are obtained if we replace the Euler approximations (3.2) to (3.4) by other higher or-
der weak approximations, although for these approximations the above computations 
become more involved and complex. 
The variance reduction procedure discussed in Section 2.2 can also be formulated in 
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how the problem should be formulated as some choices lead to biassed estimates of 
E(MT). 
To see how an unbiassed estimator can be constructed let MA and eO. be Euler 
(weak) approximations of the processes M and e as given by (3.2) and (3.4), respec-
tively. Observing the form of (3.4) and the initial condition e~ = 1 an induction 
argument shows that 
(3.13) 
for k E {1, .. . , N - 1}. 
Define the measure po. : :FT -t [0, 1] by 
PA(A) = l e~ dP (3.14) 
for A E :FT· 
We will now assume that the increments ~Wk = (~W(, ... , ~Wk), k E {O, ... , N-
1} form a collection of two-point random variables with mean ° and variance ~ under 
P with probabilities given by (3.5). In addition we assume that 
I
fd{ ~Wil ~ K1 V& 
J=l 
(3.15) 
for some constant K 1 E R+ for all k E {O, .. . , N - 1} and any discretization grid 
(tb. This assumption clearly depends on the properties of the random variables d{ , 
j E {1, ... , m}, k E {O, ... , N - 1}. For a discussion on how the growth of these variates 
can be constrained see the commentary following (1.16) in Section 2.1. We restrict our 
attention to two point random increments because it simplifies the calculations in what 
follows , however this analysis can, in fact , be extended to a wider class of multipoint 
random variables. 
Applying (3.13) and the independence property of the increments b. wi we see that 
E(e~) = 1. Also for sufficiently fine discretization grids (t) A' (3.15) shows that e~ > ° 
for all k E {O, ... , N - 1}. This means that both the probability measure po. and the 
quotient Mfle~, k E {O, ... , N -1} are well defined. 
Using the definition of po. given by (3.14), again the independence property of the 
increments ~wl, and (3.13) we can infer that 
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for k E {O, ... , N} , where E;A denotes expectation with respect to the measure FA. 
This shows that Mf jot is an unbiassed estimator under FA for E(MN) = Mo at time 
tk, k E {O, ... ,N}. 
It is important to know the probabilities of the outcomes of tl Wk = (tl Wf , 
... , tl Wk ), k E {O, ... ,N - I} if we undertake a Monte Carlo simulation to approxi-
mate the value E(MN) = Mo using the estimator M~ jO'R under the measure FA. To 
determine these probabilities we let A{ = {w: tlwt = +~} for j E {I , ... ,m}, 
k E {O, ... , N - I}. From the definition of FA given by (3.14), the independence 
property of the increments tlW:, and (3.13) we have 
E (1 Ai TI' (1+ t, ~ ~ Wi ) ) 
E (1 Ai (1+ t, ~ ~ Wi ) ) 
_ l+d{~ 
- 2 
A similar expression holds for FA ( {w: tl W t = -~}). These results can be summa-
rized in the form 
(3.17) 
These probabilities can also be used to show that 
tl, (3.18) 
for j E {I , ... , m} , 0:::; k :::; N. 
We now introduce the random variables 1Jt , <l>t, 7/Jt defined by 
1Jt L~~tlW1 , 
j=1 
m 
7/Jt Ld{tlWt , 
j=1 
<l>t 1Jt -Mf7/Jt, 
-= 
I 
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for k E {I , ... , N - I}. From the definition of 7j;f', equation (3.13) can be expressed in 
the form 
k-l 
ef' = II (1 + 7j;f) (3.19) 
so that et+l = et(l + 7j;f'). Combining this result and the Euler approximation (3.2) 
we can write for k E {O, ... ,N - I} 
For integers k, e E {O, ... ,N - I}, let 
Mf+l - Mf(l + 7j;f) 
ef'+! 
Cov t:. (¢t ¢f) = Et:. ([ ¢t - E ( ¢t ) 1 [¢f - E ( ¢f ) 1 )
ef'+l ' ef+l et+l et+! etl etl 
(3.20) 
denote the covariance of the random variables ¢f' jef'+l and ¢f jef under the measure 
pt:.. From (3.16) and (3.20) we see that 
Et:. (etJ = Et:. (~;~l ) -Et:. ( ~t) = O. (3.21) 
Consequently applying the representation (3.19) we have for integers k, e E {O, ... ,N -
I} with e < k 
Noting that the increments D. W t, j E {I , ... , m} appear only in the terms 1Jt and 
7j;f' and not in the terms M f, et l ' ¢f and e~ j ef'+ 1 = rr:~k~ 1 (1 + 7j;~), and using 
the independence property of the increments D. wt, we can infer from (3.22) that for 
k,e E {O, .. . , N - I} with e < k 
Covt:. (¢t ¢f) _ E(1Jf')E (~t:. (~~ )) 
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Also for k E {O, ... ,N -I} we can write Mflot = L~~d(MAdotl - MtlOf} +Mo 
since O€, = 1. Combining (3.20), (3.21) and (3.23) we obtain 
\Tart. (MOkt) = \Tart. (~(Ml+l - Mt) + Mo) 
(=0 0l+1 O( 
(3.24) 
If we assume we can ignore all terms in the expansions of (<pf IOtl}2 given by 
VlJ ~ (:tr c : ¢,)' = (:tr (l- ¢t +(¢tl' -)' 
whose expectation under pt. is ° or of order ,,6.q for q ~ ~ , then the variance of Mf lot 
under pt. as given by (3.24) can be approximated by 
Vac~ (~!) '" EE~ ((:tr) 
~it. ((O~)2 (f (~~ -Mt d{) L'lWi)2) (3 .25) 
( =0 (J=l 
We also know from the independence property of the increments ,,6. w1 and (3.19) that 
it. (L'lW11 ,,6.W12) = E (L'lW11 L'lW12 O~) 
° 
for k E {O , .. . ,N -I}, jl , h E {I, ... ,m} with jl =I- h. Consequently since for any 
e E {O, .. . , N - I} and j E {I , ... , m} the random variable L'l Wi will be independent 
of the variates (1/0f)2, ~~, Mt and d~ , as these variates include increments L'lWJ , 
j E {I , ... , m} with index values p only upto but excluding the value e, then from 
(3.25) and (3.18) we have 
\Tar (~t) ~ I: it. ((O~)2 f (d - Mt d~)2) L'l . (3.26) 
k (=0 e J=l 
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This should be compared to the variance obtained from (2.5) for the estimator Me-I. 
We will now consider the problem of directly estimating the integrands in the mar-
tingale representation (1.1) using discrete time methods. Let xf = (X~ , I, . . . , X~,d), 
k E {O, . .. , N - I} be an Euler approximation of the process X given by (1.1.1) of the 
form 
m 
X~ ,i - X~,i + ai(t X~)~ +" bi,j(t X~)~wj k+l - k k , k ~ k , k k 
j=1 
(3 .27) 
for i E {I , ... , d} , k E {O, ... , N - I} with initial value xf = Xo = ;£ E Rm, where 
~Wi are two point random variables with probabilities given by (3.5) and (t)~ is the 
equi-spaced time discretization of the interval [to , T] given by (3.1). For simplicity we 
consider a valuation functional of the form h(X~). 
That is, we consider only functionals of the terminal value of the approximation X~ 
corresponding to European style derivative securities. We assume that X~ converges 
weakly to X for the functional h, see for example Kloeden & Platen (1992). For 
k E {O, ... , N - I} define 
(3.28) 
As in Chapter 1, see (1.1.13), we let u: {to , ... , t N } X Rd --T R, be a valuation function 
of the form 
(3.29) 
This expression and the law of iterated conditional expectations applied to the discrete 
time martingale M~ means that 
(3.30) 
We will now estimate the function u at time tk , 0 ~ k ~ N using a backward numerical 
technique. The basic idea is as follows: From (3.30) we can evaluate u(tk, Xf) if we 
know or have previously estimated u( tk+ 1, X f+ 1). The functional h determines the 
values of u at time tN = T. Consequently we can evaluate u at the earlier times 
tN-I, tN-2,···, to· 
In practice we cannot evaluate u at all nodes of the tree or lattice formed from the 
two point random variables ~ wt, j E {I, .. . , m} , k E {O, ... , N - I}. For example 
if N = 256 and m = 2 then the total number of outcomes or paths for the increments 
~ wt equals 2512 > 10153 . However we can estimate u at certain points and use inter-
polation techniques to compute values between the points. For n 2 2 multidimensional 
interpolation methods are needed. We may also require these interploation procedures 
to produce C1,2 smooth functions , if these estimates of u are to be used together with 
some other variance reduction techniques. 
This method for calculating u using neighbouring points obtained from the two 
point random variables ~ Wi at the next time step is related to a more general Markov 
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Suppose k and xf' are fixed with k E {O, ... , N -I}. Let .6.Wk = (.6.Wf, ... , .6.Wk ) 
and X~~ (.6. Wk) be the value of X~.ll corresponding to the outcomes for .6. Wk and the 
ith component of Xt:.. By (3.30) and the property, obtained from (3.5), that the vector 
of increments .6. Wk takes values in the set Q = {-v'75., v'75.} {l , .. . ,m} we have 
u(tk,xf') = 2~ L u (tk+l , Xf'+l(.6.Wk)). (3.31 ) 
t:.WkE Q 
We can now attempt to compute the integrands in an approximate representation of 
Mf>+l = U(tk+l ' xf'+l) of the form 
m 
U(tk+l ' xf'+l) ~ U(tk ' xf') + L ~~ .6.W{ 
j=l 
(3.32) 
This representation can be obtained from the Euler approximation (3.2) with u(tk, Xf' ) 
replacing Mf> . In the case m ~ 2 we may not be able to find processes ~~ which solves 
(3.32) exactly. This is because the vector of increments .6. W k has 2m outcomes, hence 
equation (3.32) , involves solving a system of 2m linear equations with m unknown vari-
ables ~~ , ... ,~k. In fact , the discrete framework here leads to a form of incompleteness 
and several possible choices for ~~. For a discussion on these issues the interested reader 
is referred to Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992). 
However, if we use the criteria of minimization of the squares 
then we can find the optimal vector of coefficients ~~ , ... '~k using least-squares analy- _ 
sis. Some additional information on the application of least-squares is given in the next 
section on control variates. We remark that, as in the case for the valuation function u , 
we can estimate the integrands ~~, j E {I , . .. , m}, k E {O, ... , N - I} at certain points 
and use multidimensional interpolation methods to determine values at intermediate 
points. This method provides an effective mechanism for approximating the integrand 
~ = (~ l , ... , ~m) for a general valuation martingale M with representation (1.1) and 
which is of the form M t = E(h(X!; ';£) I Fd , to:::; t :::; T , where xto ,;£ is ad-dimensional 
diffusion process which satisfies (1.1.1). 
2.4 Control Variates and Integral Representations 
In this section we consider again a general d-dimensional diffusion process Xto ,;£ 
{X:o ,;£ = (xt ,to';£ , . . . ,x1,to,;£) , to:::; t:::; T} with initial value ~ = (~l ' . " '~) E ~d 
satisfying (1.1.1 ). We assume as given by (1.1.13) with h = h and T = T that for a 
payoff functional h : ~d -+ ~ there is a corresponding valuation martingale M and 
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for to ~ t ~ T. Our aim will be to find control variate formulations that will enable 
us to construct an accurate and fast estimate of E(h(X!;';!i.)) = u(to,.;f). 
The classical control variate method, see for example Ross (1991) and Law & Kelton 
(1991) , is based on finding a random variable Y with known mean E(Y) and estimating 
E(h(X!; ';!i.)) by using the variate Z = h(X!;';!i.) - O'(Y - E(Y)) for some suitable choice 
of a E !R, rather than h(X!;';!i.) directly. The parameter a is choosen to minimize the 
variance of Z. Because E(Z) = E(h(X!; ';!i.)) , Z will be an unbiassed estimator for 
E(h(X!; ';!i.)). We assume of course that both h(X!; ';!i.) and Y can be evaluated for any 
realization w E O. With this type of formulation the random variable Y is called a 
control variate for the estimation of E(X!; ';!i.). 
The basic control variate method is simple but very powerful. Suppose Xto,;!i. = 
{X:o ,;!i. = (X; ,to ,;!i. , ... , xt,to ,;!i.) , to ~ t ~ T} is some d-dimensional diffusion process 
which also satisfies an equation of the form (1.1.1) and which approximates X!; ,;!i. , and 
the valuation function u: [to, T] x !Rd ~ !R for h(X!;';!i.) is known and satisfies 
(4.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T, where h is the same payoff functional as used in (4.1) . Then the 
random variable 
ZT h (X!; ,;!i.) - a (h (X!; ,;!i.) - E (h (X!; ,;!i.))) 
- u (T, X!; ,;!i.) - a (u (T, X!; ,;!i.) - u(to,.;f)) (4.3) 
will be an unbiassed estimator for E(h(X!; ';!i.)) and will usually be a variance reduced 
estimator if X!; ,;!i. is close to X!; ,;!i.. Since 
Var(ZT) = Var (h (X!; ,;!i.)) + 0'2 Var (h (X!; ,;!i.)) 
- 2O'Cov (h (X!; ,;!i.) , h (X!; ,;!i.)) 
the value of a which will minimize the variance of ZT is 
Cov (h (X!; ,;!i.) , h (X!; ,;!i.)) 
a = Var (h (X!; ,;!i.) ) (4.4) 
Note that if a Monte Carlo simulation using the variate ZT is being performed we can 
estimate simultaneously the best value of a which will minimize the variance of ZT as 
given by (4.4). This type of calculation can be performed as the simulation proceeds, an 
observation which is explained by Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 1994). We do not need 
to store the values of the variates h(X!; ';!i.) and h(X!; ';!i.) for each path or realization of 
the simulation. This is a simple but useful form of least-squares analysis which can be 
extended in a straightforward manner to include linear combinations of control variates 
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As an example of this method we will consider a stochastic volatility model with a 
vector process X = (S,O") = {(St,O"d; to ~ t ~ T} that satisfies the two-dimensional 
stochastic differential equation 
for to ~ t ~ T with initial values Sto = S, O"to = 0". We take (Wi, W2) to be 
a two-dimensional Wiener process defined on the probability space (n, F, P), where 
h(Sr,O"r) = (Sr - K)+ for some constant K > O. These type of models have been 
considered for instance by Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) and Heston (1993). 
Let X = (B,o-) = {(Bt,o-t), to ~ t ~ T} be an adjusted process which evolves 
according to the equation 
for to ~ t ~ I' with the same initial conditions. That is Sto = S and o-to = 0". The 
valuation function u corresponding to the payoff structure h( Br, o-r) = (Br - K) + and 
given by 
u(t, Bt, o-t) = E ((Bt - K)+ 1Ft) 
for to ~ t ~ T can be computed explicitly for the process X = (B,o-). This result 
shows that the variate 
(Sr - K)+ - a((Br - K)+ - u(to, S 0")) 
will have outcomes that are easily computed, and, for this particular valuation problem, 
constitutes a powerful unbiassed variance reduced estimator for E((Sr - K)+). 
This control variate technique can be extended to include approximations h : Rd ~ 
R of the payoff function h. Thus, if the valuation function it: [to , T] X Rd ~ R given 
by 
(4.5) 
for to ~ t ~ T is known, then a control variate can be constructed from h(X~ '''') in a 
similar manner to that outlined for h(X~ ''''). That is, we use the unbiassed estimator 
h(X~ '''') - a(h(X~ '''')) - E(h(X~ '''')) as is suggested by (4.3). We assume the expecta-
tion E(h(X!; '''')) is known explicitly or can be accurately approximated. Consequently 
this control variate method extends to include changes both in the underlying diffusion 
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Using the martingale property of the process iiI = {it,(t , X:o ,~ ) , to ~ t ~ T} as 
given by (4.5) we can write, subject to certain integrability conditions applying for iiI, 
(4.6) 
where ~ = (~1, ... , ~m) is a vector of F-predictable processes satisfying (1.2). 
The following formulation is useful for certain types of path dependent options, 
for example, American options or barrier options with stochastic volatility. Let T : 
n -+ R be a stopping time as given by (1.1.4) with continuation region ro and exercise 
boundary r 1. We take h : r 1 -+ R to be some payoff function and we would like to 
approximate the expectation E(h(X;O '~)) assuming it, is known. Using the Ito formula 
for semimartingales we have from (4.6) the relation 
(4.7) 
This means that E(it,( T,X;O'~)) = it,(to,~) and therefore the random variable 
(4.8) 
is an unbiassed estimator- for E(h(X;O ,~)) . Note that it, can be any val~ation function 
Of the form (4.6). For example it may correspond to a European style security with 
M t = E(h' (X;; '~) I F t ) , to ~ t ~ T, for some payoff function hi and have no direct 
relationship with the stopping time T , which is obtained for a different problem. 
These control variate formulations can in addition be conveniently applied in a 
discrete time setting. For example, if we intend to use the control variate given by (4.3), 
we may replace X and X by discrete time approximations xC::. and XC::., respectively, say 
of the form (3.27). In fact there is often more flexibility with discrete time formulations. 
If for instance there is no natural choice for the process X in (4.3) a control variate can 
be obtained from xC::. itself since E(XC::.) can usually be easily calculated for discrete 
numerical schemes. 
For one-dimensional diffusions Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 1994) have introduced 
and used linear combinations of discrete time martingale control variates. If we let 
(t) C::. be a time discretization of the interval [to, T] as given by (3.1) , then these control 
variates in several dimensions take the form 
N-1 
y~,i = L 4>i ( ~X~,i - E ( t:.X~ ,i) ) 
k=O 
for i E {I , ... ,d} , k E {O , .. . ,N - I} , where ~xf = Xf+1 - Xf and 4>i, is Ftk -
measurable and is chosen as an approximation to a hedging parameter such as the 
delta or gamma for the ith component of the diffusion process X given by (1.1.1). 
Since E(YkC::.1 F tl ) = Ye for e, k E {O, . .. , N - I} with e ~ k then yC::. is a discrete time 
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be calculated in a straightforward manner. For example with the Euler scheme (3.27) 
E(,6.X~,i) = ai(tk, Xf' ),6.. 
If we consider the stochastic differential equation (1.1.1) which defines our underly-
ing diffusion process a continuous time version of the above martingale control variate 
would be 
(4.9) 
for i E {I, ... , d} , where 'Ij; = ('Ij;l, ... , 'lj;d) is some vector of F-predictable processes 
which satisfies appropriate integrability conditions. This representation shows that the 
control variate Yf is expressible as an Ito integral and therefore its expectation is zero. 
It also follows that another natural choice for a control variate is simply an Ito integral 
of the form 
m r 
Yr = L 1 ~~ dWj, 
j=l to 
(4.10) 
where ~ = (~l, ... , ~d) is a vector of F-predictable processes. 
From the representation (1.1) we can now compute the variance under P of the 
unbiassed estimator Zr.of E(h(X:;'iE.)) given by 




This shows that if we can find good approximations ~j , j E {I, ... , m} for the inte-
grands ~j, then with a = 1 the variance of the unbiassed estimator Zr will be small. 
Note that to produce an arbitrarily small variance we require only an approximation 
to the integrand ~ = (e, ... , ~m) which is related to the deltas of the underlying 
security. The use of control variates based on gammas or other greeks is therefore, in 
a theoretical sense, not required. 
Suppose the valuation function u, and its approximation fL, as given by (4.1) and 
(4.2) respectively, are of class C 1,2. Then expanding both u(T, X:; 'iE.) and fL(T, X:; 'iE.) 
- ---
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using Ito's rule and applying the Kolmogorov backward equation we obtain 
u (T,Xi!"') = u(to,>;:) + t,~ f :; (s,X!"') biJ (s, X!,") dW; 
and 
(4.13) 
The variance of the estimator ZT given by (4.3) is therefore 
Var{ZT) = Var (t f rT (au. (s, x;O,;!2) bi,j (s, x;O,;!2) 
i=l j=l lto aXt 
(4.14) 
If we set 
(4.15) 
as used in (4.1O) for j E {1 , .. . ,m}, then the variance of the estimator ZT given by 
(4.11) can be calculated from (4.12). Thus 
Vax(ZT) = ~ f E (t, o(u ;,,;u) (s , X!",) bi ,; (s ,X!"'))' ds (4.16) 
We observe that the variance obtained for ZT is similar to, but different from, that 
obtained for ZT with this choice for ( = {(1, ... , (m). In general we can expect a lower 
variance for ZT as can be seen by comparing (4.14) with (4.16). The computational 
loads corresponding to the two estimators can also vary. For example Monte Carlo 
estimations using the variate ZT involve only the calculation of payoff structures but 
require the simulation of two separate diffusion processes X to ,;!2 and Xto ,;!2. This can be 
compared with estimates of ZT which require simulation of only one explicit diffusion 
process, X to ,;!2. However evaluation of the Ito integrals (4.10) effectively involves the 
simulation of another diffusion process, namely the Ito integral itself. Choosing the 
best estimator for a given valuation problem often involves preliminary simulation 
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We can extend the above analysis, for the estimator ZT, to include linear combina-
tions of control variates z=t=l aiY,j., where each Y,j., e E {1 , ... ,L}, is an Ito integral 
of the form (4.10). Using these Ito integrals the random variable 
L 
Z- h (xto ,X) ~ -e T = T - - L., aeYT 
£=1 
will be an unbiassed estimator for E(h(X:; '!£)) with variance 
L 
Var(ZT) = Var (h (X:; ,!£)) + L a£ ak Cov (Y,j., y,:M 
i,k=l 
L 
- 2 L ai Cov (h (X:;,!£) , Y,j.) . 
£=1 
This variance will be minimized if 
L 





for each e E {1, ... , L} . This system of linear equations will admit a unique solu-
tion if the set of control variates {Y,j., e E {1 , ... , L}} is linearly independent. As is 
the case for a single control variate we can estimate the quaptities Cov(Y,j., Y';) and 
Cov(h(X:;':£)Y,j.), e,k E {1 , ... ,L}, for a given simulation and simultaneously the opti-
mal vector of coefficients Q = (al, ... , aL) to minimize the variance as given by (4.19). 
Also, as has been noted for a single control variate we can calculate the optimal vector 
of coefficients Q progressively during the simulation. We do not need to store output 
data for the variates X:;,!£, Yi, ... , YI for each path of the simulation. 
This formulation is simplified if we assume that Cov(Y,j. , Y';) = 0 for e 'I- k, e, k E 
{1 , . .. , L} . That is, the random variables Y,j., e E {1 , . .. , L}, are mutually orthogonal 
when considered as elements of the Hilbert space L2(n, FT, P) with inner product 
(X, Y) = E(X Y) for X, Y E L2(n, FT, P). In this case (4.19) reduces to 
Cov (h (X:; ,!£) ,Y,j.) 
Var (Y,j.) 
E (( h (X:; ,!£) - E (h (X:; ,!£))) Y,j.) 
liY,j.lI~ 
for e E {1, ... , L} , where II . 112 denotes the norm in L2(n , FT, P). 
( 4.20) 
A mutually orthogonal set of control variates Y,j., e E {1 , ... , L}, can be constructed 
using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. For example if Yi and Y:;' are not 
orthogonal we can replace Y:;' with 
,-
j 
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There are many ways of constructing the control variate process Y = (Y1, .. . , Y L). 
If we have an equi-spaced time discretization (t) ~ of the interval [to , T] of the form 
(3.1) a good choice for Y using control variates of the form (4.10), for certain types of 
valuation problems, is given by 
(4.21) 
for [ E {1 , .. . , L}. For [1 # [ 2 
o 
so any two control variates Yil and Yi2 , [1 # £2 are orthogonal. 
These control variate methods can be applied iteratively or in combination with 
other techniques. For example we may find an initial approximation U1: [to, T] x 
iRd -+ iR for u from finite-difference methods. The integrands given by (4.15) together 
with appropriate interpolation routines could then be used to construct an Ito integral 
control variate of the form (4.10) and from this a new approximation U2 for u would be 
obtained. Clearly this procedure can be repeated until sufficient accuracy is achieved. 
2.5 Other Variance Reduction Methods 
In this section we will consider some supplementary variance reduction techniques. 
We will describe some extensions of existing methods and new formulations of certain 
classical techniques. These include applications of the classical conditional variance 
formula, stratified sampling, use of antithetic variates and quasi Monte Carlo. As in 
the previous section we assume a payoff structure of the form h(X!; ,if), where XtO,if is 
a d-dimensional diffusion process which satisfies (1.1.1). 
The classical conditional variance formula, see for example Ross (1991) , takes the 
form 
Var(Y) = E(Var(Y 1 Z)) + Var(E(Y 1 Z)) (5.1) 
for any two random variables defined on some sample space n
' 
with probability measure 
P' . 
To extend this result to stochastic processes we first use the concept of conditional 
variance with respect to sub-l7-algebras of FT , see for example Shiryayev (1984). Let 
X be an integrable random variable and 9 ~ FT a sub-l7-algebra. The conditional 
variance of X with respect to 9 , denoted Var(X 19) is defined by 
Var (X 19) = E ((X - E (X 19))21 9 ) 
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Let 91, 92 be sub-a-algebras of Fr with 91 ~ 92. Using the law of iterated conditional 
expectations and the definition of conditional variance we have for any integrable ran-
dom variable X the relations 
E (E (X21 92) 191) - (E (E (X 192) 191)) 2 
E(E(X2192) 191) -E((E(XI 92))21 91) 
+E ((E (X 192))2191) - (E (E (X 192) 191))2 
E(Var(XI 92) 191) + Var(E(XI 92) 191). (5.3) 
In particular if we let 91 = {</>, n} we obtain 
Var(X) = E (Var (X 192)) + Var (E (X 192)) (5.4) 
for 92 a sub-a-algebra of Fr. This is, for stochastic processes, the analogue of the 
classical conditional variance formula (5.1). 
Let to < t s: T and consider the random variable E(h(X!j ,if) I Ft}. Since 
E (E (h (X!j 'if) 1 F t )) = E (h (X!j 'if) ) 
this variate is an unbiassed estimator for E(h(X!j ,if)). Also, applying the conditional 
variance formula (5.4) we have the inequality 
(5.5) 
for to s: t s: T. In general the inequality in (5.5) will be strict. In this case E(h(X!j ,if) I :Fd 
will be a variance reduced unbiassed estimator for E{h{X!j ,if)). This type of error min-
imization is know in its classical formulation as variance reduction by conditioning, see 
Law & Kelton (1991). 
We will now turn our attention to the variance reduction technique of stratified 
sampling . This is an error minimization technique of long standing which has been 
widely used in general simulation, see for example Ross (1991). Surprisingly the method 
seems to have been underutilized for financial modelling problems, however recently 
Curran (1994) has described a simple form of stratified sampling for Asian options and 
geometric Brownian motion. We will describe another version of stratified sampling 
which can be applied to a wide class of diffusion models and valuation functionals. 
Let Ai ~ :Fr , i E {1 , ... , N} be a set of events satisfying 
l 
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for i,j E {I , ... , N}. We assume P(Ad = ir for all i, i E {I, . . . , N}. Let A = 
a {Ai, i E {I, ... , N}} be the a-algebra consisting of finite unions of these sets. 
Let Z : n -+ iR be a random variable. We denote by ZAi : Ai -+ iR the restriction 
of Z to Ai given by Z Ai (w) = Z (w) for w E Ai. Z Ai is a random variable defined on 
the probability space (Ai,Fi, Pd, where Fi = {Ai n F : FE FT} and Pi : Fi -+ [0,1] 
is given by Pi(Ai n F) = P(Ai n F)/ P(Ad for F EFT. 
Let Z = ~~l ZAJN, where ZAi ' i E {I, ... , N}, are assumed to be independent. 
Since 
N 1 N 1 r 
E(Z) = ~ NE(ZAi) = ~ Ai ZdP = in ZdP = E(Z), (5.6) 
Z will be an unbiassed estimator for E(Z). Furthermore, using the independence 
property of ZAi' i E {I , ... , N}, we have from (5.4) 
h E(Var(Z/A)) 
1 
:::; N Var(Z). (5.7) 
This inequality will be strict ifVar(E(Z/A)) > O. Consequently if we set Z = h(X!;,i£) 
we obtain from (5.6) an unbiassed estimator for E(h(X!; ''£)) which from (5.7) will 
usually be a variance reduced estimator. 
As an example let Xt. be an Euler approximation of the one-dimensional diffusion 
X!J ''£ of the form (3.27), where ~Wk, k E {O, .. . , N - I} , are two point random 
variables given by (3.5). Since we are using two point variates with N time steps, for 
practical purposes, we can replace the underlying sample space n with 
(5.8) 
For each wE nN we denote by Wk, k E {O, ... , N -I} , the value of w at the kth index 
point. For w E nN the corresponding 'path' for ~ Wk, k E {O, . .. , N - I} is given 
by ~Wk(W) = Wk ViS with probabilities PN(W) = ~. Although the number of states 
W E nN is finite , nevertheless, with current technology and values of N say greater 
than 30, usually only a tiny fraction of these paths can be sampled. 
Let a E nN, with N' E {I, ... ,N}, N' < N and define Aa = {w E nN : Wk = 
ak for 0:::; k < N'}. The sets Aa , a E nN , form a collection of 2N ' sets with 
probabilities P(Aa) = ~. It is apparent that UaEnN , = nN and that for aI, a2 E nN , 
with al :f:. a2, then Aal n Aa2 = 0. Consequently the partitioning rules required for the 
relations (5.6) and (5.7) are valid with Z = h(X~) . 
With this method our discrete sample space nN forms a binary lattice or tree 
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stratified Monte Carlo estimation of E(h(X~)) using the sets Aa., a E ON', would 
mean exhausting all paths w E ON upto time tN' and then sampling, randomly and 
independently, within the sub-lattices Aa., a EON'. This method not only reduces 
the variance it also reduces the computational load because the raw or naive Monte 
Carlo estimation procedure would involve, usually, many duplicate traversals of the 
early nodes of the lattice. 
We will now describe a variance reduction procedure based on the use of antithetic 
variates. This technique has been applied for example by Duffie & Glynn (1992) , Hull 
& White (1987, 1988), Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 1994) and Barraquand (1993). A 
description of its use in general simulation is given by Ross (1991) and Law & Kelton 
(1991). Here we describe a version of antithetic variance reduction which together with 
other variance reduction procedures has been used in the applications considered in 
Part II of this thesis. 
The construction of antithetic variates will be illustrated using the probability space 
(O ,F,P) where 0 = C([to , T) , ~2). For w E 0 we denote by Wl(t) and W2(t) the 
components of w(t) E ~2 so that w(t) = (Wl (t), W2(t)) E R2 for t E [to, T). We assume P 
is the two-dimensional Wiener measure under which the coordinate mappings Wl(w) = 
Wl(t) and W?(w) = W2(t) define a two-dimensional Wiener process on (O,F, P). 
For w E 0 , define W E 0 by w(t) = (-Wl(t), -W2(t)), to::; t ::; T and the random 
variables Ii(X~ '~) by 
(5.9) 
for w E O. 
The variate 
is an unbiassed estimator for E(h(X~'~)) since E(Ii(X~ '~)) = E(h(X~'~)). In addition 
Var (h (X~ '~)) = l (Var (h (X~ '~)) + Var (Ii (X~ '~)) 
+ 2Cov (4 (X~ ,~) , (Ii (X~ '~)))) 
and, because the random variables h(X~'~) and Ii(X~ '~) will often be negatively cor-
related, h(X~ '~) will then be a variance reduced estimator for E(h(X~ '~)). We remark 
that other combinations are possible for w, for example, reflection for only one com-
ponent or partial reflections over time. These alternatives can then be assembled in 
various ways to produce new variance reduced unbiassed estimators for E(h(X~ '~)) . 
The use of antithetic variates is a general variance reduction method which can be 
combined with other techniques considered in this chapter. 
We will now consider briefly the application of quasi Monte Carlo methods. There 
is an extensive literature on quasi Monte Carlo techniques with overviews provided by 
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have been considered by Barraquand (1993), Paskov & '!raub (1994) and Joy, Boyle & 
Tan (1995). 
To illustrate the most commonly used procedure, consider a d-dimensional diffusion 
process X to .!!' which satisfies (1.1.1) with payoff functional h(X:; ·!!'). We assume the 
joint density function px : ~d --t ~ of X:; ·:& is known so that 
(5.10) 
Consequently estimation of U(to,;f) can be considered as a numerical integration prob-
lem over ~d . For a one-dimensional diffusion process Xto. x if we let Fx : ~ --t [0,1] 
be the distribution function for X!J'x with F~(x) = px(x) , x E ~, then (5.10) can be 
expressed in the form 
(5.11) 
This equation means we can transform the valuation problem further into one involving 
the computation of a Riemann integral over the unit interval [0,1] . For ad-dimensional 
diffusion process X to .!!', and subject to certain conditions holding for the joint distri-
bution function Fx of X:; ·!!', the right hand side of (5.11) can often be written as a 
standard Riemann integral over the d-dimensional unit cube. Note that this version of 
quasi Monte Carlo requires the density or distribution function for X:; ·!!' to be known, 
a requirement which is often difficult to satisfy for many types of valuation problems. 
A Monte Carlo estimation of (5.11) would usually involve simulation of the variate 
-k I:f::l h(F-1(Ui)), where Ui, 1 ~ i ~ N, are independent, uniformly distributed 
random variables, using random or pseudo-random numbers. If these pseudo-random 
points are replaced by so-called low discrepancy points, see for example Niederreiter 
(1992), the corresponding procedure is referred to as a quasi Monte Carlo method. Low 
discrepancy point sets such as Sobol or Halton sequences exhibit less deviations from 
uniformity compared to pseudo random point sets. This property generally leads to 
faster rates of convergence compared to pseudo random numbers. Improved versions 
of certain classes of low discrepancy sequences have recently been developed by Tezuka 
(1993, 1994) and Tezuka & Tokuyama (1994). Some preliminary investigations on 
the application of quasi random numbers to the simulation of stochastic differential 
equations have been conducted by Hofmann & Mathe (1995). 
We will now describe a simple, but effective form of quasi Monte Carlo which is 
related to the work of Barraquand (1993). The method involves a type of regular 
systematic sampling of the underlying sample space. We consider ad-dimensional 
diffusion process X to .!!' with m driving Wiener processes wj , 1 ~ j ~ m. Let Xt:. be a 
discrete time weak approximation for X to .!!' using two point random variables given by 
(3.27) and (3.5), respectively. The use of two point random variables, means that for 
practical purposes we can replace the sample space n with 
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which is the multidimensional version of the discrete sample space nN given in (5.8). 
For wE nN,m let Wi ,j, i E {O, ... ,N - I} , j E {I, ... ,m} be the value of Wi,j at the 
(i,j)th index point. Let 'lj;: {-1,1} -+ {0, 1} be given by 'lj;(-1) = 0, 'lj;(1) = 1 and 
QNm = {O, . . . , 2Nm -I}. Define the mappings <1>1,</>2: nN,m -+ QNm by 
N m 
<l>l(W) = L L 'lj;(wi,j)2m(i-1)+j-1 
i=l j=l 
N m L L 'lj;(Wi,j) 2N(j-1)+i-1 (5.13) 
i=1 j=l 
for W E nN,m. 
These functions define one to one mappings of nN,m onto the set QNm and conse-
quently the inverse functions <1>11, <1>"21 : QNm -+ nN,m exist. For each integer k E QNm 
there will be a corresponding path, either <l>11(k) or <I>"21(k) which is an element of nN,m. 
The inverse functions <1>11 and <1>"21 determine different scanning orders of nN,m. To 
build a set of say M samples from nN,m we generate a set of M integers from QNm and 
use for example one of the inverse functions <1>11 or <1>"21 to obtain the corresponding 
paths W E nN,m. A number of methods can be used to select the M integers from the 
set QNm, see Tor example Stroud (1971). Barraquand (1993) uses the following algo-
rithm: Let K denote the integer [2Nm I MJ, where [a] is the largest integer not exceeding 
a. We assume M is of the form M = p'Y, where p is a prime integer not equal to 2 and 
'Y is some positive integer. We construct the samples wi, e E {I, ... , M}, using say the 
inverse function <1>11 by setting 
(5. 14) 
Since MK < 2Nm , then eK E QNm for all e E {I , ... ,M} and consequently this set of 
samples is well-defined. Other variations of this approach are also possible. We may for 
instance apply quasi Monte Carlo to each component of the driving Wiener processes 
separately. This allows the sampling intensity to be adjusted for each component. As 
an example let m = 2, with nN given by (5.8) and QN = {O, ... ,N - I}. We define 
the mappings <p: n N -+ Q N by 
N 
<pew) = L 'lj;(Wi) 2i - 1 (5.15) 
i= l 
for W E nN. Evidently <p is a one to one mapping of nN onto QN and therefore has 
an inverse <p-l. We now choose Ml = pI! and M2 = p;2 as suggested above with 
Kl = [2N IMl ] and K2 = [2N 1M2] and construct M = Ml M2 samples wi,k E nN,2 by 
the rule 
Wi,k = { <p-l(eKdi j = 1 
t,) <p- l (k K2) i j = 2 (5 .16) 
for (e, k) E {I , ... , M l } x {I , . .. , M2} and (i,j) E QN x {1,2}. 
I 
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We remark that the formulation of quasi Monte Carlo described by Barraquand 
requires the densities of the underlying diffusion to be known as is also the case for 
the version based on Rieman integration over the d-dimensional unit cube, see (5.11). 
The procedure, outlined above, using the relations (5.12)-(5.16), does not require these 
densities to be known and therefore represents an important extension to these other 
methods. In fact this procedure using (5.12)- (5.16) can be applied to any discrete time 
approximation to a diffusion process as long as the Wiener increments are replaced by 
multipoint random variables. 
Summarizing the different variance reduction techniques developed and discussed in 
this chapter it is apparent that nearly all of them are very general and can be combined 
with each other. These features turn out to be important in providing the flexibility 
needed in the construction and engineering of efficient valuation and hedging systems 







Valuation of Barrier Options 
under Stochastic Volatility 
There is now considerable interest in the valuation and hedging of a range of exotic, 
and other customized, derivative securities. In this chapter we consider an application 
of some of the stochastic analytic and numerical methods described in the previous 
chapters. This application deals with the pricing of foreign exchange barrier options 
under stochastic volatility with particular reference to the Heston (1993) model. 
A barrier option is one the payoff structure of which depends not only on the final 
price of the underlying security but also on whether the price of the security has hit 
a pre-determined level or barrier. These are path dependent options since their value 
depends on the past history of security prices. 
Some barrier options return a fixed payoff if the barrier is reached, for example a 
call or put CAP. Other types called knockout options disappear or become valueless if 
the barrier is touched. We will examine a class of knockout options called down-and-
out call options. These are derivative securities which become valueless or are knocked 
out if at any time prior to maturity the underlying asset reaches or falls below the 
barrier. If the barrier is not reached the option returns the standard European call 
payoff structure. A knockin option is a barrier option which only has some value or 
comes into exercise if the barrier is hit. Knockout or knockin barrier options are of 
interest mainly because the possibility of hitting or not hitting the barrier means that 
they are cheaper than the corresponding standard options. 
The observation frequency of a barrier option refers to how often the barrier con-
dition is checked. Clearly this is an important feature of a barrier option since a more 
frequently observed option will usually be cheaper than a less frequently observed one. 
For continuously observed barriers, and where the underlying security is asssumed to 
evolve according to the Black-Scholes model, analytic valuations are now available for 
several types of instruments. For example closed-form solutions for various products 
have been provided by Merton (1973), Kentwell (1992), Rubinstein & Reiner (1993) 
and Rich (1993). 
Unfortunately these formulas do not in general hold in cases where departures from 
the Black-Scholes model are permitted. In particular, in recent years researchers have 
focussed much attention on the merits and effects of allowing for stochastic volatility. 
However to our knowledge the barrier option pricing problem has not been solved an-
alytically in this environment. Some examples of stochastic volatility models include 
those proposed by Hull & White (1987), Johnson & Shanno (1987) , Scott (1987), Wig-
I 
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gins (1987), Melino & Turnbull (1990), Heston (1993) , Gatheral (1992) and Hofmann, 
Platen & Schweizer (1992). 
The main aim of this chapter is to show that fast and accurate numerical valuations 
are now possible for knockout or knockin barrier options even in a stochastic volatility 
setting. We demonstrate these methods by computing the prices of down-and-out call 
options for the Heston model. 
We choose the Heston model because analytic valuations are available for stan-
dard European options and because this model assumes that volatility movements are 
random and can be correlated with the returns of the underlying security. These are 
features which seem to be desirable in a stochastic volatility model, see for example 
Gatheral (1992) . 
We remark that the methods developed and used here can also be applied to the 
valuation of both standard European and barrier options for many other types of stocha-
stic volatility models. The standard European component of these valuation procedures 
should therefore be of independent interest since many stochastic volatility models have 
proved to be analytically intractable even for the valuation of these standard instru-
ments. 
3.1 The Black-Scholes Framework 
Let W = {Wt , t 2:: tg} be a one-dImensional Brownian motion defined on the proba-
bility space (0, F , P) . As in Section 1.1 we take the filtration F = (Ftk~to to be the 
P-augmentation of the natural filtration of W. We assume P is the risk-neutral mea-
sure and that we have two deterministic bond price processes Bd = {Bt, to ::; t ::; T} 
and Bf = {B{, to ::; t ::; T} for the domestic and foreign markets respectively, to-
gether with an exchange rate process X = {Xt , to ::; t ::; T}. The arbitrage free model 
which describes the dynamics of the bonds and exchange rate processes is given by the 
following system of stochastic differential equations. 
dB{ 
d(B{ Xt} (1.1) 
for to::; t ::; T with initial values at time to of Bfo = f/, Bfa = !l and Xto = ;£ 
and final values at time T of Bf = Bf = 1. With this model the random variable 
B{ X t , to::; t ::; T can be considered as a price adjusted foreign bond (adjusted by the 
exchange rate) which represents the value of the foreign bond in the domestic economy 
at time t. Consequently the process (Bf X) replaces the risky asset in the standard 
Black-Scholes formulation for stock dynamics. To simplify the notation in what follows 
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and exchange rate processes, as has been done in Chapters 1 and 2. For example we will 
use X t rather than X;O'iE to denote the value of the exchange rate at time t , to ~ t ~ T. 
The constant values r f and r d represent the foreign and domestic interest rates, 
respectively. The parameter a denotes the volatility of the price adjusted foreign bond 
BfX. 
Using Ito's formula it follows from the last equation in the system of equations (1.1) 
that 
(1.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T. Note that the bond price processes Bf and Bd can be solved explicitly 
using the relations 
(1.3) 
and 
Bt = e-rd(T-t) 
for to ~ t ~ T. Let us now consider a down-and-out call option on the price adjusted 
foreign bond process Bf X. First we restate the definition of this option - it gives the 
holder the right to buy units in the foreign currency at time T at the fixed exchange 
rate K ; but only if the exchange rate process X has not hit or fallen below the barrier 
level H before maturity at time T. 
To model the payoff structure of this type of instrument w~ will consider the region 
r 0 defined by 
ro = [O ,T) x (H,+oo). (1.4) 
Let T: n -+ iR+ be the stopping time given by (1.1.4) using the process X with 
corresponding exercise boundary 
(1.5) 
With these definitions established the payoff structure for a European style down-and-
out barrier option denoted by G: n -+ iR+ can now be expressed in the form 
(1.6) 
for wEn, where h: r2 -+ iR+ is some payoff function and r2 = {(t, H): t E 
[to ,T]} U {(T,y): y E (H,+oo)}. 
From the continuity of the sample paths of X we see that r 1 ~ r 2 and consequently 
the payoff structure G as given by (1.6) is well-defined. 
For a down-and-out call option we take the function h : r2 -+ iR to be given by 
h(t,y) = { 0 
(y - K)+ 
for to ~ t ~ T , Y = H 
(1.7) 
for t = T, y > H 
with K > H. This definition and (1.6) means that we can express G in the form 
: 
l 
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Let the valuation function u: fo U fl -+ !R be given by (1.1.5). That is, using (1.3), u 
can be written in the form 
u(t, x) E (Bf h( T , Xr ) I Xt = x) 
Bf E (h(T,Xr) I X t = x) (1.8) 
for (t,x) E fo U fl · Define X = {Xt, to ~ t ~ T} and u : fo U fl -+ !R to be the 
Bd-discounted process and valuation function given by 
(1.9) 
for to ~ t ~ T, and 
u(t,x) = E (h(T,Xr ) IXt = x) (1.10) 
for (t, x) E fo U fl ' where T is the same stopping time used in (1.5) and (1.6) and 
corresponds to the process X (not X). 
Expanding Xt using Ito's rule, (1.9) and the first two equations in (1.1) we see that 
(1.11) 
Also, applying Ito's formula for semimartingales, the Kolmogorov backward equation 
for U, which holds because of the form of (1.10), and equation (1.11) we can infer that 
l t llT a -Ut = Uto + !.\_ Us dXs to uX (1.12) 
for to ~ t ~ T , where Ut = u(t 1\ T, XtllT ) for to ~ t ~ T. 
Let us now apply a dynamic portfolio strategy q> = (~t, 1JdtE[to ,Tl' where at time t, 
to ~ t ~ T we hold 1Jt units in the domestic bond Bt, and ~t units of the foreign bond 
with each unit valued at B{ X t in the domestic economy. 




Using the relations (1.3) and (1.9) we see that if T = T , then Xr = Xr and if T < T , 
then from the definition of h given by (1.7), h(T, X r ) = h(T, X r ) = 0, so that 
This result together with the relations (1.8) and (1.1.9), applied to the processes X and 
X means that 
u(t 1\ T, XtllT ) = u(t 1\ T, X tllT ) I Bf 
for to ~ t ~ T. Note that from (1.15) we can write 
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for 
so that 
(t, Bt xl B{) E ro u r 1 
a a 
-U= -u/Bf ax ax t 
77 
and consequently the hedge ratio ~t, to ~ t ~ T, can equivalently be expressed in the 
form 
a / f ~t = ax Ut B t · (1.16) 
Using (1.14) the value Ut of the portfolio with strategy ~ in the domestic economy (but 
before discounting by the domestic bond) at time t, to ~ t ~ T, satisfies the relation 
Moreover using equation (1.8) and the condition B!j. = 1 we have 
for any wEn. However G(w) = h(r(w),X.r(w) (w)) represents the payoff structure for 
our option for wEn. Consequently our portfolio process fully replicates this payoff 
structure for any scenario wEn. 
In addition, the Ito integral Jt~/\r ~s dXs can be interpreted as the disco1,lnted gain 
from trade resulting from the rate movements of Xt, to ~ t ~ T. Consequently 
from (1.12) and (1.13) our portfolio process is self-financing following an initial cost of 
Uto = Uto Bta' The fair price for the option at time to is therefore, from (1.15), the value _ 
Uto = u(to 1\ r, Xta/\r)· Thus by continuously hedging the portfolio using the strategy 
~ we can fully replicate the payoff structure G of the option. 
The equations (1.8) together with (1.13) and (1. 14) provide a mechanism for de-
termining both the fair price of the option and the corresponding hedge ratios needed 
to replicate the underlying payoff structure. For the Black-Scholes model described by 
the system of equations (1.1), these prices and hedge ratios can be computed explicitly 
see for example Kentwell (1992). 
3.2 A Model With Stochastic Volatility 
For practical reasons we would like to use more general classes of models other than 
the Black-Scholes formulation described by (1.1) above. In particular the assumption 
of constant volatility is regarded by many individuals as being too restrictive. Conse-
quently we now consider a more general process Z = (Bf, B d , X , v), which allows for 
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for to ~ t ~ T with kI , k2,Pl,P2 ~ 0, '" ~ 0, {} E [O,lJ, initial values, at time to, of 
Bfa = !/, B~ = Qd , Xto =;f and Vto = Q and final values, at time T, of Bf = B!j. = 1. 
With this system of equations WI and W 2 represent independent Wiener processes 
defined on the probability space (0., F , P). 
Let us explain some of the main features of this model. As in the previous section 
the bond price processes Bf and Bd are both deterministic with constant interest rates 
rf and rd , respectively. The exchange rate process X follows a generalized geometric 
Brownian motion with a stochastic diffusion coefficient. 
The process v is closely related to the instantaneous variance of the exchange rate 
process X. In our model this process is disturbed by some external noise, where {} 
accounts for the correlation between this noise source and the noise of the exchange 
rate process X . Note that v is continuously pulled back towards a long term value v. 
The parameter '" measures the strength of the restoring force and is referred to as the 
mean reversion factor or speed of adjustment. 
For parameter values ki = PI = 1, k2 = P2 = 0 and v = 0 the process v follows 
a geometric Brownian motion and can be interpreted as the volatility process of the 
exchange rate X. For parameter values kl = PI = 0 and k2 = P2 = 1 the system of 
equations corresponds to the Heston model (1993). 
We will now briefly consider pricing and hedging procedures for a European style 
down-and-out barrier option for the system of equations (2.1) with a continuation 
region r o, exercise boundary r l and payoff structure G given by (1.4) , (1.5) and (1.6) , 
respecti vel y. 
For this type of valuation problem the stochastic volatility in our model creates an 
intrinsic risk which in general does not allow for the full replication of the underlying 
payoff structure without extra cost. Following the approach of Foellmer & Schweizer 
(1991) and Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) , and using (1.1.11) we obtain for a 
contingent claim with payoff structure h( T, X r ) an option pricing formula of the form 
(2.2) 
for to:::; t :::; T , where the expectation is chosen with respect to an appropriately 
defined probability measure P. 
For incomplete markets, for example, if PI =1= 0 or P2 =1= 0 in the system of equations 
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the arguments presented by Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992) we will choose this 
measure F as the minimal equivalent martingale measure. 
An equivalent martingale measure P for the given exchange rate process X is one 
for which the Ed_discounted process X given by (1.9) is an (F, .F)-martingale and the 
measures P and P have the same nullsets. Thus, an equivalent martingale measure can 
be interpreted as one which induces a price system which is consistent with having X 
as an equilibrium exchange rate. 
An equivalent martingale measure F for X is called minimal if any local P-martingale 
M which is orthogonal to X remains a local martingale under F. Intuitively, P is that 
equivalent martingale measure which is closest to P in a certain sense. 
In practical terms, using the minimal equivalent martingale measure F has the 
effect that the actual expected growth rates for all traded stocks change to r d - r f , and 
all other nontraded assets are left completely unchanged under the new measure. Thus 




( -1 ~ -2) ~Vt = "'(Vt - v) dt + (PIVt + P2VVt) QdWt + V 1 - Q2 dWt 
respectively, where WI and W2 are independent Wiener processes under F. 
With this measure F the hedging strategy <P' = (~~, 1J~)tE [to,TI has components which 
are similar to (1.13) and (1.14) and can be written in the form 
, a_, 
~t = ax U t 
and 
1J~ = u~ - ~~Xt 
for to ~ t ~ T , where Xt is given by (1.9) and 




As in the case for the Black-Scholes model considered in the previous section we can 
show that the time t value of the portfolio with hedging strategy <P' is u~. Also from 
(2.2) and the condition B:j. = 1, we can show that ur = h(T, Xr). This means that the 
hedging strategy <P' replicates the claim's payoff at the terminal time T . However, the 
strategy <P' = (~~ , 1JDtE[to ,TI will not in general be riskless. This means the process 
(2.7) 
of cumulative Bd-discounted costs , is not a constant as it is in the classical Black-Scholes 
case. In fact applying Ito's formula for semimartingales, (2.3) and (1.11), together with 
the Kolmogorov backward equation which holds for u~ by (2.6) , we have 
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so that from (2.7), 
Ct = u~o + l:M :v u~ (PIVs +P2VVs') (gdWsI + ~dW;) (2.8) 
for to::; t ::; T. This means that variance of Ct under P denoted by V ar( Cd can be 
calculated using the relation 
Var(Cd = E ((l:M ! u~ (PIVs + P2yfv;) (gdW} + ~ dW;)) 2) 
= E (l:M (! u~ (PI VS + P2 yfv;) ) 2 dS) . 
This result shows that in general V ar( Cd > 0 for to::; t ::; T so that Ct fluctuates 
randomly. Consequently the strategy q>' is not self-financing in these incomplete market 
circumstances. But the choice of the probability measure P will be such that the Bd_ 
discounted cost process C becomes an (F, P)-martingale as can be seen from (2.8). 
This makes the strategy q>' mean-self-financing, that is 
(2.9) 
Moreover, it can be shown that q>' minimizes the remaining risk 
(2.10) 
We remark that the hedging strategy q>' given by (2.4) and (2.5) using the minimal 
equivalent martingale measure, is mean self-financing also in the case where both rd 
and rf are stochastic, see Heath & Platen (1992). 
3.3 Numerical Procedures for Barrier Options 
The problem with general systems of stochastic differential equations of the type de-
scribed in (2.1) and (2.3) is that there is usually no explicit solution for the option 
pricing formula (2.2) or hedging strategy (2.4) and (2.5). In these cases we usually re-
quire the application of stochastic numerical and other related approximation methods 
to estimate the solution. 
As indicated by (2.2) computation of an option price for the stochastic volatility 
model (2.1) with the adjusted equations (2.3) requires an estimate of the expectation, 
under the measure P, of functionals of the underlying diffusion process. For this type 
of problem we do not require strong or pathwise approximations; rather it is sufficient 
to approximate the underlying probability law of the diffusion process. 
The class of numerical schemes called weak approximations are designed to approx-
imate these probability laws and are therefore suitable for option pricing estimates. 
These schemes are classified according to their weak order of convergence, which is 
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Let (t)~ be an equi-spaced discretization grid of the form (2.3.1) with step size 
~ = (T - to)/N. We say that an approximation Y~ = {Yk~ ' k E {O, .. . , N}} for the 
d-dimensional diffusion process Y converges with weak order f3 > 0 as the step size 
~ tends to 0 if there exist constants K > 0 and 00 < T such that for every function 
9 : Wd -+ W from a given class Cp of test functions we have for all ~ E (0, 00 ) the 
inequality 
IE (g(YT ) ) - E (g (YR')) I :S K ~f3. 
For the class Cp of test functions we may use for instance the polynomials. This choice 
allows a clear classification of a wide range of numerical schemes and also includes the 
convergence of all moments of YN and YR" For example, the Euler scheme (2.3.27) 
converges under sufficient regularity conditions, applied to the drift a and diffusion b 
coefficients, with weak order f3 = 1.0. A more complete coverage of stochastic numerical 
procedures and their applications, including issues relating to strong and weak orders 
of convergence, is provided by Kloeden & Platen (1992). 
With reference to the numerical experiments described in the next section we used 
a derivative free method of weak order f3 = 2.0 due to Platen (1984) which as an 
approximation for the d-dimensional diffusion process Z = (Zl , ... , Zd) given by 
dZt = aCt , Zt ) dt + L tl (t, Zt) dWt 
j =l 
has the form 
Yk~l Yk~ + ~ (a(Y) + a (Yk~)) ~ 
+ t (tl ( [;~ ) + tl ( [;~ ) - 2tl (Yk~) ) ~ W 1 ~ -~ ] 
j = l 
r #j 
+l t, [ (tl(R~ ) - tl (R~ ) ) (( ~W1) 2 - ~) 
+ t (tl([;~) - tl([;~)) (D.W1D.W; + v,.,j) ]~-~ 
j =l 
r#j 
for k E {O, . .. , N - 1} with supporting points 
n 
Y = Yk~ + a(Yk~ )~ + L tl(Yk~)~W1 , 
j = l 
Yk~ + a(Yk~)~ ± tl(Yf)Vb., 
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where ~W1 j E {I, ... , m}, k E {O, ... , N - I} are chosen as independent N(O,~) 
Gaussian distributed random variables under the measure P. These random variables 
correspond to the m independent driving Wiener processes in the underlying diffusion 
process Z. 
In this scheme we also choose the variates l-~h ,h j 1,)2 E {I, .. . , m} as two-point 




for h = 1, ... ,j1 - 1, 
for )2 =)1 + 1, ... , m. 
For the Heston model under consideration we use the value m = 2 because of the form 
of (2.3) . 
Let us now consider the problem of using Monte Carlo simulation to approximate 
the option price u~o ' at time to, given by equation (2.2) . If we use the discrete time 
weak approximation y6 given by (3.2) for the vector diffusion process Z(X, v) given 
by (2.3) we can estimate the corresponding option price U'(to , ~) at time to with the 
conditional expectation 
Bto E ( h ( T6 , Y1T~) I Yo = ~) , (3.3) 
where the stopping time T6: n -t ~ is given by 
(3.4) 
and the function 7r6 : n -t {I , ... ,N} is defined by 
for wEn. 
A Monte Carlo estimation of (3.3) would involve generating the outcomes y6(Wi) for 
say M paths Wi, i E {I , ... ,M}, using the numerical scheme (3.2) and then computing 
the sample mean given by 
M ~ Bto:Lh (T6 (Wi), Y1T~(Wi)(Wi )) 
i=l 
(3 .5) 
which would be the estimate of the option price, where each h(T6(wd, Y1T~(w;)(Wi ))' 
i E {I , .. . , M} represents an independent realization of the random variable h(T6, Y1T~). 
We can ensure that the expectation (3.3) is close to the option price U'(to,~) by 
the use of appropriate numerically stable higher order schemes, however the closeness 
of the two estimates (3.3) and (3.5) depends ultimately on the variance of h(T,Xr ). 
Increasing the sample size M of our simulation, generally reduces the variance but only 
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We therefore require other estimators; ones which have the same or nearly the 
same expectation but smaller variance. The variance reduction procedures described 
in Chapter 2 can be used to construct these estimators. 
We will now describe a variance reduction technique closely related to the control 
variate formulations (2.4.3) and (2.4.7) and which was found to be effective for the 
computation of down-and-out call prices for stochastic volatility models of the form 
(2.3). This technique was incorporated in the numerical procedures whose results, for 
the Heston model, are described in the next sect ion. The main idea with this method 
is to simulate only the difference between the Heston model and another which is close 
to the Heston formulation and for which a known explicit formula exists for the option 
price. The Black-Scholes framework is clearly a reasonable choice as a generator of 
control variates for the Heston model. 
To be more explicit we consider two vector valued processes 
Z = Zt = (B{ ,Bf,Xt,vd , to ~ t ~ T} and Z = Zt = (B{ , Bf , Xt ,vd , to ~ t ~ T} 
defined on the same probability space (0, :;:, p) by 
dVt "'(Vt - v) dt + <7..JUt (edwl +)1 - e2 dW?) 
dXt (rd-rf)Xtdt+vXtdWl 
(3.6) 
for to ~ t ~ T with initial values Bfo = ~f , Bfo = ~d, Xto = Xto = ~ and Vto = Q , at 
time to , and final values B? = B* = 1, at time T , where WI and W2 are independent 
Wiener processes under the measure P. Here the processes Z and Z correspond to 
the Heston and Black-Scholes models respectively. The initial value Vto can be chosen 
so that the process Z and Z are close in some reasonable sense. For example, one 
possible choice for Vto is to let it be equal to the square root of the average value of 
{Vt, to ~ t ~ T} as it would evolve according to the Heston model but with no noise 
component, that is with <7 = O. 
In this case Vt can be solved explicitly with 
V t = v + (Q - v) elt(t-to ) (3.7) 
for to ~ t ~ T , so that 
1 iT 
-T Vt dt 
- to to 
........... 
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(V -ii) ii + - (eK.T - 1). 
K(T - to) (3.8) 
Let the stopping time T : n -+ ~ be given by (1.1.4) using the process X and the 
region ro given by (1.4). Define the stopping time f : w -+ ~ by 
f(w) = inf{to : (t,Xt} tt ro}. (3.9) 
The option price at time to for the process Z, denoted by '12' (to, ;~.) can be computed 
from the formula (2.2). Thus 
iL' (to , ;~.) = Bta E ( h ( f , X f) I X to = ~) , (3.10) 
where we recall that X has the initial value Xto = ~ at time to. This option price 
corresponds to the case of a continuously observed down-and-out call for a Black-
Scholes model with constant volatility and is known explicitly. This fact will be used 
in the control variate formulation described below. 
Consider the random variable 
Zr,f = Bta (h(T, Xr) - a (h (f, Xf) - E (h (f, Xf )))) (3 .11) 
which using (3.10) can be written in the form 
Since 
E(Zr,f) = BtaE(h(T,Xr)) =u'(to , ~) , 
by equation (2.2) , Zr,f is an unbiassed estimator for u'(to , ~) which is the option price 
we want to compute. If Z is close to Z , which is the case for reasonable choices of 
the parameters Tf , Td , K , ii , CT , (], ~ and 12., with Vto chosen according to (3.8) , then the 
variance of the estimator Zr,f will be much smaller than the variance of Bfa h( T, Xr) . 
Consequently the corresponding statistical error will be smaller than that obtained 
from a standard Monte Carlo simulation of u' (to , ;!;J using the variate Bfa h ( T, X r). 
At this point we replace the diffusion processes Z and Z with corresponding discrete 
time weak approximations y~ and y~, respectively, using the numerical scheme (3.2) . 
The discrete time representation of the estimator Zr,f denoted by Z~f' now takes the 
form 
Z~f = Bta (h (T~ , Y1r1.) - a ( h ( f~ , Yfr~) - '12' (to, ~) / Bto) ) , (3.12) 
where T~ and 1r~ are given by 
T~ inf {ti: (ti, Yi~) tt r o, 1 ~ i ~ N} , 
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and fD.. and frD.. are defined in a similar fashion except we replace the discrete time 
approximations YiD.. with YiD.. , i E {I , . .. ,N}. 
A Monte Carlo estimation of the option price u'(to,~) using (3.12) would be per-
formed in a similar fashion to that for the estimate based on equation (3 .3) and given 
in (3.5) . That is we would obtain say M outcomes Z;\(Wi) and compute the sample 
mean uD..(to,~) = k L~l Z$:f(Wi ). The optimal valu~ of 0' to minimize the sample 
variance M~l L~l(Z$:f(Wi) - uCl(tO , ~))2 can be obtained as the simulation proceeds 
using (2.4.4). 
It can be seen from the formulation of this variance reduction technique that it is 
very general and can be applied to a wide class of stochastic volatility models and other 
valuation problems. It can also be conveniently combined with the use of antithetic 
variates and stratified sampling as described in Section 2.5. 
Note also that when the value of the parameter H is very low, the option price 
u' (to , ~) of a down-and-out call approaches that of a European call option. Conse-
quently these procedures enable us to calculate standard European calls but in a sto-
chastic volatility setting. This result is of independent interest since, for the Heston 
model under consideration, the closed-form valuation procedures provided by Heston 
(1993) , which rely on the inversion of certain characteristic functions in the complex 
plane, are difficult to implement. 
FUrthermore, these procedures can be adapted to take into account the observation 
frequency of the option. This is of considerable practical value as the barrier condition, 
for all traded instruments of this kind, are in fact observed and tested only at discrete 
points in time. This is usually daily but sometimes can be less frequent. Clearly the 
observation frequency of a barrier option can have a significant effect on the price of the 
option. To see how these methods can be changed to suit the observation frequency of 
the option let {tij : j E {a, . .. , J}} for some integer J ~ N be a subset of time points 
from our discretization grid {ti' i E {O, .. . ,N}} with t io = to and which corresponds 
to the times or fixings at which the barrier condition is checked. Thus we assume our 
discretization grid (tb is finer than the fixings for our barrier option. 




jj-Cl = inf {ij : (tij, Yi~) It r o, j E {I , ... , J} } . 
That is, for the component h(fCl , Y;r~Cl) of the estimator Z.f;f we use the fixings of the 
barrier option as the times to stop the approximation Yi~ , j E {I , ... , T}. However 
for the control variate h(fCl , Yir~Cl) - u'(to , ~) we use the whole grid (t)Cl , to determine 
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the times at which the approximation fie., i E {I , ... ,N} should be stopped. This is 
necessary as we want to ensure, see (3.10), that 
Since the option price U(tO,;f) is obtained from a continuously observed barrier we use 
the whole grid (t)e.. 
We remark finally that all of the methods and results described in this chapter can 
be adapted to other types of barrier options, such as down-and-out puts or up-and-in 
calls, in a stochastic volatility setting. In addition even extra features such as double or 
partial barriers can still be accommodated with these methods. For example a partial 
down-and-out call for the Heston model would be similar to the usual down-and-out 
call except the barrier condition would only be applied for a subset of the interval 
[to, T]. In this case we could reasonably expect that a good control variate would be 
a linear combination i:¥l Y1 + i:¥2 Y2 of the form (2.4.17), where Y1 is obtained from a 
standard European call and Y2 is obtained from a down-and-out call for a corresponding 
Black-Scholes model. As is the case for the estimator i~.,. or if,.,., we can compute the 
optimal values of the coefficient vector (i:¥l' i:¥2) using the multidimensional analogue of 
(2.4.4), namely (2.4.19). 
3.4 Simulation Results for Barrier Options 
As has been previousiy mentioned there is no explicit solution for the option price or 
hedging strategy for the model described by the system of equations (2.3). However 
using the numerical techniques described in the previous section we can obtain fast 
and accurate valuations. For the numerical experiments described in this section we 
employed the higher order approximation (3.2) to reduce the systematic error, that is 
the difference between i r ,.,. given by (3.11) and i~.,. given by (3.12) , see Kloeden & 
Platen (1992). We also incorporated the three variance reduction methods of control 
and antithetic variates and stratified sampling as outlined in the previous section and 
Section 2.5 to minimize the statistical error, see again Kloeden & Platen (1992). 
For these simulation experiments we used the Heston and control variate models 
corresponding to the vector process Z and i , respectively, given by (3.6). For simplicity 
we used the values rd = rf = O. This means according to the first equation in (2.3) 
that there is no drift component in the stochastic differential equation for the exchange 
rate X under the minimal equivalent martingale measure? The other parameters 
were assigned the following default values: H = 95.0, K = 100.0, K, = -2.0, ii = 0.01, 
(J = 0.2, {} = 0.0, T = 0.5 with initial values Xo = ;f = 100.0 and Vo = Q = 0.01 at 
time to = O. 
The statistical errors and associated confidence intervals were estimated by dividing 
the total number of outcomes into say L batches. The sample means were taken within 
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variance 0-1 of these statistics were then taken over the batches. We obtain statistical 
error bounds at a 99% confidence level by forming the interval ([1, L - a L , [1, L + a L), where 
aL = to.99 ,L-l J 0-'iJ Land to.99 ,L-l is the value of the Student t-distribution with L-1 
degrees of freedom evaluated at a confidence level of 99%. 
For the numerical scheme (3.2) we used N = 16 discretization points with M = 20 
batches, each with 256 trajectories. The paths in each batch were themselves divided 
into 64 groups of 4, constructed by means of an antithetic variate generation procedure 
as follows: 
For N discretization points, define X: {O, ... , N - I} -+ { -I, I} by 
{ 
+1 
X(i) = -1 
i:::; (N - 1)/2 
i > (N - 1)/2 
for i E {O, ... ,N -I}. Let (b.Wl, b.Wf), k E {O, ... , N -I}, be the Wiener increment 
approximations used in the numerical scheme (3.2). As has been noted previously we 
use the value m = 2 because there are two independent driving Wiener processes in the 
formulation of the Heston model given by (3.6) using the process Z. A single realization 
for the control variate estimator Z~f(wd, WI E 0 given by (3.12) is obtained by 
determining the 2N outcomes (b. W 1, b. W,;), k E {O, . . . , N - I}. With these outcomes 
we compute simultaneously the additional outcomes 
(X(k) b.Wl , X(k) b.W';) , (4.1) 
-X(k) b.WkI -X(k) b.Wk ( -1 -2) 
for k E {O, ... ,N - I}. These three, antithetically produced, sets of outcomes are then 
substituted into the numerical scheme (3.2) to produce three additional realizations 
for the estimator Z~f say Z~f(W2) ' Z~f(W3) and Z~f(W4) ' W2,W3,W4 E O. This me-
thod thus combines full reflection of both independent Wiener components and partial 
reflections for approximately half of the time interval [0, TJ. The procedure is compu-
tationally efficient since we require only one original set of 2N pseudo or quasi random 
numbers to produce the four realizations for the estimator Z~f. 
The stratified sampling method used in these simulation experiments was based on 
a two-dimensional version of the example described in Section 2.5. With this technique 
we replace the Gaussian increments used in (3.2) by corresponding two point random 
variables with probabilities given by (2.3.5). Multipoint approximations for the Gaus-
sian increments can also be used however this extension of the basic method was not 
tested in the simulation experiments outlined in this section. 
If we let ON,2 be the discrete sample space given by (2.5.12) the partitioning sets 
Aa , a E O2,2 given by (2.5.8) take the form 
Aa = {W E ON,2: Wk ,1 = ak,l, Wk ,2 = ak,2 for k E {O,l}} (4.2) 
: 
...J. 
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With this version of stratified sampling we obtain 24 = 16 partitioning sets Aa , a E O2,2 
and sample independently and separately within each set. As stated in Section 2.5 this 
method not only reduces the variance for the estimator Z~f' it is also computationally 
efficient in that it avoids duplicate traversals of the early nodes of the lattice which 
results from the use of two point variates. 
Further reductions in the variance could probably be obtained by using the third 
quasi Monte Carlo technique outlined in Section 2.5, see in particular the equations 
(2.5.12)-{2.5.16). Note that this form of quasi Monte Carlo requires the use of mul-
tipoint approximations for the increments ~w1, j E {I, ... ,m}, k E {O, ... ,N -I} 
used in the numerical scheme (3.1). This error reduction procedure can be conve-
niently combined with the control variate and stratified sampling methods previously 
described. However the use of quasi Monte Carlo in this form would tend to reduce 
the effectiveness of antithetic variates and would, most likely, partially or fully replace 
these variates in any practical implementation of the method. Note that this additional 
technique was not tested in the simulation results presented here. 
Using a 486,33 MHz personal computer, with 16 discretization points and 5120(= 
20 x 256) sample paths, option prices can typically be computed within 10 seconds. For 
all of the numerical results presented in this section a relative statistical error, based 
on the criteria given above, of 0.1 % at a 99% confidence level was achieved. 
The instantaneous variance Vt of the exchange rate evaluated at time t, to ~ t ~ 
T , has a stationary distribution with P-a.s. positive values, whenever -K,V 2: ~ (j2 . 
Consequently for these default parameter settings the value for (j is the maximum 
possible value and produces the most pronounced stochastic volatility effects. These 
choices for the model parameters also represent a worst case scenario for the valuation 
procedures and software, as they generate the largest corresponding error terms. 
Figure 3.4.1 shows a typical pattern of prices for down-and-out calls for both the 
Heston and Black-Scholes models using different values of the barrier level H . For the 
Black Scholes model we used the process Z defined in (3.6) together with the initial 
value vo, at time 0, given by (3.8). For the Heston model using the process Z , again 
defined in (3.6), we used the default value, (j = 0.2. As previously mentioned this 
means that a strong stochastic volatility effect is incorporated and that relatively large 
price differences between the two models of the order of 5 - 7% result for barrier levels 
below 95% of the spot exchange rate Xo = ~ = 100.0. 
Note that for low values of the barrier level H , the barrier effect is reduced and we 
obtain corresponding European call prices for the Heston and Black-Scholes models, 
respectively. Clearly for the default parameters used the Heston model returns lower 
prices, however for other settings higher prices can be obtained. A three dimensional 
representation of these results for the Heston model using different values for the barrier 
level H and times to maturity T is given in Figure 3.4.2. 
An important consideration for financial institutions dealing with exotic options 
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Figure 3.4.1: Option prices for the Heston and Black-Scholes models for different levels of the 
barrier level H. 
interest in the Heston model is its potential to provide the basis for better hedging of 
the underlying security. Hedge ratios for both the Heston and Black-Scholes model are 
illustrated in Figure 3.4.3 using different values for the spot exchange rate Xo and a 
barrier level H = 80.0. These hedge ratios were computed from central finite differences 
and the technique of common random number generation, see for example Ross (1991) 
or Law & Kelton (1991). For the default parameter settings and values of Xo in the 
range 90.0 ~ Xo ~ 95.0 hedge ratio differences of the order of 5 - 10% were observed. 
For the Black-Scholes model, we calculated the initial value Vo according to (3.8) as 
has been explained for the results shown in Figure 3.4.I. 
Figure 3.4.4 displays price differences (uo - uo) between the Heston and Black-
Scholes models using different values for the spot exchange rate Xo and times to matu-
rity T. The values for the other parameters used are as given in the default parameter 
set except for the value of H which was set at 95% of the level of Xo. The parameter 
Vto for the Black-Scholes model was again determined from (3.8). This figure clearly 
illustrates a version of the smile effect in prices which has been observed empirically 
for many instruments. 
A different view of similar results showing the smile effect in prices can be obtained 
if we keep the time to maturity T constant at the default value T = 0.5 and change 
the barrier level H as a percentage of the spot exchange rate Xo . This view of price 
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Figure 3.4.3: Hedge ratios for Heston and Black-Scholes models for different values of the 
exchange rate. 
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Valuation of European Bond Options 
for Two-Factor Interest Rate Models 
In this chapter a general methodology is developed for pricing discount bonds and Eu-
ropean style contingent claims for multifactor term structure models. We demonstrate 
this approach by efficiently computing the prices of discount bonds and European call 
options on bonds for a version of the Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) model. This version is 
extended to include time dependent parameters and we compute these prices, using a 
combination of stochastic and deterministic numerical methods. 
Fong and Vasicek provide analytic solutions for the pricing of discount bonds but 
not options and not in cases where key parameters are given by time dependent func-
tions. We consider the use of time dependent parameters because they allow for greater 
flexibility in fitting the model to actual market data. 
A large number of different term structure models have been considered in recent 
years . Some of the more popular models have been proposed py Black (1976) , Vasicek 
(1977) , Cox, Ingersoll & Ross (1985) , Ho & Lee (1986), Longstaff (1989), Black, Derman 
& Toy (1990) , Hull & White (1990) , Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) and Heath, Jarrow & 
Morton (1992). 
The question regarding what factors to include in a multifactor term structure 
model is an important one. For the extended Fong and Vasicek model considered in 
this chapter the short rate and the instantaneous variance of the short rate are chosen 
as the two factors to be represented. These choices are supported by the empirical 
results obtained by Dybvig (1989). Other interesting multi-factor stochastic volatility 
models have been proposed for example by Longstaff & Schwartz (1992a,b) , Duffie & 
Kan (1994), Ritchken & Sankarasubramanian (1995) and Brace & Musiela (1994). 
Note that it will not be our goal to evaluate the merits of the Fong and Vasicek 
model or to compare it with other models. Also, the important task of parameter 
estimation and calibration is not considered here. In this sense we have considered 
only part of the work required to turn a specific model into a practical pricing tool. 
The Fong and Vasicek model is chosen because it incorporates some of the features that 
seem to be desirable in an interest rate term structure model and because it provides 
an effective vehicle to illustrate the pricing and numerical methods developed. 
We emphasize that the methods developed in this chapter can also be applied to 
other multifactor models. However for simplicity we focus on the pricing of European 
style contingent claims for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. This makes the 
pricing of zero coupon bonds reasonably straightforward. The pricing of corresponding 
I; 
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American instruments and exotics is also possible but more complex and is discussed 
in the next chapter. 
4.1 Two-Factor Stochastic Volatility Models 
Let us begin our analysis with a consideration of two-factor models. We assume that 
the short rate Tt and the instantaneous variance of the short rate Vt, are given by the 
following Markovian system of stochastic differential equations 
dVt = 9t dt + ht (e dwl + ~ dW?) , (1.1) 
for to :::; t :::; T with initial values Tto and Vto' where W = (WI, W2) is a two-dimensional 
Wiener process defined on the probability space (D.,L, P). As in Section 1.1 we assume 
the filtration :F = (:F){t~to} is the P-augmentation of the natural filtration of W. 
The drift and diffusion coefficients for each component may depend on t, Tt and Vt 
however we have indicated only the time dependence in the formulation given above. We 
assume that the drift and diffusion coefficients saisfy appropriate growth and Lipschitz 
continuity conditions so that (1.1) admits a unique strong solution. The parameter 
e E [-1, 1] "measures the correlation between the noise terms of the short rate Tt and 
Vt· As in the previous chapter we will not include the initial conditions when we write 
Tt and Vt, to:::; t :::; T, as the solution of the two equations in (1.1). 
Let B t = B (t, T, Tt, vt} be the price at time t of a zero coupon discount bond 
that pays one monetary unit at maturity T. Assuming P , the underlying probabil-
ity measure, is the corresponding risk-neutral measure or more precisely the minimal 
equivalent martingale measure, see Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992), we can use 
general valuation arguments to express this price as 
(1.2) 
for to:::; t :::; T, where E denotes expectation with respect to the measure P. This 
expression for B t can also be obtained from the general contingent claim valuation 
formula (1.1.5) with T = T, P = P and h(T,TT,vT) = 1. 
For the extended Fong and Vasicek model we choose the functions appearing in 
(1.1) as follows: 
at D:t(ft - Tt) + >. Vt, 
bt ..foi, (1.3) 
9t T (v - Vt) - ~ TJ Vt, 
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for to s: t s: T, where at and Tt are time-dependent values and >., " ~ and 'rJ are 
non-negative constants. These parameters whose significance is outlined below are the 
same as those proposed by Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) except we allow at and f t to 
be functions of time. We consider time dependent parameters here because they allow 
greater freedom in fitting the model to actual market data. Hull & White (1990) also 
consider and use time dependent parameters in the drift term of the short rate for the 
Vasicek model. 
With these specifications the equations in (1.1) can be rewritten in the form 
dVt = b(ii-vd-~'rJvt)dt+~Vvt (edwl+~dWl) , (1.4) 
for to s: t s: T. Thus both the short rate rt and its instantaneous variance Vt follow 
mean reverting processes. The short rate rt is pulled towards the time dependent level 
at f~~A VI with back-driving intensity at. The instantaneous variance Vt is attracted 
towards the fixed level "Yl: '1 with intensity, + ~ 'rJ. 
For the extended Fong and Vasicek model the partial differential equation for the 
bond price B t becomes 
aBt aBt aBt 
- + (at(ft - rt) + >'vd -a + b (ii - Vt) - ~'rJvd-a 
at r v 
1 a2 B t a2 B t 1 2 a2 B t 
+ "2 Vt ar2 + e ~ Vt ar av + "2 ~ Vt av2 - r t B t = 0 (1. 5) 
for to s: t s: T with boundary condition B(T, T, rT, VT) = 1. This is identical to the 
partial differential equation obtained by Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) in the special case 
where at and Tt are constants. 
As is shown by Fong & Vasicek (1991b) the solution of (1.5) has the form 
B(t, T, rt, Vt) = exp {-rt D(t, T) + Vt F(t, T) + G(t, T)} (1.6) 
for to s: t s: T , where D, F and G are time dependent real valued functions that 
satisfy the boundary conditions 
D(T, T) = F(T, T) = G(T, T) = O. 







at D(t , T) - 1, 
1 b + ~ 'rJ - "2 e F(t , T) + ~ eD(t , T))F(t , T) 
1 
+ (>. - "2 D(t , T))D(t , T), 
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for to ~ t ~ T. We remark that Fong and Vasicek reverse the direction of time in 
their formulation of these equations. A similar expression to (1.6) holds for the short 
bond price B; = B*(t, T*, rt, Vt) at time t, to ~ t ~ T*. In this case the corresponding 
functions D(·, T*) , Fe, T*) and G(·, T*) satisfy ordinary differential equations of the 
form (1.7) and the boundary conditions 
D(T*,T*) = F(T*,T*) = G(T*,T*) = O. 
The extended Fong and Vasicek model, characterized by the system of equations 
(1.4), includes terms relating to the market price of risk. For this model the market 
price of risk due to interest rate changes qt, and volatility changes Pt, to ~ t ~ T are 
given by 
Pt (1.8) 
respectively. To transform the equations in (1.4) to the original ones for rt and Vt 
proposed by Fong and Vasicek we use Girsanov's Theorem to change the underlying 
probability measure P to a measure P so that the process W = (WI, W2) defined by 
the components 
W? = W? - J~ d2(s, rs, vs)ds, (1.9) 
for to ~ t ~ T, is a two-dimensional Wiener process with respect to the new probability 
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for to:::; t :::; T , which are the Fong and Vasicek equations for Tt and Vt, respectively. 
Expanding (1.6) using the Ito rule, Feynman-Kac formula (1.5), and (1.1) , we obtain 
dBt 1 BBt 1 1 BBt ( r:--;) If"; = Tt dt + yVi B
t 
Tr dWt + ~ yVi B
t 
Tr e dwl + V 1 - e2 dW? (1.13) 
so that from (1.8) and (1.9) the stochastic differential equation for B t , using the Wiener 
processes WI and W2 becomes 
( 1 BBt 1 BBt ) Tt->'Vt--+7J~Vt-- dt Bt BT Bt Bv 
(1.14) 
where WI and W2 are independent Wiener processes under the transformed measure 
? This measure can be interpreted as the objective 'real world' probability measure. 
Thus under the measure? the drift component for Bt is Tt Bt - >. Vt ~ + 7J ~ Vt ~ ~ 
4.2 Pricing of Contingent Claims 
We consider now the problem of pricing a general contingent claim on a discount bond 
B t which matures at time T. Our general contingent claim is characterized by a payoff 
structure of the form G = h(Br-), where T* is the expiration time for the claim, 
to < T* < T. An example would be a European call option with strike K having a 
payoff structure of the form 
G = h(BT') = (BTo - K)+ = max(BT' - K,O). 
In the remaining part of this section we will synthesize a complete market by using 
two bonds maturing at different times as hedging instruments and via this mechanism 
evaluate the price of the contingent claim H at time to, 0 :::; to :::; T*. This analysis 
will be undertaken under the corresponding risk neutral pricing measure P. In the 
case of an incomplete market, for instance if only one bond can be used as a hedg-
ing instrument, we could choose as a suitable pricing measure the minimal equivalent 
martingale measure described in Section 3.2 and Hofmann, Platen & Schweizer (1992). 
This measure is the risk-neutral measure when the market is complete. 
We assume that the stochastic differential equations, which describe the behaviour 
of the short rate Tt and its instantaneous variance Vt, are of the general form given by 
(1.1) with the bond price B t given by equation (1.2). The expectation in equation (1.2) 
is taken with respect to the minimal equivalent martingale measure P. 
Let B: = B(t , T*, Tt, vd and Bt = B(t , T, Tt, vd be the prices at time t, to:::; t :::; T 
of discount bonds maturing at times T* and T, respectively. We denote by f3t the value 
of a savings account which accumulates interest continuously and evolves according to 
--
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the linear growth equation (1.1.2) with solution (1.1.3) for to ~ t ~ T. The process (3 
can be interpreted as a portfolio of extremely short bonds that are continuously rolled 
over from one (short) period to the next. 
The price Ut at time t , to ~ t ~ T, of a contingent claim with payoff structure 
G = h(BT-) , is obtained from the time-independent versions of (1.1.5) and (1.1.11) 
with T = T* and can be written in the form 
Ut = u(t,{3t,Tt , vd = E (exp {-iT" TsdS} h(BTo) 1Ft) 
(3tE (h(BTo)//3r-IFt), (2.1) 
for to ~ t ~ T* , where, as is the case for the discount bond price B t given by (1.2), the 
conditional expectation is taken under the minimal equivalent martingale measure P. 
We will· now assume that the bond price formulas B t = B(t, T, Tt, Vt) and Bt = 
B*(t, T* , Tt , Vt) can be solved for both Tt and Vt in terms of the state variables Bt and 
B; , to ~ t ~ T*. That is we can express Tt and Vt in the form Tt = T(t,Bt , Bt) and 
Vt = v(t , B t, Bn. It follows that the price Ut can be expressed as a function depending 
on t , {3t , Bt B; rather than t , {3t , Tt, Vt· These expressions for Tt and Vt can be obtained 
in a straightforward manner for the extended Fong and Vasicek model as will be shown 
at the end of Section 4.4. 
Using these assumptions we will construct a dynamical hedging portfolio, comprised 
of units in the T maturing bond B, the T* maturing bond B* and the savings account 
{3, that allows one to fully replicate the contingent claim G. 
Introducing the discounted values 
_ Ut 
Ut = 73; ' 
for to ~ t ~ T* , we choose 
8 
'r/t = 813 UL, 
13* _ B; 
t - f3t 
as the number of units to be held in the T maturing bond B t , 





as the number of units to be held in the savings account. A straightforward calculation 
can be used to express the hedge ratios 'r/t and'r/; as partial derivatives of U with respect 
to B and B*, respectively. For example 
8 8 
'r/t = 813 Ut = 8 BUt. 
, 
... 
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This means that the value of the corresponding portfolio at time t, to ::; t ::; T* , 
satisfies the relation 
Also, from (2.1) we see that 
Uro = h{Br-). (2.6) 
Consequently, in the case where we use two hedging instruments and a savings account, 
corresponding to a complete market situation, the contingent claim is fully replicated 
and Ut as given by (2.1) represents the price of the contingent claim at time to ::; t ::; T*. 
Since BT• = 1, for a European call option with strike K the option pricing formula 
given by (2.1) takes the form 
(2.7) 
for to ::; t ::; T*. 
If we consider a general multifactor model with m driving Wiener processes we would 
then need to include m risky assets in our hedging portfolio in order to synthesize a 
complete market and therefore to fully replicate our contingent claim. 
Unfortunately, the valuation of the conditional expectation given by (2.7) is rather 
involved because we have to handle concurrently both the · evolution of the savings 
account process f3 together with the discounted long bond process B. To simplify this 
problem one can apply a separation principle which enables this valuation formula to 
be expressed in a more computationally convenient form. This principle which uses the 
so called forward measure is described by El Karoui & Rochet (1989) and Jarnshidian 
(1989a) and has also been discussed by Brace & Musiela (1994) and Goldman et al. 
(1995a). 
More precisely, it holds under rather general conditions that the price Ut, given by 
equation (2.1) , of the contingent claim can be written in the form 
Ut = B; E (h{Br·) 1Ft), (2.8) 
where E denotes expectation under a new probability measure P, the forward measure. 
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for to:S t :S T. The functions 0i and O2 in general depend on t, rt and Vt· Using 




Oi,s ds ito 
for to :S t :S T* is a two-dimensional Wiener process under the measure P. 
If we define the processes 01 and O2 given by 
and 
1 oBt 1 oBt 0It=bt --+eht--
, Bt or Bt ov 
~ loBt O2 t = 1 - e2 ht --, B t ov 
for to:S t :S T , then applying Ito 's formula to (1.6) and the corresponding representa-
tion for B; using (1.1) we obtain 
dBt rt B t dt + 01 ,t B t dwl + 02,t Bt dW? 
for to :S t :S T*. 
By using the Wiener process W = (wI, W2) rather than W 
stochastic differential equations for rt and Vt given by (1.1) become 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(gt + ht (eOi ,t + ~ ott)) dt + ht (edwl + ~ dW?). 
Now let us define the B; -discounted process X by 
(2.12) 
for to :S t :S T*. We note that XT* = BT* since BT* = 1 and consequently the payoff 
structure h(BT*) used in (2.8) can be replaced by h(XT*). By applying Ito's formula 
to the quotient X = B / B* together with (2.10) we see that 
+Xt (OI,t - Oi,t) dwl + Xt (02,t - 02,t) dWr (2.13) 
Replacing the Wiener process W = (WI , W2) by W = (WI, W2) this stochastic differ-
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for to ::; t ::; T*. From (2.14) we can conclude that the discounted process X is a 
martingale under the measure P. This observation can be used to simplify considerably 
the stochastic analytic and numerical methods which are needed to solve the system 
of stochastic differential equations (2.11) and (2.14) for Tt, Vt and Xt, respectively, 
and which are used in the valuation formula (2.8) with Xp replacing BT •. For the 
extended Fong and Vasicek model the stochastic differential equations for Vt and X t 
are independent of Tt, a result that will be verified in Section 4.4. This means that 
computation of option prices from (2.8) can be obtained from the evolution of the 
processes X and v only rather than X, v and T. 
4.3 Stochastic Numerical 
and Variance Reduction Methods 
In this section we will consider the problem of finding efficient, stochastic numerical 
and variance reduction procedures for approximating option prices using the valuation 
formula (2.8) based on solutions to the stochastic differential equations (2.11) and 
(2.14). We require numerical procedures to approximate the solution of (2.8) because 
in general there is no explicit solution for this formula. The methods developed here 
also allow for computation of the hedge ratios (2.3)-(2.5), either from finite-difference 
estimates or the exact representation results developed in Chapter 1. It should be 
noted that in principle these numerical approximations can be applied to other pricing 
measures besides the measure P used in (2.8). 
Using the formula (2.8) and the measure P, rather than (2.2) and the measure 
P, is computationally more convenient for two reasons. Firstly, it allows the option 
price tit to be expressed as the product of simpler components namely a discount bond 
price B; and a conditional expectation E(h(BT') I Fd = E(h(XT') I Fd . Secondly, this 
conditional expectation can often be computed using non-stochastic methods for the 
case where Vt is deterministic and Tt evolves according to the first equation in (2.11). As 
we will see shortly, this provides a mechanism for the construction of control variates 
which can be used to approximate option prices for the extended Fong and Vasicek 
model. 
Here we apply Monte Carlo estimation techniques using the payoff structure h(XT') = 
h(BT')' or related estimators obtained from control variate formulations of the type 
described in Section 2.5. Because the random variable XT' given by (2.13) cannot 
be determined analytically we require an approximation to it which is obtained from 
an appropriate discrete time numerical procedure. As has been explained in Chapter 
3, for option price calculations, where estimates of the expectation of functionals of 
Ito diffusion processes are needed, we use the class of numerical schemes called weak 
approximations. 
For the simulation results described in Section 4.5 we used a class of stochastic 
approximations called weak Euler predictor-corrector methods. These methods exhibit 
,....... 
I 
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good convergence and stability properties, the latter following from their close associ-
ation with corresponding implicit schemes. 
The choice of what class of stochastic approximations is most appropriate is usu-
ally based on a consideration of the dynamics of the underlying system of stochastic 
differential equations. A class of methods which works for one application may need 
to be replaced by a new class for a different application. It should be emphasized that 
the stability properties of weak numerical schemes are much more delicate and subtle 
than those of corresponding deterministic schemes for ordinary differential equations. 
In fact when using stochastic numerical methods the situation can easily arise whereby 
even for very small step sizes a scheme becomes unstable. These difficulties can often 
be avoided by a thorough and systematic investigation of numerical stability. 
Additional information on predictor-corrector methods is given by Kloeden & Platen 
(1992). In principle these schemes are derived from implicit Euler methods, however 
all implicit methods require in general at each time step the solution to an algebraic 
equation or system of equations. This overhead is avoided by use of a predictor-corrector 
method, where the approximate value at the right hand side of the scheme is substituted 
by a predicted value computed by a straightforward Euler approximation. 
For the vector valued process Z given by (3 .3.1) and the equi-spaced time discretiza-
tion {t)Cl of the interval [to , T*] given by (2.3.1) with step size b.. = (T* - to)/N these 
schemes have the form, see Kloeden & Platen (1992) , 
+ 'f {1/ ll (Tn+l ,Yn+l)+(1-1/)ll (Tn'Ynt.)} b..W~ (3 .1) 
j=l 
where aT) is the modified drift vector given by 
and Yn + 1 is the predictor 
Yn+l = ynt. + a (Tn ' Ynt.) b.. + 'f II (Tn' Ynt.) b.. W~, 
j = l 
for n = 0, 1, .. . , N - 1 , a , 1/ E [0, 1] and initial value Yot. = Zto' Here the incre-
ments b.. W~, j = 1, .. . , m , can be chosen as independent Gaussian N(O, b..) distributed 
random variables or as two-point distributed random variables with probabilities deter-
mined from (2.3.5). Note that (3.1) is expressed using vector notation for the process 
yt. = (yt.,l , . .. , yt.,d). 
We remark that the parameters a and 1/ can be adjusted to give different degrees 
of implicitness in the drift and diffusion terms, respectively. 
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As mentioned previously, in the case of the extended Fong and Vasicek model the 
components X t and Vt evolve independently of Tt. It is therefore sufficient to approx-
imate the functional in (2.8) by using only the components X t and Vt, to ~ t ~ T*. 
Consequently we use the value m = 2 in the scheme (3.1) for approximations of the 
diffusion process (X, v). 
Let us now consider the problem of using Monte Carlo simulation to approximate 
the option price Uto ' at time to , given by equation (2.8). If we replace the random 
variable XT. by the discrete time weak approximation y:,l, then an estimate uft of 
this option price is given by 
(3.2) 
where Xto and Vto are the initial values for X and v at time to and yLl ,l is an approx-
imation for the component X . Note that Xto = Bto/ B;o can be computed from (1.6) 
and the corresponding formula for B;o given by (1.6). 
A Monte Carlo estimation of (3.2) would involve the generation of say M outcomes 
YN(Wi), i E {I , ... , M} and computing the sample mean 
1 M 
Ll ,M _ B* '"' h (yLl ,l( .)) Uto - to M ~ N W t , 
i=l 
(3.3) 
where each y:,l(Wi ), i = 1, ... , M, represents an independent realization of y:,l at 
time tN = T* starting at time to. This formula is similar to that obtained for the 
computation of barrier options under stochastic volatility given by (3.3.5). 
As explained in Chapter 3 we can ensure that uft is close to Uto by the use of 
appropriate numerically stable higher order schemes, however the closeness of u~ ,M 
to uft depends ultimately on the variance of h(XT.). Reducing this variance usually 
requires the application of a range of variance reduction techniques. 
We will now describe a variance reduction technique based on the use of control 
variates, of the type described in Section 2.5, which was found to be effective in the 
simulation experiments outlined in Section 4.5. 
Let Z = (X, v) be the vector valued stochastic process which satisfies the first 
equation in (2.11) and (2 .14) and Z = (Z, -0 ) be another vector valued process which is 
close to Z but which is more analytically tractable. For example, Z could be obtained 
from the extended Vasicek model considered by Hull & White (1990). Some additional 
information on how the process Z can be formulated is given in the next section. As 
explained in Section 2.4, the idea behind this technique is to simulate only the difference 
between Zt and Zt and combine this with the more easily computed contingent claim 
price corresponding to Zt. 
Let Uto be the option price given by (2.8) and Uto the option price corresponding to 
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for to ~ t ~ T* with Xto = X to , and Vto = Vto· 
Consider the random variable 
ZT = B;o (h (XT*) - ex (h (XT*) - E (h (XT*)))) 
B;o (h(Xr-) - ex (h (XT*) - Utol Bto)) 
for ex E R. This estimator is obtained from equation (2.5 .3). Since 
(3.5) 
with initial conditions Xto = Xto = Bto/B;o, Vto = Vto ' we see that ZT is an unbiassed 
estimator for Uto. The variance of ZT under P denoted by Var(ZT) can be calculated 
from (2.4.14). If Z is close to Z this variance will be smaller than that obtained from 
the estimator B;o h(XT*) . A discrete time version of this estimator denoted by Z~ 
would be 
(3.6) 
where y~ and y~ are discrete time approximations corresponding to the processes Z 
and Z respectively, using the scheme (3 .1) . 
A Monte Carlo simulation of the option price Uto using the estimator Z~ would 
be conducted in a similar fashion to that for the estimator used in (3.2) and whose 
sample mean is calculated in (3.3) . As explained in Section 2.5 the optimal valpe of ex 
to minimize the variance of Z~ can be computed as the simulation proceeds. 
Another variance reduction technique, based on the martingale control variates pro-
posed by Clewlow & Carverhill (1992, 1994) , and which is also described and extended 
in Section 2.5 can be formulated as follows . We construct an estimator of the form 
z~ = B;o (h (y~,l)) 
_ ex (y=l aa~ (t ic, Yk~ , l , Yk~ ,2 ) [L\ Yk~ , l - E (Yk~ , l , ) J) 
k=l X 
for ex (3 E R where L\ y:~ , l - y~ , l _ y:~ , l L\ y:~ , 2 - y:~ , 2 _ y:~,2 and y~ , l and y~ ,2 
" k - k+l k ' k - k+l k 
are approximations for the components X and v , respectively. 
Here we take Ut = u(t , Xt, Vt) , to ~ t ~ T* to be the option price at time t for the 
process Z. We assume Ut , to ~ t ~ T * can be computed analytically so that the partial 
derivatives ~ and ~ can also be efficiently evaluated. Note that for the numerical 
scheme (3 .1) the expectations E(L\Yk~ , l ) and E(L\y: ,2) , k E {I, .. . , N - I} , can be 
1 
I 
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computed in a straightforward manner. Also, from (3.7) we see that this estimator is 
unbiassed and does not require outcomes to be generated for the approximation )1"6 
corresponding to the process Z = (X, v). As is the case for the estimator Z ~, simulation 
of the random variable Z~ can be used both to approximate the option price Uto and 
simultaneously the optimal coefficient vector (Ct, 13) to minimize the variance of Z ~. 
These control variate methods can be conveniently combined with antithetic and 
stratified sampling techniques of the type described in Section 2.5. 
4.4 Application to the Extended Fang 
and Vasicek Model 
In this section we will consider the application of the stochastic numerical and variance 
reduction procedures described in the previous section specifically with reference to the 
extended Fong and Vasicek model, with drift and diffusion coefficients given by (1.3). 
We will show how these techniques can be used to compute the prices of discount bonds 
and European call options on these bonds. 
Firstly, we will consider the task of efficiently computing the discount bond price 
Bt , to::; t ::; Tusing (1.6) and the ordinary differential equations (1.7). We start 
with the observation that the system of equations (1.7) that define the evolution of 
the functions D , F and G fits within the framework given by the system of stochastic 
differential equations (1.1) but with only deterministic coefficients. This means the 
Euler predictor-corrector methods described in (3.1) can also be used to compute the 
discount bond price B t , to::; t ::; T. If we set Ct = ! and remove the stochastic 
components in the scheme (3.1) , it becomes the well-known improved Euler or Heun 
deterministic method, see Kloeden & Platen (1992). This method, applied backwards 
in time starting from time T , can be used to compute the functions D , F and G and 
from these, see (1.6), the discount bond price B t at time t, to::; t ::; T. A similar 
approximation procedure can be used for the short bond B* . 
Let us now consider the structure of the system of stochastic differential equations 
given by (2.11) and (2.14) for the extended Fong and Vasicek model with components 
X and v and coefficient functions at, bt , 9t , and h t given by (1.3). Simulated estimates 
of the diffusion processes v and X involve evaluations of the processes 01, Oi , O2 and O2, 
These processes require computation of the partial derivatives ~, 2J!; '!!J!- and E!fi-
which can be evaluated explicitly for the extended Fong and Vasicek model by using 
the discount bond price (1.6) for B t and B;, respectively. Computing the expressions 
for ~ and 2J!; we see that 
oBt 
or -D(t,T)Bt , 









-D(t, T*) B; , 
= F(t , T*) B;' 
(4.1) 
Substituting these results in the relations for (h , (h, 0i and O2 used in (2.11) and (2.14) 
we have from (1.3) the identities 
Ol ,t ..fot (Qe F(t, T) - D(t , T)) , 
02 ,t ..fot VI - Q2 e F(t, T) , 
O~ , t ..fot (Qe F(t , T*) - D(t , T*)), (4.2) 
02,t = ..fot Re F(t,T*). 
From these equations it can be seen that the X t component for the extended Fong and 
Vasicek model, given by (2.14) , does not depend on the short rate Tt . Oonsequently the 
Tt component can be ignored when we attempt to compute Xp-dependent contingent 
claims including European call options of the form (2.8). Of course the parameters 
which define the short rate process r still affect the functions D and F and naturally 
the bond prices B t and B;. The evolution of the short rate therefore influences the 
initial value Xto = Bto / B;o· 
As was pointed out in the previous section the use of appropriate variance reduction 
techniques is crucial if we are to obtain fast and accurate valuations of option prices. 
General methods such as antithetic variates and stratified sampling can be incorporated 
in any approximation scheme of the form 3.1, however choosing a control variate of the 
type described in the previous section will depend on the structure of the underlying 
system of stochastic differential equations being modelled together with the parameter 
ranges being used. 
Estimates of the option price via the control variate formulation (3.6) or (3.7) require 
the specific form of the stochastic differential equations for the state variables X t and 
Vt to be computed. Using (4.2) , (2.11) and (2.14) these stochastic differential equations 
become 
dXt Xt..fot [Qe (F(t , T) - F(t, T*)) + D(t , T) - D(t , T*)] dwl 
+ Xt..fot R e (F(t , T) - F(t , T*)) dwl 
(/' v+Vt [-h +ery) +e F(t ,T *) -~QD(t,T*)]) dt 
(4.3) 
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variable at = fit we obtain 
(4.4) 
Thus if we use the instantaneous standard deviation at of the short rate rt instead 
of Vt , then we obtain a stochastic differential equation for at with only an additive 
noise component. The stochastic differential equations for (X, a) suggest a natural 
choice for a control variate process (X , a) for which option prices can be more easily 
computed. We take the stochastic differential equations for (X , a) to be the same as 
for (X, a) except we set the noise term in the a component to be zero. These stochastic 
differential equations therefore become 
dXt = Xt at [e~ (F(t , T) - F(t , T*)) + D(t, T) - D(t , T*)] dW/ 
+Xtat~~ (F(t,T) -F(t,T*)) dWt2 
dat = ~ [()' v -~e)/at+at (-h +~1])+eF(t,T*)- .~eD(t,T*))]dt , 
for to ~ t ~ T * with initial value (Xto ' ato). 
(4.5) 
Although a closed-form solution for CIt cannot be easily obtained, because of the 
presence of the time-dependent functions F (·, T*) and D(·, T*), a close approximation 
to the solution can be easily computed using deterministic numerical methods. With 
this formulation the state variable a can therefore be viewed as a non-stochastic time-
dependent function. The diffusion coefficient for X now appears in the form of a 
product of the state variable Xt times a time-dependent function. Option prices for 
(X, a) can therefore be evaluated using techniques which apply for one-factor models 
with multiplicative noise and time-dependent diffusion coefficients. 
Other choices for the control variate are also possible. For example we could take 
(X, v) to be the control variate process which is the same as (X, v) except we set the 
parameter ~ equal to zero in all coefficients that include time-dependent parameters. 
Using this control variate the stochastic differential equations for Xt and Vt given by 
(4.3) become 
(4.6) 
for to ~ t ~ T* with initial value (Xto ' Vto)· 
With this formulation the fit component can be solved explicitly on the interval 
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for to ~ t ~ T*. This equation can be compared with (3.3.7) and (5.3.2). 
The equation for X, given in (4.6), can also be solved explicitly on the interval 
[to, T*] , see Kloeden & Platen (1992), with 
Xt = Xto exp {- ~ 1: vs(D*(s, T*) - D(s, T))2 ds 
(4.8) 
for to ~ t ~ T*. For a European call option with strike K the option price formula 
(3.4) is given by 
itt = B; E ( (XT* - K) + I Ft) . (4.9) 
Using the distributional properties of XT* which can be determined from (4.8) with 
t = T* we can now show, after some manipulation, that 
itt = B t N ( d (t, Xt)) - B; K N ( d (t, Xt) - o-t) 
for to ~ t ~ T* where 
T' 1 Vs (D*(s, T*) - D(s , T))2 ds, 
In(KjXt ) at 
+-2' 
at 
and N(·) is the standard Gaussian distribution function. 
( 4.10) 
With the above formulation we have used the bond price processes Band B* , 
corresponding to the extended Fong and Vasicek model, rather than the corresponding 
bond price processes for the extended Vasicek model as these choices generate better 
control variates for the two-factor valuation problem we are attempting to solve. The 
functions D(· , T) and DC, T*) , as can be seen from (1.7), will be the same for both 
models. 
We will now show that for the extended Fong and Vasicek model, both the short 
rate rt and its instantaneous variance Vt, can be expressed as functions of t, Bt and B;i 
that is in the form rt = r(t, B t, Bn and Vt = v(t, Bt , Bn. This means in particular that 
the functions (h, (h , Bi and B2 given by (4.2) can be expressed as functions depending 
on t, B t and B;. 
Let us rewrite equation (1.6) for B t and B; in the following form 
log B t -rt D(t, T) + Vt F(t, T) + G(t, T) 
10gB; -rt D(t, T*) + Vt F(t, T*) + G(t, T*). 
Solving the above equations for rt and Vt we obtain 
rt = 
F(t, T*) [log B t - G(t, T)] + F(t, T) [G(t, T*) -log Bn 
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Vt = 
D(t, T*) [log Bt - G(t, T)] + D(t, T) [G(t, T*) -log Btl 
D(t, T*) F(t , T) - D(t, T) F(t , T*) 
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(4.12) 
which are indeed functions only of t, B t and B; . We realize that this procedure works 
only if the denominator in (4.12) for both rt and V t is non-zero. In fact if the denom-
inators are close to zero both the short rate and instantaneous variance may explode 
which indicates a possible problem with the underlying model. 
4.5 Experimental Results for European Pricing 
The numerical procedures described in the previous sections provide powerful and flex-
ible tools for the valuation of discount bonds and associated derivative securities for a 
class of two-factor term structure models that includes the extended Fong and Vasicek 
model. The main aim of this section is to demonstrate the power of the numerical and 
variance reduction methods employed rather than to explain in detail how those results 
were obtained. 
For the numerical experiments described in this section we applied the predictor-
corrector scheme (3.1) to compute outcomes for discrete time versions of the random 
variables Xp and XT" ' These random variables appear in (3.5) and were used for the 
discrete time variance reduced estimator Z~ given by (3.6) . The Heun method was 
applied to approximate the functions D , F and G for both the long and short bond 
price processes Band B* , respectively. The variance reduction techniques of antithetic 
and stratified sampling as presented in Section 3.4, were also employed. 
For the predictor-corrector method we used 16 discretization points with 20 batches 
each with 256 paths. Using the variance reduction techniques mentioned above, these 
choices for the numerical parameters mean that option prices can be computed typically 
with a relative statistical error of 0.2% at a 99% confidence level. For a 486, 33 MHz 
personal computer option prices at this level of accuracy can be calculated in about 10 
seconds. 
Simulation studies have also shown that discount bond prices for the extended 
Fong and Vasicek model, using equation (1.6) , can be quickly and efficiently computed. 
Again for a 486, 33 MHz personal computer and for constant coefficients, prices accurate 
to 8 significant figures can be computed within one second. This degree of accuracy 
typically requires approximately 500-1000 discretization points. With time-dependent 
parameters and linear interpolation these prices are generally accurate to 6 significant 
figures. Several computations of discount bond prices per second can be made if less 
accuracy is needed. 
Some examples of the type of yield curves, prices and hedge ratios that can be 
generated from the extended Fong and Vasicek model are illustrated in the figures 
below. For these experiments we used the extended Fong and Vasicek model given by 
(1.4). The default parameter values used were as follows: T = 4.0 (years), T* = 1.0, 
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Figure 4.5.1: Some yield curve shapes for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. 
and Vo = 0.04 at time to = o. The strike K was set at 82.6 with both the long 
and short bond prices scaled with a face value of 100 monetary units. The time-
dependent parameters at and ft, 0 ~ t ~ T were chosen as simple linear functions: 
a t = 1.0 + 1.0 (tiT) and f t = 0.08 - 0.04 (tiT) for 0 ~ t ~ T. With these choices the 
market price of risk due to interest rate and volatility changes, see (1.8), are both set 
to zero. 
Figure 4.5.1 shows a typical pattern of yield curves obtained from the Fong and 
Vasicek model using different values for the last reversion level fT · That is the slope of 
the linear function which defines the values of the reversion level f't at time t, 0 ~ t ~ T , 
is changed, and for each new value a yield curve is produced for the long bond with 
maturity T extending out to 30 years. Note that we have obtained upward sloping and 
humped shaped curves. Other shapes such as downward sloping curves can be obtained 
by manipulating the time-dependent levels a t and f t , 0 ~ t ~ T or other parameters. 
Figure 4.5.2 depicts differences in yields between long bonds obtained from the 
extended Fong and Vasicek and corresponding extended Vasicek models. This diagram 
shows the differences in yields that arise from introducing stochastic volatility. The 
value ~ = 0.0 means that there is no stochastic volatility effect and no differences in 
yields result. Note that differences in yields even for high values of ~ (= 0.04) and long 
maturities are relatively small, in fact less than 0.5%. However the impact of stochastic 
volatility, on option prices is much more pronounced as we will see shortly. 
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The calculation of hedge ratios is of considerable importance to risk managers. The 
hedge ratios for ''It = IE fit = IE Ut , 0 :::; t :::; T* , given by (2.4) for both the extended 
Fong and Vasicek and corresponding extended Vasicek models are shown in Figure 4.5.3 
using different values of 10g(Xo/(K/100)) which were obtained by keeping the model 
parameters fixed and varying the strike K. The shapes of these two curves and the 
differences between them are clearly similar to the corresponding curves obtained for 
the Heston model with barriers, see Figure 3.4.3. 
Illustrations of how stochastic volatility affects option prices are given in Figures 
4.5.4 and 4.5.5. The first of these figures shows the differences in call option prices 
between the extended Fong and Vasicek and corresponding extended Vasicek models 
using different values of 10g(Xo/(K/100)) and time to maturity T*. We see, as is to be 
expected, that the smile effect for prices diminishes as the time to maturity decreases. 
Although not shown in this diagram for times to maturity of 1.0 years and nearly 
at-the-money (Xo = (K/lOO)) options, price differences of about 5% between the two 
models were observed. However for deep out-of-the-money options price differences of 
several hundred per cent can easily be obtained. 
Figure 4.5.5 presents a different view of the stochastic volatility effect. Here we plot 
price differences between the extended Fong and Vasicek and corresponding extended 
Vasicek models using different values oflog(Xo/(K/lOO)) and the correlation parameter 
(J. Note that the stochastic volatility effect is more pronounced for high (1.0) and low 
(-1.0) values of {J. For {J = 1.0 and nearly at-the-money options, price differences of 
15 - 25% were obtained. 
The validation of results for the extended Fong and Vasicek model included the fol-
lowing checks and tests: Comparison with the explicit solution for the Vasicek model; 
comparison with explicit solutions for certain special cases, with time-dependent param-
eters for the extended Vasicek model, see for example Hull & White (1990) ; estimation 
of interpolation errors associated with time-dependent parameters based on compar-
isons with explicit solutions in cases where these could be obtained; investigation of 
systematic errors based on the error propagation that occurs within the numerical 
schemes and the use of different schemes; estimation of statistical errors based on dif-
ferent variance reduction techniques and long simulation runs, and stability analysis 
for the underlying non-linear dynamics of the given model for a wide class of parameter 
values and different numerical schemes. 
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F igure 4.5.2: Differences in yields corresponding to different degrees of stochastic volatility. 
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Figure 4.5.3: Hedge ratios (1/t ) for extended Fong and Vasicek and extended Vasicek models. 
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Figure 4.5.4: Price differences due to stochastic volatility for different values of the strike K 
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Valuation of American Bond Options 
for Two-Factor Interest Rate Models 
Most of the options traded on organized exchanges are American, which means the 
options can be exercised at any time up til the expiration date. For most types of 
American calls it can be shown that it is never optimal to exercise the option prior to 
maturity. However for American puts, early exercise of the option is optimal in some 
circumstances. This fact means that the difference in prices between American and 
European puts, referred to as the early exercise premium, is usually non-zero. Because 
of this , American puts are generally harder to value than their European cousins. This 
is particularly so in the case of complex multifactor models. 
In the previous chapter we presented general stochastic approximation techniques 
for estimating the prices of European call options on discount bonds for a class of 
two-factor stochastic volatility term structure models. The purpose of this chapter is 
to extend this analysis to include American puts. The valuation of these instruments 
usually involves an analysis of the early exercise premium, however unfortunately this 
premium cannot be evaluated analytically. Even in the case of the Black-Scholes model 
no closed form expression currently exists for this premium. Consequently numerical 
procedures, in some form, are usually required to value the early exercise premium 
associated with these options. 
An interesting and useful analysis of American puts is provided by Carr, Jarrow & 
Myneni (1992) , which is related to the earlier work of McKean (1965) on a free boundary 
problem for the heat equation. They demonstrate that the early exercise premium for 
American puts can be expressed exactly using an integral expression which includes 
terms relating to the optimal early exercise boundary for the option. In the case of the 
Black and Scholes model this premium can be efficiently computed using a backward 
numerical technique. 
The theory of American option pricing is related to the theory of optimal stopping, 
see for example Merton (1973) , van Moerbeke (1976) , Bensoussan (1984), Karatzas 
(1988, 1989) , Jaillet , Lamberton & Lapeyre (1990) and Myneni (1992). We also refer to 
important results on American pricing in Lamberton (1993, 1994) , Allegretto, Barone-
Adesi & Elliott (1993) , Carr & Faguett (1994), Goldenberg & Schmidt (1994) , Jacka 
(1991), Broadie & Detemple (1994) , Kim (1990) , Kim & Yu (1993) , Subrahmanyam & 
Yu (1993) , Jamshidian (1989b) , Barone-Adesi & Elliott (1991) and Barles et al. (1994) . 
American option pricing in ajump diffusion model has been considered in Zhang (1993). 
In this chapter we propose an extension of the decomposition results obtained by 
I 
-..... 
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Carr, Jarrow & Myneni (1992) which is exact for an extended version of the Vasicek 
(1977) model. Using this decomposition together with appropriate stochastic and deter-
ministic numerical methods we show how American puts can be efficiently computed for 
both the extended Vasicek (1977) model and the two-factor extended Fong & Vasicek 
(1991a,b) model considered in the previous chapter. 
As is the case for European-style derivative securities the methods described in 
this chapter can be applied to more general multifactor term structure and stochastic 
volatility models such as those considered by Duffie & Kan (1994) and Ritchken & 
Sankarasubramanian (1995) which relate to a class of Heath, Jarrow & Morton (1992) 
models. We emphasize that the extended Fong and Vasicek model is used mainly as 
an example to illustrate the power and flexibility of the methods. 
5.1 American Options for Two-Factor Bond Models 
Let W = (WI , W2) be a two-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probabil-
ity space (0, F , P) . As in Section 1.1 we assume the filtration F = (Fk~to is the 
P-augmentation of the natural filtration of W . A general methodology for pricing 
European-style contingent claims on discount bonds for two-factor models, extended to 
include time-dependent parameters, is given in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
As explained in Section 4.1 , the bond prices B t and B; for discount bonds maturing 
at times T and T*, respectively, to ~ T* < T are given by 
(1.1) 
and 
for to ~ t ~ T* , where the expectation is taken with respect to the minimal equivalent 
martingale measure P. For complete markets this measure is the same as the risk 
neutral measure. 
We will say that an interest rate term structure model is a two-factor model if 
the prices B t and B; of any two discount bonds at time t with maturities T and T*, 
respectively, to ~ t ~ T* ~ T, follow a system of stochastic differential equations of the 
form 
(1.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T*, where BI ,t, B2 ,t, Bi,t and B2,t are functions of the current time t, 
maturities T and T* , and the values, B t of the long bond, and B; of the short bond, 
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We assume that the short rate Tt, to ~ t ~ T, can also be expressed as a function 
of these parameters, that is in the form 
Tt = T(t, Bt, T, B;, T*). (1.3) 
In addition we assume that this function for T is sufficiently smooth to permit an 
application of Ito's formula and therefore Tt can be expressed as the solution of a 
stochastic differential equation. These conditions for the extended Fong and Vasicek 
model given by (4.1.4), can be easily checked by using equations (4.4.12). 
From the general pricing formula (1.1.5) with T = T the time t price of a European 
put Pt with strike K and maturity T* on the long discount bond B maturing at time 
T is given by 
(1.4) 
for to ~ t ~ T*. This price Pt can also be computed from the European call option 
price Ct, as given by (4.2.7) or (4.2.8), with Ct replacing Ut, using put-call parity. In 
fact , if we use B; , the price of the short bond maturing at time T*, as the discount 
factor, Pt can be computed using the relation 
Pt = Ct + K B; - B t . (1.5) 
Let us now consider the more delicate problem of computing the price P t of an American 
put at time t with strike K and maturity T* on the long discount bond B. Using the 
work of Bensoussan (1984) and Karatzas (1988, 1989) this price can be written as 
Pt = sup E (exp {-ir Ts dS} (K - Br )+ 1Ft) , (1.6) _ 
rE[t,To] t 
for to ~ t ~ T*, where the supremum is taken over all stopping times T with values in 
[t , T*] . It can be shown that under appropriate integrability and smoothness conditions 
there is a critical exercise function f: [to , T*] x ~+ --t ~+ with a corresponding stopping 
time Tf: n --t [to, T*] given by 
Tf(W) = min (inf {t ~ to: Bt(w) ~ f(t , B;(w))} , T*) (1. 7) 
at which the supremum for the American price process is attained. This means that 
(1.8) 
for to ~ t ~ T*. We assume that Bto > f (to, B;o), otherwise the option would be 
immediately exercised. Valuing an American put is therefore a problem in optimal 
stochastic control. That is, one has to find the critical exercise function f for which 
the supremum is attained. 
Since our model contains the two stochastic processes B and B*, the corresponding 
critical exercise boundary 
{(t, B;(w), f(t, B;(w)) E [to, TJ X ~2: wEn} 
J 
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now becomes a surface below which the option should be exercised. With this formu-
lation we have expressed the exercise condition in terms of critical values of B t varying 
according to different values of B;. Other formulations are also possible. For example 
critical values of Bt varying according to different values of rt or, in the case of the 
extended Fong and Vasicek model, critical values of B t varying according to different 
values of Vt , the instantaneous variance of the short rate, see equations (4.2.4). 
Comparing (1.4) and (1.6) we see that the price of an American put Pt must be 
greater than or equal to the price of the corresponding European put Pt . The difference 
between Pt and Pt , denoted by 
(1.9) 
is therefore the early exercise premium of the American put. 
Note that using the procedures described in Section 4.3 we can express the price of 
the European put Pt , equivalently in the form 
Pt = B t E (K - BT· ) 1Ft * - ( +) (1.10) 
for t E [to, T*], where E denotes expectation with respect to an adjusted measure P, 
the so called forward measure, see El Karoui & Rochet (1989) , Jamshidian (1989b) 
or Brace & Musiela (1994) . This formula should be compared to (1.4) which prices a 
European put under the minimal equivalent martingale measure P. 
5.2 Representation of the Early Exercise Premium 
We will now consider the problem of finding an exact representation of the early exercise 
premium for the two-factor model given by (1.2). We will find a random integral 
representation which is related to the work of McKean (1965) , Kim (1990) , Jacka 
(1991) , Carr, Jarrow & Myneni (1992) and Chesney, Elliott & Gibson (1991). 
The critical exercise function f , for the American put, see (2.7) and (2.8) can be 
used to divide the domain 1) = [to , T*] x !R2 into a continuation region r, and a stopping 




Consider now a savings account process {3 which accumulates interest continuously at 
rate rt , and which satisfies the linear growth equation (1.1.2) with solution (1.1.3) for 
to ~ t ~ T. 
Using the process {3 we can express B t , given by (1.1) , and Pt , given by (1.8), 
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(2.3) 
and 
Pt E(~~:~f (K-BTf )+ 1Ft) 
= ~t/\Tf E ( ~:f (K - BTf ) + 1Ft) (2.4) 
for to :S t :S T*. 
The condition (1.3) means that we can write the price of the American put Pt , 
to :S t :S T* , in the form Pt = P(t, B t , Bn to express its functional dependence on the 
state variables t, B t and B; for (t, B t , Bn E q .. We now define a scaled extension Zt 
of the price Pt to the domain D = fJ U fj by 
(2.5) 
In this form we are considering Zt as being dependent on the state variables t , B t, B; 
and~t. 
Using the so-called 'smooth-fit' conditions for the American put (see Myneni (1992)) 
we know that Zt is continuous and has a continuous partial derivative f!1i on the whole 
of the domain D. 
If we denote by X = {(Xl, xl, xl), to :S t :S T} the vector diffusion process with 
components Xl = B , X2 = B* and X 3 = ~ we can apply an extension of Ito 's formula, 
see Theorem 2.10.1 in Krylov (1980), to obtain 
T' 
Z (T* , BT" Bro ,!Jr.) = Z(t , B t , B; , ~d + 1 L O Z(s , Bs, B; , ~s) ds 
2 T' 
+ L 1 Lj Z(s , Bs , B; ,~s)dwl, 
j=l t 
(2.6) 
where LO , LI and L2 are the operators 
and ai, bi,j, i E {1 , 2, 3}, j E {1,2} are the drift and diffusion coefficients for the 
component processes Band B* as used in (1.2), and ~ as given by (1.1.2). 
This theorem requires that the function Z be an element of certain Sobolev or 
related spaces and that the generalized spatial derivatives of Z up to and including the 
I 
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second order exist. A similar representation to (2.6) which relies on a version of Ito's 
lemma for piecewise convex functions, has been employed by Carr, Jarrow & Myneni 
(1992) for American pricing, where the underlying security follows a one-dimensional 
geometric Brownian motion. We have used the theorem by Krylov because it is more 
easily applied to multidimensional American pricing problems. 
Taking conditional expectations under P, of both sides of (2.6) at time t, we see 
that 
E(Z(T*,BT· , BT· ,fJr·) 1Ft} 
(2.7) 
The relation (2.3) shows that f3;1 Bt = E(l/ fJr IFd and therefore applying the Kol-
mogorov backward equation using the diffusion operator L O we have 
(2.8) 
for to:::; t :::; T*. Also, according to (2.4) we can write 
for t :::; Tf. Consequently applying the Kolmogorov backward equation once again 
within the continuation region rl we can infer that 
(2.9) 
for (t, Bt, Bn E r / · We observe that if (t , B t, Bn E r / , then t :::; TI' These results 
together with (1.1.2) show that 
(2.10) 
for to :::; t :::; T*. The expression for LO Zt in the stopping region q. can also be obtained 
directly from (2.5) using an LO expansion based on (1.2) and (1.1.2). 
Consequently (2.7) can now be expressed in the form 
E (Z (T*, BT·, BT., fJr·) 1Ft) = Z(t, Bt , B:, f3t} 
- K E (f.r r, f3; 1 1{B.9{"B;)} ds I :F,) , 
(2.11) 
for to :::; t :::; T*. Note also from the definition of Zt given by (2.5) that 
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Combining this relation, (1.4) and (2.11) with the definitions of Zt given by (2.5), we 
can infer that 
Pt = pet, B t , Bn 
(Jt Z(t, Btl B; , (Jd - (Jt K E (iT' Ts (J;1 l{B.::s!(s ,B;)} ds 1Ft) 
pet, B t , Bn - K E (iT' (Jt Ts (J;11{B.Sf(s ,B;)) ds 1Ft) 
pet, B t , Bn - K E (iT' Ts exp (-is Tu dU) l{B.::s!(s,B;)} ds 1Ft) 
(2.12) 
for (t, B t , Bn E r/. The second term on the right hand side of (2.12) is thus, according 
to (1.9), an expression for the early exercise premium et, which by Fubini 's Theorem 
can be written in the form 
We remark that the relation (2.7), which is the key result we need for the proof of 
(2.13), can be derived under weaker conditions compared to (2.6), see Krylov (1980) 
Chapter 2. 
We will now consider the problem of finding an integral representation of the early 
exercise premium in a form which uses B*-discounting and the forward measure P. We 
will provide only an outline of the required steps as this result , although of theoretical 
interest, is not further used in the remaining part of this chapter. 
To do this we define Zt by the relation 
Z = Z(t B B*) = { l/B: P(t,Bt,Bn 
t ,t, t 1/ B: (K - B t )+ 
(t , Btl Bn E fj 
(t, B t , Bn E rj 
Using the forward measure P we can write, similar to (2.4), (see also (1.10)) the relation 
(2.14) 
J 
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The diffusion operators LO , L1 and L2 are now replaced by similar ones denoted by I}, 
LI and I} . These have the same form as given in (2.6) except the drift and diffusions 
coefficients iii and bi,j, i, j E {1,2} now appear in a different form to account for the 
new measure F. We also have only two state variables B t and B;, to ~ t ~ T* for the 
function Z as 1/ f3t, the discount factor , has been replaced with 1/ B;. 
As in (2.9) and using (2.14) we can infer that 
for (t, B t , Bn E r,. 
These results together with (1.2) can be used to show, similar to (2.10), that 
(2.15) 
for to ~ t ~ T*. Applying Ito's formula cis in (2.7), taking conditional expectations, 
and using (2.15) we can prove that 
E(Z(T*,BTo,BTo) 1Ft) = Z(t , Bt ,Bt) 
- K E (iTO Ts/B; l{B.~f(s ,B; )} ds 1Ft) 
for to ~ t ~ T *. From this result, the definition of Zt, (1.10), (2.14) and the maturity 
condition BTo = 1 we now obtain the relation 
p(t,Bt,Bt) = B; E ((K - BTo)+ 1Ft) 
B; E (Z (T*,BTo,BT.) 1Ft) 
B; Z (t,Bt,Bt) - B; K E (iT' Ts/B; l{B. :::; f(s ,B:)} ds 1Ft) 
= P(t, Bt, Bn - K B; E (iT" Ts/ B; l{B.S!(s ,B;)} ds I Ft) 
for (t, B t , Bt) E r,. Consequently using Fubini 's Theorem an alternate representation 
for the early exercise premium et using B* -discounting and the forward measure P can 
be expressed in the form. 
TO 
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5.3 Explicit Representation of the Early Exercise 
Premium for the Extended Vasicek Model 
We will now consider the valuation of American puts for an extended version of the 
Vasicek (1977) model which can be regarded as a one-factor version of the Fong & 
Vasicek (1991a,b) model. We take Tt , the short rate, and fit, its instantaneous variance, 
to be given by the following pair of differential equations 
(3.1) 
dfi t , (v - vd dt 
for to ~ t ~ T*. In this model a = {at , to ~ t < oo} and f = {ft , to ~ t < oo} 
are time-dependent deterministic functions and A, " v are constants. This formulation 
corresponds to the extended Fong and Vasicek model (4.1.4) with ~ = 0 and is closely 
related to the control variate formulations used in Section 4.4. 
With this model the fit component can be solved explicitly on the interval [to , T*] 
to yield 
(3.2) 
for to ~ t ~ T* with initial value Vto' A similar formula was obtained for the instanta-
neous variance component given by (3.3.7), see also (4.4.7). 
We therefore have only one source of noise for the short rate Tt with a time-
dependent diffusion coefficient for Tt and mean-reverting drift coefficients for both Tt 
and fit. This type of structure which extends the original Vasicek (1977) model, has 
also been examined by Hull & White (1990). 
The pricing of American puts for this extended Vasicek model is of independent 
interest. In addition, we will later use this model to build control variates for the more 
complex two-factor extended Fong and Vasicek model. As is explained in Section 2.4 
these control variates are used to construct variance reduced estimators which combined 
with appropriate stochastic numerical methods enable us to perform fast and accurate 
valuations of American options and corresponding hedge ratios. 
Let us denote by B; and Bt , to ~ t ~ T* the price at time t of discount bonds 
maturing at times T* and T, respectively, where the short rate process T satisfies (3.1). 
B; and Bt are given by equations of the form (1.1) with f replacing r. 
Using (1.10) and the B;-discounted process X = {Xt = Bt/B;: to ~ t ~ T*} we 
can express the price Pt = p(t , Tt} of the European put in the form 
(3.3) 
for to ~ t ~ T*, where E denotes expectation with respect to the forward measure 
P corresponding to the system (3.1). This forward measure is defined by the Radon-
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by (4.4.2) depend on the structure of the underlying system of stochastic differential 
equations, the forward measure P may be different from the forward measure P used 
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
FUrthermore, since v is a time-dependent function, the stochastic differential equa-
tion for X reduces to the case of the first equation in (4.4.6), where the functions 
D(·, T*): [to, T] -t ~ and D(·, T): [to, T] -t ~ satisfy an ordinary differential 
equation of the form (4.1.7) with boundary condition D(T*, T*) = D(T, T) = O. As 
mentioned in Chapter 4 these functions are the same for both the extended Fong and 
Vasicek model and the extended Vasicek model given by (4.1.4) and (3.1), respectively. 
This equation for X can be solved explicitly on the interval [to, T*J, and is given 
by (4.4.8). The distributional properties of the random variable XT. are known and 
consequently the option price given in (3.3) can also be computed explicitly in a manner 
similar to (4.4.10) . In fact applying (3.3) and these distributional properties we can 
show, after Some manipulation, that 
(3.4) 
for to ::; t ::; T* , where d( t , Xd and at are as given in (4.4.8) and N (-) is the standard 
Gaussian distribution fun~tion. 
From the relation N(x) + N(-x) = 1, x E ~, equation (3.4) can be rewritten in 
the form 
Pt iJ; K - iJt + BtN (ut - d(t ,Xd) - iJ; K N (-d(t,Xt )) 
(3.5) 
where, Ct denotes the corresponding price for a European call as given by (4.4.10) with 
Ct replacing Ut· This result can also be obtained by put-call parity arguments with iJ: 
as the discount factor. 
Let us now consider the problem of pricing an American put for the simplified model 
given by (3.1). As is shown in (2.12) the price of an American put Ft = F(t, T-t) can 
be decomposed into the corresponding European put price Pt plus the early exercise 
premium et = e(t , T-t} with 
(3.6) 
where 
et = K E (iT. exp ( -15 T-u dU) T-s l{B.~f(s)} ds 1Ft) . (3.7) 
Here E denotes expectation with respect to the corresponding minimal equivalent mar-
tingale measure. Because we are dealing with only a one-factor model of the short 
rate this becomes the risk neutral measure. Note that the critical exercise function 
f : [to , T] -t ~ is one-dimensional and does not depend on the short maturing bond 
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We will now attempt to find a more explicit representation of the early exercise 
premium given by (3.7) by using the separation principle described in Goldman et al. 
(1995a). In fact applying this principle it can be shown that the early exercise premium 
et can be expressed in the form 
(3.8) 
where E denotes expectation with respect to the forward measure F, which for the 
system of equations (3.1) is defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dF {iT. 1 ~ 2 fT· ~ 1 } 
dP = exp - to "2 (B;) ds + ito B; dWs (3.9) 
with 
(3.10) 
This specification for the derivative dFjdP follows from (4.2.9) and (4.1.3) and setting 
~ = 0 as is required from (3.1). If we change the underlying probability measure to F 
the Girsanov's Theorem states that the process tVt: = Wt: - It: B~ du, to:=:; t :=:; T, 
will be a Wiener process under F. Using this Wiener process the stochastic differential 
equation for the r component in (3.1) becomes 
(3 .11) 
for to :=:; t :=:; T*. 
This stochastic differential equation can be solved explicitly on the interval [t, sJ , 
to :=:; t :=:; s :=:; T* , see Kloeden & Platen (1992) with 
where 
(Pt,s = exp ( - [S au du ) , 
for to :=:; t :=:; s :=:; T* with initial value rt at time t. 
(3.12) 
It is clear from the structure of (3.12) that the random variable rs is Gaussian with 





2 2 Vu 
crt,s = cPt,s -;::2" du 
t 'f't ,u 
(3.14) 
for to :=:; t :=:; s :=:; T*. 
..... 
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The expression for the early exercise premium et at time t, to ~ t ~ T given by 
(3.8) is formulated using critical values of the long bond B. We will now show that the 
critical boundary formulation can be expressed in terms of critical values of the short 
rate T-. For the extended Vasicek model given by (3.1) the formula for the long bond 
price Bt , at time t, given by (4.1.6) can be simplified and written in the form 
Bt = B(t, T, T-t) = exp{ -rt D(t, T) + H(t, Tn (3.15) 
for to ~ t ~ T, where the function D is as specified in (4.1. 7) and H is some other 
time-dependent function. This equation can be expressed in the form 
T-t = (H(t, T) -log(Bt )) / D(t, T) 
for to ~ t ~ T. The equation for D(·, T) can be solved on the interval [to, T] with 
D(t,T) = ¢t,T iT ¢:;;}du 
for to ~ t ~ T , where ¢ is given in (3.12) . We now assume that at > 0 for to ~ t ~ T 
so that from the definition of ¢ we can infer that D(t, T) > 0 for to ~ t ~ T* with 
T* < T. Consequently the above expression for T-t is well-defined. This means that 
critical values for Bt can be translated into critical values for the short rate T-t at time 
t. If we denote by fr: [to, T] -+ R the critical exercise function for T, then using the 
above equation for Tt we can write 
11'(X) = (H(t, T) -log(f(x))) / D(t, T) 
for x E R, where 1 is the critical exercise function for the long bond B. Using the 
critical boundary function fr the early exercise premium et given by (3.8) becomes 
et = K iTO E (exp (-is T-u dU) ) E (T-s l{1'.~fr(s)} 1Ft) d8. (3.16) 
Note that for points (t, Bd in the stopping region rj, Bt ~ I(t) so that from (3.15) 
T-t 2: fr(t) as is indicated in (3.16) . In the next section we will find more convenient 
representations for the time-dependent functions D and H. 
With these results established, we are now in a position to evaluate the second 
term in the integrand of (3.16). In particular using the distributional properties of the 
random variable T-s, to ~ t ~ 8 ~ T*, with initial value T-t at time t we can show that 
EA ( A I -r) /,00 X ,(x - Ilts) rs l{1'.~fr(s)} .rt = - N ---' dx, fr(s) (Jt,s (Jt ,s (3.17) 
where N' (y) = ~ exp( _y2 /2) is the standard Gaussian density function and Ilt ,s and 
(Jt ,s are given by (3.13) and (3.14), respectively. 
The integral term on the right hand side of (3.17) can be solved explicitly in the 
form 
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where NO is the standard Gaussian distribution function. 
Let Fit ,s = B(t , s , ft} be the price of a discount bond maturing at time s which is 
evaluated at time t, to ~ t ~ s ~ T , and which evolves according to the short rate f . 
As in (1.1) we can write this price in the form 
(3.19) 
for to ~ t ~ s ~ T , where E denotes expectation under the measure P. Combining 
(3.16) , (3.18) and (3.19) we see that 
et =]{ fT" Bt,s [J.tt ,s N (J.tt ,s - Jr (S)) + at,s Nt (Jr(S) - J.tt ,s )] ds 
i t at ,s at,s 
(3.20) 
for to ::; t ~ T*. We now have an explicit representation of the early exercise premium 
et at time t for the extended Vasicek model (3 .1). This representation is crucial for the 
efficient valuation of American put prices for the two-factor extended Fong and Vasicek 
model as we will see in the next section. It is also of independent mathematical interest 
because it provides for a one factor Gaussian interest rate model of the type specified 
in (3.1) an exact formula for the early exercise premium. The integral representation 
given by (3.20) can be compared to results obtained by, for example, Carr, Jarrow & 
Myneni (1992) for the Black-Scholes model. 
The critical exercise boundary function If for the short rate f can now be obtained 
by solving (implicitly) the equation 
Ft = ]{ - B(t, T, ft} = p(t, it} + e(t , ft} (3.21 ) 
for to ::; t ~ T *. Thus we have to solve equation (3.21) for ft , using different values of 
t . These values then become the critical exercise boundary values Jr for the short rate. 
Note that equation (3.21) , if evaluated at time t using (3.20) , requires computation 
of the values Jr(s) at all future times s , t ~ s ~ T* . This observation means that 
the critical exercise boundary is usually more conveniently obtained or estimated using 
a backward iteration technique starting at time T*. An alternative is to find some 
approximation for Jr , say IP ), use this in (3.20) and then compute a new approximation 
for Jr, say IF) from (3.21) . 
The terms Bt,s, J.tt ,s and at,s appearing in (3.20) can all be efficiently evaluated using 
non-stochastic numerical methods. Consequently, for a given choice of Jr, the early 
exercise premium et can also be efficiently computed. However, several computations 
of the integral in (3.20) , working backwards in time or using the successive boundary 
approximations I;i) , i = 1, 2, ... , are required to estimate the critical exercise function 
Jr. Once this is obtained calculation of the price of an American put is very fast as it 
requires only one additional estimate of the integral. 
Repeated evaluations of the integral in (3.20) require many computations of the 
terms Bt,s, J.tt ,s and at ,s using different values oft and s , to::; t ::; s ~ T*. These terms 
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grid. We can then use two-dimensional interpolation methods to estimate values be-
tween the points. However this evaluation procedure over a two-dimensional grid is 
computationally expensive. 
In the next section we will show how the terms Bt,s, j.1.t ,s and at,s can be effectively 
calculated in a manner which avoids the requirement of dealing with two-dimensional 
interpolation problems. 
5.4 Computation of Terms 
for the Extended Vasicek Model 
To compute the early exercise premium et at time t , to ::; t ::; T*, given in equation 
(3.20), requires computation of the terms Bt,s, j.1.t, s and at,s. In this section we will find 
formulas of these terms that will enable et to be computed more easily and efficiently. 
According to (4.1.6) with s replacing T , the discount bond price Bt,s for a discount 
bond maturing at times s ~ t has the form 
Bt,s = B(t,s ,fd = exp {-ftD(t , s) + Vt F(t,s) + G(t , s)} , ( 4.1) 
for to::; t ::; T , where DC , s), FC s) and G(., s) are real valued functions that satisfy 
the ordinary differential equations 
dD(t , s) 
dt 
dF(t , s) 
dt 
dG(t , s) 
dt 
(}:t D (t,s) -1, 
,F(t, s) + (-\ - ~ D(t , s)) D(t , s) , 
for to::; t ::; T with boundary conditions 
D(s, s) = F(s, s) = G(s , s) = 0 
and Vt is as given in (3.2). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
With this formulation we use the symbols F and G because these functions may be 
different from the corresponding functions F and G for the extended Fong and Vasicek 
model. As noted previously the function D will be the same for both models. 
Consequently if we use the value s = T , then the function if as used in (3.15) is 
given by 
if(t , T ) = Vt F(t , T) + G(t, T). 
The ordinary differential equations in (4.2) with boundary conditions (4.3) can be 
solved in integral form as follows: 
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F(t , s) _ e'Yt is e-'YU [)'-~D(U, s)] D(u,s) du , 
G(t ,s) = -15 [aufuD(u ,s) - f'v F (u,s)] du, 
for to ~ t ~ s ~ T *, where cP is as given in equation (3.12). From this expression 
for cP together with the above integral solutions for the functions D, the following 
representations for the functions cP and D can be derived in a straightforward manner. 
cPt,s <Pta,s 
cPta,t' 
D(t, s) = D(t, T*) - ~t,T- D(s , T*). 
,+,s,T-
(4.4) 
This means that 4> and D considered as functions of two variables can be computed 
from the one variable functions cP.,T' and D(· , T*). 
Similarly the functions F and G can also be expressed as combinations of one 
variable functions. These calculations are somewhat lengthy so we will not include all 
of the details here. However to illustrate the first part of the procedure for the function 
F we write F as the sum F = Fl + F2 , where 
FHt , s) = _e'Yt 15 ). e-'YU D(u, s) du (4.5) 
for to ~ t ~ s ~ T*. Define the one variable functions II and I2: [to, TJ -t ~ by 
T' 
h.t = 1 e-'YU D(u, T*) du 
T' 
h ,t = 1 e-'YU cPu,T' du 
for to ~ t ~ T*. Using these functions , (4.4) and (4.5) we can express the function Fl 
in the form 
_ e'Yt t ). e- 'Yu (D(U' T*) - cPu,T' D(s , T*)) du 
it cPs,T-
t D ( s, T*) ( ) "Yt ( I) 
= ). e'Y - ,1..-- I2 ,t - I2,s -). e !t,t - 1,5 
,+,s ,T-
for to ~ t ~ s ~ T*. This means that the function Fl can be computed from one variable 
functions. This procedure can be continued for the functions F2 and G. Consequently 
the bond price function 13(· ,·, fd given by (4.1) can also be computed from combinations 
of one variable functions . 
1 
...... 
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Let us now define functions 'IjJ and X by the relations: 
'ljJt ,s = 1s ¢t.~ (au Tu + Vu A + vrv: e:) du, 
Xt ,s = rs ~u du, 
it 'Pt,u 
(4.6) 
for to :::; t :::; s :::; T* , where the functions v and e* are given by equations (3 .2) and 
(3.10) , respectively. From (3.10) and (4.1) we have 
e: = -vrv: D(u, T*), 
so that 
(4.7) 
This result, the definition of X given in (4.6) and the second equation in (4.4) means 
that we can express the functions 'IjJ and X in the form 
(4.8) 
The mean and variance parameters /-Lt ,s and (Jl,s defined by (3.'13) and (3.14) can now 
be represented using the equations 
/-Lt ,s ¢to ,s (/t + 'ljJto ,s - 'ljJto ,t) 
'Pto ,t 
(4.9) 
These results show that the terms /-Lt ,s and (Jt ,s can be evaluated at any point (t, s), 
to :::; t :::; s :::; T*, using the one variable functions ¢to . , 'ljJto . and Xto • . We have already 
seen that the bond price Bt,s, to :::; t :::; s :::; T* can also be conveniently computed from 
one variable functions. Consequently the early exercise premium €t,s as given by (3.20) 
can be efficiently evaluated using these one variable functions. 
To compute the critical exercise boundary function and from this American put 
values, these one variable functions would typically be pre-computed at discrete points 
and stored in one-dimensional arrays. Appropriate interpolation procedures would then 
be used to calculate values for Bt,s, /-Lt ,s and (J[,s to:::; t :::; s :::; T*, at intermediate 
points, so that the integral in (3.20) can be estimated. These results are therefore 
of considerable practical value as they reduce both the memory and computational 
demands of the problem. 
We remark finally that these calculations for Bt,s, to :::; t :::; s :::; T* , also hold in the 
case of Bt,B' the discount bond price for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. That 
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5.5 American Pricing for the 
Extended Fong and Vasicek Model 
131 
As an example of a two-factor term structure model, we will now consider an extended 
version of the Fong & Vasicek (1991a,b) model as defined by equation (4.1.4). As 
noted previously we regard this model as an extension of the original version proposed 
by Fong and Vasicek because the back driving intensity Q and short rate level fare 
both specified as time-dependent functions. 
The early exercise premium et for the extended two-factor Fong and Vasicek model 
given by (2.13) is more difficult to evaluate than that for the corresponding one-factor 
extended Vasicek model because the critical exercise function f now represents a two-
dimensional surface. 
However, by using the values et, obtained from the one-factor valuation formula 
(3.20) we can construct control variate estimates for both et and the two-dimensional 
exercise boundary. The integral representation (3.20) can also be used with B t,s replac-
ing Bt,s in (4.7) as this choice provides the basis for a better control variate estimation 
of et, to ::; t ::; T*. As in the case for the extended Fong and Vasicek model these tasks 
need to be integrated as an estimate of the critical exercise function is required to com-
pute the integral in (2.13) however these critical exercise function estimates themselves 
require approximations .of the integral appearing in (2.1.3). A procedure similar to that 
described ' in the previous section, therefore needs to be employed for this two-factor 
model. 
To be more explicit, if we write et = et + (et - et), then we can use stochastic 
numerical methods of the type described in the previous chapter to estimate et - h 
The variance associated with estimates of et - et will in general be much less than those 
obtained from a direct simulation of et. To ensure that the computational loads for this 
problem do not explode we need to have a good starting approximation for the critical 
boundary function f. As a natural choice we can use j , the critical boundary function 
for the extended Vasicek model as a suitable starting point. 
One method for obtaining better approximations for the critical exercise function 
f is as follows: We divide the time interval [to, T*] into say three segments [to, td , 
[tl, t2] and [t2, T*] with to < tl < t2 < T*. At t2 we estimate et2 at four points on 
a square positioned over the curve that corresponds to the critical boundary for the 
one-factor model. By comparing the values Pt2 + et2 with the corresponding intrinsic 
value, J{ - Bt2, we can determine how close we are to the critical exercise boundary 
for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. We use four points here because the two 
state variables B t2 , the price of the long bond at time t2, and B t2 , the price of the 
short bond at time t2 , provide two degrees of freedom in the model. Different values 
for Bt2 and Bt2 can be obtained by using different values for the short rate Tt2 and its 
instantaneous variance Vt2 as prescribed by the bond pricing formula (4.1.6). A similar 
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to, tl and t2 we can now construct a new estimate for the boundary function say 1(2) , 
where 1(1) is specified directly from j. 
This method can be repeated if neccessary to obtain finer approximations to the 
boundary function 1. However in general only one or two iterations of this procedure 
are needed because the American price is not so sensitive to small movements of the 
critical exercise boundary. 
Although somewhat heuristic in its formulation simulation experiments have shown 
that this algorithm can be efficiently and effectively used to determine the two-di-
mensional critical exercise boundary for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. The 
method can be partially validated by evaluating American prices at intermediate points 
located on the estimated critical boundary. These prices can then be compared to the 
corresponding intrinsic values K - B t which should be the same. 
Another very simple but effective control variate technique is as follows: Let Pto and 
eto denote the price of a European put and the early exercise premium, respectively, 
at time to , for the extended Vasicek model and let Pto be the corresponding price of a 
European put for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. This price can be estimated 
very accurately using the methods described in Chapter 4 and does not require any 
knowledge of the critical exercise boundary. Then for a wide class of parameter values 
a good estimate for eto' the early exercise premium for the corresponding American 
put at time to, is 
~ (Pto) eto = eto -;:- . 
Pto 
(5.1) 
The computation of American prices using this formula is very fast as it requires only 
one estimate of eto using the exact representation (3.20) and one simulation estimate 
of pto' The price Pto can be determined analytically. 
5.6 Computational Results for American Pricing 
In this section we will describe some simulation results that were obtained for the 
pricing of American puts for the extended Fong and Vasicek model given by (4.1.4). 
The valuation procedure used consisted of three main steps. Firstly, the calculation 
of American put values for the corresponding extended Vasicek or related models. 
Secondly, the evalution of European puts for the extended Fong and Vasicek model. 
Thirdly, the approximation of prices for American puts for this model using results from 
the two preceeding steps together with a heuristic control variate method as outlined 
in the previous section. 
The main aim of this section is to highlight the computational power of the methods 
used rather than to explain in detail how these results were obtained and validated. 
Also, computation of hedge ratios for American puts was not undertaken in these simu-
lation experiments. Note however that these hedge ratios can be computed either using 
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tion results as detailed in Chapter 1. 
To reduce the systematic error, see Kloeden & Platen (1992), associated with the 
computation of European puts for the extended Fong and Vasicek model, we used 
the predictor-corrector method (4.3.1). The variance reduction techniques of control 
variates, as outlined in Section 4.3, and the antithetic variates and stratified sampling 
as described in Section 3.4, were also applied to reduce the corresponding statistical 
error. 
For the predictor-corrector method (4.3.1) we used 16 discretization points with 20 
batches each with 128 paths divided into 32 groups of 4 constructed from the antithetic 
variance reduction procedure described i Section 3.4. We also employed the technique 
of stratified sampling using two-point approximations for Gaussian increments together 
with the partitioning sets (3.4.2). 
The computation of prices for American puts for the extended Vasicek model was 
based on the exact representation (3.20) using the results of Section 5.4. The critical 
exercise boundary was estimated from this representation using a backward iterative 
technique. Approximation of the integral appearing in (3.20) required extensive use of 
non-stochastic numerical and integration routines. For these simulation experiments 
we estimated this integral using Romberg extrapolation with a 128 x 256 point grid. 
However , this integral needs to be evaluated repeatedly to obtain the critical exercise 
boundary. 
Using a 486, 33 MHz personal computer with 16 discretization points and 2560 
(= 20 x 128) sample paths a relative statistical error of 0.3% at a 99% confidence level 
was obtained. Note that this error term applies only to the European component of 
the Amercian price. For all of the results presented in this section, American option 
prices, using the three-step procedure mentioned above, were each computed in about 
15 seconds. 
For these simulation experiments we used the following default parameter values: 
T = 5.0 (years), T* = 0.6, A = 0.0, T} = 0.0, 'Y = 0.2 v = 0.04, ~ = 0.04 P = 0.0 
K = 70.0 with initial values To = 0.022 and Vo = 0.04 at time to = o. Linear functions 
for the time-dependent values at and ft, to ::; t ::; T* were chosen as given in Section 
4.5 with both the long and short bonds scaled to give a face value of 100 monetary 
units. 
As has been previously explained, the critical exercise boundary for the extended 
Fong and Vasicek model is two-dimensional and takes the form B t = f(t, Bn , to ::; t ::; 
T *. Using equation (4.4.12) we can also replace critical values of the long bond price 
Bt, with critical values of the short rate Tt, at time t, to ::; t ::; T *. 
Figures 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 show critical values of the long bond price B t and critical 
values of the short rate Tt respectively, for different values of time to maturity and the 
short bond price B; at time t , to ::; t ::; T*. We remark that to the best of our knowledge 
this is the first characterization of the critical exercise boundary for a two-dimensional 
American problem. 
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Figure 5.6.3: Prices of American and European puts together with corresponding intrinsic 
value. 
Figure 5.6.3 displays prices of American and European puts for different values 
of the long bond price Bo at time O. We also plot the intrinsic value of the option 
to show the convergence of the American price to its intrinsic value as the critical 
exercise boundary is approached. Note that for points close to this boundary the main 
component in the price of an American put is its early exercise premium. 
The effects of stochastic volatility are illustrated in Figures 5.6.4 and 5.6.5. The 
first of these diagrams shows price differences, (ub - ub) , between American puts for the 
extended Fong and Vasicek and corresponding extended Vasicek models for different 
values of the long bond price Bo at time 0 and time to maturity T*. The smile effect 
in prices is not symmetric partly because for low values of the long bond price the 
American prices for both models quickly approach the intrinsic value of the option. A 
different view of these stochastic volatility effects is shown in Figure 5.6.4, where we plot 
price differences between American puts for the above two models for different values of 
the parameter ~ (volatility of volatility) and the long bond price Bo. This figure shows 
that the smile effect becomes less pronounced as the parameter ~ approaches zero as is 
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Figure 5.6.4: Price differences due to stochastic volatility for different values of the long bond 
price Bo and time to maturity T *. 
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